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Th« Newt Hat Been

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

A

ConstructiveBooster for
Holland Since 1872

VOLUME 77— NUMBER

41

HOLLAND MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, OCTOBER

Mrs. Ida

Church Worker

Warm Weather

Halted on Street

Of Grand

September

Near C-0 Depot

Succumbs

In Previous

An

average temperature

between Lincoln and Fairbanks
Ave , was referred to the sidewalk
committee and the city engineer
at a regular meeting of Common
Council Wednesday night.
The railway company pointed

of

66.9 degrees for Holland during

September was the warmest

re-

corded here for the last five years,

according to weather statistics
compiled by Jay E. Folkert of
Hope college,official weather observer here.

Former Ottawa

tures in other years listed 66.4 in
1947, 62.4 in 1946, 62.6 in 1945

and 65.2 in 1944.
Maximum temperature last

month was 92, the same as

view of the fact that certain controls and switches are on locations where the sidewalk would be

County Sheriff

in

1945. The record was 91 in 1947,
88 in 1946 and 89 in 1944. Mini-

Succumbs

mum

temperature was 41 last
month. 30 in 1947, 29 in 1946, 29
in 1945 and 34 in 1944.
Average maximum temperature
was 79.8 in 1948, 77.8 in 1947,
76.4 in 1946, 74.2 in 1945 and 76.3
in 1944. Average minimum was
54 in 19-18, 55 in 1947, 48.5 in

at 11

Fred Kamferbeek. 77. former
Ottawa county sheriff, died at
2:30 p.m. Monday in Smith ConvalescentHome where he had
been in failinghealth since January, 1<M7.

1916, 51, in 1945 and 54.2 in 1944.
Prevailing wind was southwest
for all five years. There wore
13 clear days in 1948, 10 in 1947,
14 in 1946, eight in 1945 and six
in 1944. There were 12 partly
cloudy days in 1948, 14 in 1947, 11
in 1946, 15 in 1945 and 22 in
1944. Cloudy days numbered five
in 1948. six in 1947, five in 1946,
seven in 1945 and two in 1944:
Rainfall for the month listed 2.10 inches in 1948, 6.61 in 1947,
1.97 in 1946, 6.74 in 1945 and 4.56
in 1944. Rain fell on 10 days in
1948, 10 in 1947. four in 1946,
18 in 1945 and 10 in 1944.
There were three thunderstorms
last month compared ^with five
in 1947. None was listed for the
other three years.

When

elected sheriffin 1924. he

A second letter from the

rail-

way company

informed council
locomotive engineers had

that all
been contacted on complaints of
excessiveblowing of train whistles
and hoped this would take care of
the matter to the satisfactionof

first Democrat to serve in

Haven
78

Mn.

Society

Teachers

the city.
Signatures of the mayor and
clerk were authorized on an agreement with Michigan State Highway department for traffic controls at 8th and College Ave.,
8th and Central, 8th and
River, River and 10th, 8th and
Columbia, and River* ar ’ 17th.
Two letters from State Sen
William C. Vandenberg on traf-

fic light installation,resurfacing
and widening of streetswere read.
that office in 40 years. He served The senator had consulted Hightwo terms Ebven years ago this way Commissioner Charles Zieg-

was the

In Ripon, California

and retired in 1945. He was a de- Witt or Rudyard; 17 grandchil- gram this year under the din*
ectlon of Co-Ordinator Gerrit
voted 'member of the Methodist dren and 26 great grandchildren
Wiegerink.
A
son,
Gerrit
Dalman,
died
in
church and superintendent of its
Of this number, 28 are office
Ripon last May.
trainees, 12 are in retailing. 12 ia
Sunday school for 53 years.
Funeral services will be held
nursing and 10 in other trade*
He was secretary-treasurer of Monday in Ripon.
and industry.
the Ottawa County Sunday school
Under this program.Introduced
association for many years, presearly in 1948, trainees attend
dent of tlio park board, a member
school half days and work half
of the welfare board, president of
Cliristiaii
days under supervision.
the advisory board af the SalvaStudents,the places they are
tion Army for 16 years, honorary
employed and their positions folmember of the WCTU, and much
low:
to
interested in promoting the cause
Lloyd Baker, Ottawa Auto
of temperance.
Sales, auto mechanic; Kathleen
He is survivedby two daughBarkel, Holland Furnace, office
ters. Mrs. Ethel Day with whom At
clerk; JacquelynBear, First Nah£ made his home, and Mrs. Ralph
tional bank, bookkeeper;Norma
Ketchum of Miami, Fla.; a stepHolland Christian school teach Bomers, Holland Furnace, office
son, Earl Thompson of Muskegon;
a brother, Chester, and three sis- ers, along with 500 other Chris- clerk; Edith Bos, hospital, nurse's
ters of Toronto, Canada; five tian school teachers in the Mid aide; Donna Brewer, hospital,
grandchildren, nine great grand- west will meet In Grand Rapids nurse’s aide; Dorothy Bronson,
McBride Insurance, office clerk;
children and one great-great
Oct. 21 and 22 where the Mid- Lola Busscher, Holland-Racine, ofgrandchild. A son, Chester, died
west Christian Teachers associa- fice clerk; Elaine Bussies, Hoi*
many years ago.

placed.

Average September tempera-

Meet

Grand Rapids

With chalk rag In Hand, Jamea C. De Free of Zeeland pauses for a
chat while working on his newest pastel, a scene of "Government
Cut" at Miami, Fla. On the wall is one of his favoritepictures, a
scene of a road in the Netherlands.Successful In business,De Free
finds his pastels an absorbing hobby. He took up this form of art
when his wife gave him the colors for a gift about seven years ago.

The body

will remain at the

Kammeraad funeral home

until

tion will convene in its annual ses land-Racine, office clerk.
Jackie Carter, hospital,mnWs
sion. The group is composed of
teachers from four state*, includ- aide; James Dannenberg,Penney
ing Michigan, Illinois,Wisconsin store, stockkeeper; Arlene De

Saturday noon when it will be
taken to the Methodist church.
Jongh, Holland Furnace, office
Washington and Fourth, whore it and Indiana, President Hero
Bratt, of Holland,announced to- clerk; Hazel Dokter, El’s Food
will lie in state until time of
Market, grocery clerk; Dorothy
services at 2:30 p.m. Dr. E. H. day.
Dykman, hospital, nurse's aide;
Various
sectional
and
combined
company officials promised an inBoldrey will be In charge. Burial
meetinp, under the direction of Shirley Everse, Holland Furnace,
vestigation with a view to corwill be in Lake Forest cemetery.
well known educators will be held office clerk; Miriam GemmiU, hosthe distinctionof being the coun- recting the matter. Council also
during
the two day meeting. Ses pital. nurse’s aide; Betty Hop, It
ty's first elected Democraticsher- okayed a committee recommendaGrand
Haven
Child Diet
sions will be held in the newly- J. Heinz Co., office clerk; Bartion
to
meet
with
the
Chamber
iff, serving four years from 1877
constructed Grand Raputy Chris- bara Hulsebos, Multi-print,office
until 1881. There was a difference of Commerce industrial commitAt Blodgett Hospital
tian high school and the Eastern clerk.
tee
to
see
-what
can
be
done
for
of almost 50 years in the terms
Zeeland,OCt. 7— Dabbling in
Gene Immink, Baker’s Furnismoke abatement at other factorof offices for the two men.
Grand Haven, Oct. 7 (Special) Ave. Christian Reformed church, ture, wdodmakingmachine operpastels is a nice relaxing hobby
Bratt said. A banquet will be held
ies.
Kamferbeek had long been as-^Michael Allen Hass, six-week
in the Trinity Methodist church ator; Gerald Jager, Riksen'ft
Council approved a waiver In after a hard day’s work.
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
sociated with enforcement work
Civic
on Oct. 21. E. R. Post of Grand market, grocery and meat clerk:
Just ask James C. De Free,
at the time he was elected sheriff. the agreement with Hope college
Hass, died in Blodgett hospital
Helen Kaepernlk, McLellan store,
He belonged to the old hand- on veterans’ housing units where- successful Zeeland merchant,who
Friday afternoon. He was bom in Rapids is banquet chairman.
sales clerk; Margaret Kamphuia,
Headlining
the
addresses
for
drawn fire department No. 2 and by the present contract will run would rather work with the powdGrand Haven Aug. 17 and had
the combined meetings will be E. and T. Bake shops, sales clerk;
served as constable several years to July 1, 1951, and perhaps longIn
been ill since birth.
Local
Guilty
ery
chalk-like
crayons
in
his
spare
those delivered by the Rev. Joyce Kimball, Topp Insurance
in the old second ward. He served er If the need for temporarybuildBesides the parents he is surGeorge Gritter of the Grace Chris- Co., secretary; Joyce Kirchhoff,
time
than
go
hunting,
fishing
or
ings
continues'at
that
time.
as city marshal and as deputy
Grand Haven. Oct. 7 (Special) vived by the paternal grandpar- tian Reformed church of Kala- Junior high school, office clerk;
A petitionsigned by five pro- golfing.
sheriff and was the first elected
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hass,
Marilyn Klelnhekael,Michigan
—Mary
Soule, 79, widely known
Of
chief of police, serving from 1909 perty owners requesting paving of
He says it’s fun, and the results
and the maternal grandmother, mazoo and the Rev. P. H. Eldera- Gas and Electric,office clerk and
veld
of
the
Back
to
God
Hour.
as
a
music
teacher
and
promoter
East 11th St. between Columbia are such that his colorfulpictures
Mrs. CharlotteVan Hall, all of
to 1913.
Rev. Gritter will apeak on the cashier.
Herman Seif. 42. of 304 West
He was born Sept. 12, 1871, in and Lincoln Aves. was referred io have drawn favorable comment of cultural interests, died at 1:15 Grand Haven.
Joyce Knowles,hospital, nurse’s
the
street
committee.
12th St., was guilty Wednesday Holland, son of the late Frederick
from the few experts who have p.m. Wednesday in Municipal hos- The body will be taken from the conventiontheme, "Helmsmen ajde; Marilyn Kole, Montgomery
We."
Rev.
Eldersveld will speak
of drunk driving at the first jury Kamferbeek. A printer by trade,
aeen his work.
pital where she was taken Juiy Van Zantwiek funeral home to the
Ward, sales clerk; Loii Kolean,
trial this year in Holland's muni- he operated De Watcher and De
Always interested in art, Jim 5. She had fallen in her home that family home this afternoon where on the topic, "Guides for God’s hospital, nurse'a aide; Leonn
Children".
cipal court. Sentence was deferred Hope print shop on Hope college
thoroughly enjoyed what art was day and fractured her hip.
the rosary will be recited Sunday
Featuringthe sectionalmeet- Koops, Schreur’s grocery, grocery
until Friday.
offered when he attendedschool
campus and managed the De Free
Miss Soule was lx>rn in Spring at 8 p.m. Graveside services,in
ing* for high school teachers will clerk; Louise Krikke, Bill’s Tire
The jury deliberated 50 min- Co. print shop for several years.
years ago, and when he w^.s Lake May 7. 1869,, and moved to charge of Fr. David M. Drinan, of
be the session to be conducted by shops, bookkeeper; Howard Leutes before returningthe guilty He retired three years ago after
graduated from Hope college in Grand Haven when a child. She St. Patrick's church, will be held
Dr. Douglas Blocksma, director man, Greyhound Bus lines, ticket
verdict.
1904 he had ambitions to study organized the Tuesday Musicale in Lake Forest cemetery Monday
operating his own print shop for
of counseling at the University of agent; Clarissa Loom an, McLelSeif was arrested b\ local po- many years.
at tile Chicago Art Institute.
37 years ago and guided the group at 10 a.m.
Chicago. He will lecture on "Prob- lan store, sales clerk.
lice officersSept. 18 on East
But his father discouraged him. for many years. She was director
He was president of HOH at
Bodies of four World War IT
lems in High School Counselling." Kenneth Meulenbelt, Baker’s
Ninth St. and pleaded not guilty one time and a member of the dead from the Holland area are The elder De Free point e<l to honorarium at the time of her
A sectionalmeeting for both jun- Furniture, woodworking machine
Three
Are
Arraij
to the charge Sept. 19.
police and fire board (now public among the bodies of 7,000 Ameri- well known truths that only the death.
ior high and high school teachers operator; Barbara Oudemolen,
Witnesses called to the stand safety commission)for several cans being returned from Europe very best artists succeed in the
She attended local schools and In Grand Haven Com
will be conducted by Lewis De Holland high school, office clerk:
were Officers Charles Martin and years. He was a member ot Four- aboard the Army transport Car- field and young Jim would lx.- bet- was active in founding the Grand
Boer. He has been associated Beverly Pershing, H. L. Friedlen
Simon Steketee who made the ar- teenth Street Christian Reformed roll Victory.
ter off selling furniture and Haven Alumni association whicn
Grand Ha\/n. Oct. 7 (Special) with the Chicago juvenile courts Co., sewing machine operator;
rest. Dr. Richard Schaftenaar and church.
flourishedfor Thany years. She at- — William Walker, 47, route 2,
The dead were originallyburied hardware.
and is also a faculty member at Beatrice Petroelje, Penney, Co,
Mary Robberts. The latter said she
So Jim became a part of the tended Hillsdalecollege and other Spring Lake, arrested by state
He is survived only by in-laws in temporary military cemeteries
sales clerk; TheressaRienstra. cosaw the arrest made on East and several nieces and nephews. in France and Holland. A total >' William De Free Co. and advanc- institutionsspecializingin music police Tuesday night in Spring George Williams college. Other ordinator'soffice, secretary; Donsectionals will be conducted by
Ninth St.
Brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law309 are from Michigan.
ed with the company until he now She taught in many places For Lake township and charged with
Henriette Van I,aar of Grand na Reidsma,Holland Furnace,ofServing on th* six-man jury are Mrs. Albert Kamferbeek,Mrs.
Those from the Holland area is manager and holds several a time she was organist at St. drunk driving after ah acccident, Rapids; Opal Lewton of Lansing fice clerk; Lois Sale, Holland Furwere: Robert Kouw. Frank Bol- H. Schaftenaar,Mr. and Mrs. being returned and their next-of- offices.
John's Episcopal church.
was sentenced this morning to and Marian Schoolland of Tra- nace, office clerk.
huis. Jr., Jake De Free. Russell Guy Schaftenaar,Mr. and Mrs.
He never forgot about art in
Surviving are a brother,Ed- pay S75 fine, $9.40 costs and serve
kin are: Pfc. Arnold J. Meiste,
Eugene Schaap, Elm Valley
verse City. Evelyn Den Uyl of
Bredcweg. AJbert Baumann and Sam Schaftenaar and Mr. and next-of-kin is Lucas Meiste of the intervening years, but it was- ward Soule of Laguna, Calif., and five days in the county jail.
Holland
will act a* chairman of milk sales and delivery; Gordon
Tom White.
Daniel C. Sutherland. 51, South
Mrs. Frank Van Etta.
route 5; Pfc. Gerald Van Den n't until Mrs. De Free gave him three nephews who formerlylived
the nature study session fot In- Sloothaak, Holland Food Center,
Municipal Judge Cornelius vanBosch, .next-of-kin is Herman a set of pastel colors for a gift in the Soule home. They are Bend. Ind., arrested by city police termediate teachers.
meat and grocery clerk; Charlene
der Meulen heard the case.
Van Den Bosch of route 2; Pfc. about seven years ago that he George L. Bitting. J., and Soule T Tuesday night, charging him with
An
added attractionof the Streur, Holland Sentinel,news reGordon D. Welters, next-of-kin is took an active interest.Since Bitting of Chicago and James T. failure to identify himself after conventionwill be a symposium porter; Leona Swierenga, First
Ship’s
a property damage accidentin- to be held Oct. 21. The partici- National bank, bookkeeper;Verna
Henry J. Wolters of route 6; Sgt then he figures he has turned Bitting of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Allegan Jurors Drawn
The body was taken to Kink- volving a car driven by Ivan Cotic pants in the discussionon the Tanis, hospital, nurses aide; MarClayton J. Wilson, next-of-kin Is out about 25 pictures.
For New October Term
Some time ago, Mrs. De Free ema funeral home and will be re- of Grand Haven at the east end topic. "Christian Education: Com- jorie Taylor, Hansen'* Drufc, soda
Linnie Wilson of route 1, Hudsondecided there were too many pic- moved to St John's Episcopal of town, paid $10 fine and $4.05
ville.
parative Views", will be Dr. H. fountain and drug clerk.
Allegan, Oct. 7— The following Officer Is
According to Army announce- tures knocking around the house church for services Friday at 2:30 costs.,
Thelma Ter Haar, hospital,
Jellema of the Calvin collegephiljury list has Been drawn for the
Henry Fothergill,44, route 2. osophy department,the Rev. W. nurse'saide: Melvin Timmer, Bakments, the next-of-kin were noti- so she took them to the store, p.m. with the Rev. Donald H. V
George Ziel, 64, who made his fied of the boat arrival and will more or less to get them out of Hallock officiating.Burial will Spring Lake, charged by state poOctober term of Circuit Court:
Murphy, principalof Grand Rap- er’s Furniture, finisher (wood);
Grant Crawford. Gunplains; home at Virginiapark for 25 be notifiedagain when the bodies the way. And people wanted to lx? in Lake Forest cemetery.
lice with tx*ing drunk and disids Catholic Central high school, Donald Topp, Decker Chevrolet.
Harold Dangremond. Heath; Jesse years, died Tuesday night at the arrive at the regional distribution buy them, particularly those who
orderly in Spring Lake township
and the Rev. R. C. Rein of the Lu- Inc., Auto parts clerk; Margaret
Runkel, Hopkins; Ben Hulst, state hospitalin Kalamazoo where center at Chicago.
recognized the locale of the
Tuesday night, entered a plea of theran board of Education of Van Dyke, Holland Furnace, ofBirthday Supper Given
Laketown; Paul Hoppe, Leighton; he had been ill for 2i years. He
scenes.
not guilty and posted $50 cash Saginaw. Dr. Cornelius Jaarsma fice clerk; Norma Van Dyke, hosHarry Larson, Lee; Henry Kool, formerly was first officer on the
bond for trial set for Oct. 13 at of Calvin college will serve as pital, nurse's aide; Shirley Van
One of his favorites Is a tree- For Franklin McCarthy
Manlius; Ruth Monteith.Martin; old Graham and Morton steamship Speaks at Hope
lined road in the Netherlands
2 p.m.
Dyke, Holland Furnace, office
moderator
Owen Wakeman, Monterey; Roy lines. He served five years in the
Mrs. Louise Leonard Wright, where GI paratroopers landed
Franklin McCarthy celebrated
All arraignment* were before
Convention music will be fur- clerk; Marilyn Van Hekken. Hart
C. Youngs; Otsego; Gerrit Beyer, Merchant Marine during World director of the Chicago council during World War II. An art sup- his 11th birthday anniversary with Justice George V. Hoffer this
nished by James De Jonge, Cal- and Cooley, office clerk; Donna
OverLsel.
War II, volunteering for service of foreign affairs, spoke to Hope ervisor wqnts him to exhibit this a group of classmates Tuesday. morning.
vin college a cappella choir and Van Tubbergan, hospital,nurse’s
Herman Brenner, Sjjdem; Dal in 1941.
college students at an assembly picture at the American Artists A supper was served by his
the Calvin college musician's aide.
Van Leeuwen, Saugatuck; Ralph Born Nov 2, 1883 'in Grand Monday in Memorial chapel. exhibit in Grand Rapids. Maybe mother, #Mrs. L. T. McCarthy, at
Roger Van Wyk , Gra-Bell
guild.
New
Patrolman
Named
Keen. Trowbridge; Marie Coop- Rapids, he was the son of (he Her subject was "UNESCO
he’ll do so next spring.
his home, 481 College Ant*. Games
Truck Lines , traffic managemans. Valley; Earl Page, Watson; late Mr and Mrs. Teunis Ziel.
Peace Through Understanding."
The only formal training Jim were played and prizes were )n Local Police Force
ment; Krystal Veldheer, De Pres
Surviving are the wife, who has She discussed the organization’s has had outside of the public awarded winners.
Glenn Falcs, Wayland; Charles
Co., office cleric; Warren Veurink,
Hebei, Max Hitchcockand Orson been making her home in Chicago; educational program in 17 foreign schools was a week at Ox Bow
Guests wore Bobby Saunders.
Wallace Vandor Ploeg, 25, of 2
Auto Top and Upholstery, car up*
Coburn of Allegan city; Elmer a daughter, Mrs. R. K. Mitchell of countries mainly through fur- art colony in Saugatuck last sum- Buzz Boersma. Edwood Bos, Ken- 102 East 16th St., took his oath
holstery; Frances Wassink, J. F.
Wood. Otsego; Harold Kortes, Spring Lake; three sons, Earl of nishing means for communica- mer. It was nice, he said, but it neth Fehring, Bobby Thompson, of office Wednesday as a patrolWalsh Co., office clerk; Joyce
Plainwell; Ed Tripp, Allegan Muskegon, George Jr., of Chicago tions.
was apparent that Mrs. De Free, David Boerigter, Dick Hemwall, man on the Holland police force.
Weaver, Mac Bay Boat Co., secreAre
township;Edward Hartman, Cas- and Hugh of Virginia Park; sevei^
an artist in her own right, profit- and Franklin's cousin, David
Vander Ploeg come, to the local
etary; Warren Westerhoff, De
co township.
grandchildren; a sister, Mrs. Her- FESTIVAL PLANS COMPLETE ed more than he did.
Wills.
police with three year* military
Pree Co., screen processing;Elaine
man Brinks of South Blendon; and
Two downtown stores were en- Wierda, Knooihuizenshoppe, sales
Scott ville
Plans have been
Mrs. De Free, who taught pracpolice experience while in the
two brothers, Henry of Grand completed for the annual Scott- tical arts several years in schools SCHOOL ATTENDANCE LAGS Army.
tered during the night and $77.66 clerk: Wilma Wieringa,hospital,
Rapids and William of South Blen- ville Harvest festival which will in Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo,
Kalamazoo— Attendance at the • He was graduated from Chris- in bills and silver plus merchan- nurse’s aide.
don.
be held Thursday and Friday of pursues her own hobbies.She dab- publir evening school has dropped tian high school in 1941 and at- dise was stolen.
Co-ordinatorWiegerink keeps
The funeral will be Friday at this weqk. when Seottville mer- bles in oils, collects and makes 50 per cent since Kalamazoo's tended Grand Rapids Junior colA total of $55.66 in cash was In touch with the employersand
2 p.m. at the Dykstra Funeral chants express appreciation to the dolls and collects glassware and mystery mugger began attacking lege for one year and a half. He taken from the IGA store at 208 works with the trainees, all oi
chapel, the Rev. ill. J. Veldman of farmers of Mason county.
silver.
East Eighth St. Police said the whom receivecredits for the trainwomen last week.
will begin work Thursday.
Grand Rapids officiating.Burial
burglars entered through the ing.
in
will be in Georgetown cemetery'.
front transom and the front
The body will lie in state Thursscreen was tom with a knife. The
William MacFarlane,81. who day from 7 to 9 p m at the funeral
transom was open only ten inches. Construction Bids ‘Opened
lived with his daughter, Mrs. W.[
chapel.
The drawer of the cash regiAer
Curtis Snow, 21 East 12th St., for
From Our Washington Bureau which will have concludedpart of ia much better position than our- wherever it cost to ship the steel was smashed open with a meat By Grand Haven Eagles
the last 13 years, died Tuesday at|
| Washington,Oct. 7 (Special)— its study by then. Public hearings selves .
We would strongly to Grand Rapids. Naturally, it cleaver. The burglars left through Grand Haven. Oct. 7 (Special)
3 p.m. in Holland hospital where! Draft Adviser
— Industrial Michigan may soon in Washington will start in No- urge steps be taken to pass proper would copt more to ship steel a rear door.
—At an open meeting of the
he was- taken Sunday. He suffered
Harry •Kramer, Holland’s postvember.
from Pittsburgh to Grand Rapids
An estimated$22 cash and les lodge Monday night, the
see many of its factoriespack and
a stroke
legislation
permitting
the
use
of
master, has been appointed advisHere are extracts from letters
than from Cbicigo. But under the possible merchandise was taken building committee opened ahe
Mr. MacFarlane, a retired rain er to registrarits for the draft. [move to other parts of the coun- two Michigan manufacturershave the old basing point method." . old system, the Pittsburghsteel
from the West Shore Trading Post bids for the constructionof their
way mail clerk, came to Holland The appointment was made try if the muddle created by a re- sent the committee:
Another manufacturer—"If it manufacturercould compete with at 170 River Ave. The store was new building at Second and Co)i
from Sioux City, la., where he liv- through state directorof Selective cent Supreme Court decision on
From a Grand Haven metal is not corrected, it may mean the his Chicago rival for the Grand entered through a top pane of a urn bus St. One local bid was
ed for 30 years. His wife. Laura, Service Cpl. G. B. Arnold. Kram- methods o£ sale is not cleare<Lup. stamping concern
"The recent movement of plants using a lot of Rapids buyer, by paying part of first floor window. The window mitted and five out of Mi
died in Sioux 'City in 1934. He er, as adviser, will work with
That is the gist of most letters decision of the steel mills to abide steel to locations close to the the freight cost, himself.
was boarded up with cardboard which varied • from S146.000
spent his summers with another draft board No. 74 which takes noNv pouring into the offices of by the decision in .the cement case steel mills, and this would mean a
If the Pittsburgh manufacturer and the cardboard was pushed in. $149,000. These bids will be
daughter. . Mrs. B D. Flewell at carle of Ottawa county.
Sen. Homer Capeharfs committee,, and sell materiais FOB mill is centralizationof industry around paid part of the freightcharge on
The window is on the Seventh St mitted to the Grand Ixxige
Detroit Lakes, Minn.
which is investigating the effect having a drastic effect on our steel plants. It has been consider- steel he sold to some distant cus- side of the store.
Kansas City for final
-He was born April 29, 1867, in GOVERNOR APPOINTMENTS
of a high court ruling that hai competitive situation in the stamp- ed advisable from several points of tomer, and none of the charge to
Police believe the same party or after specific details hr
Washington, 111., the son of the
Lansing— Gov. Sigler has ap- seeminglyoutlawed the old mul- ing business. All materialWhich view (atomic warfare) to decen- nearby users, his mill price Would parties entered both stares.
gone over by the committee
late Mr. and Mrs. Jam£s MacFar- pointed William R. Thomson as tiple-basingpoint system of sellwe purchase in the Pittsburgh- tralizeindustry . . ."
not be uniform for all buyers. And
hers and if the buiM
lane, natives of Scotland. He was friend of the court for Montcalm' ing. This system was universally
Under the basing point system, that, said the Supreme Court, was WILDCAT STRIKE SETTLED
Youngtown area is now costing us
financed It is ariticipa.
a member of Hope Reformed county in place of John H. Mitch- used by large steel and cement approximately four dollars per ton a buyer of steel paid the price at
'
Detroit— Eighteenhundred auto tract will be let in the
church here.
ell, who resigned. He also named manufacturers.
the nearest producingcenter, Therefore,all steel companies workers returnedto their jobs as day*.
over the price fonnerly paid.
Surviving besides the two Ray Pawloski, Menominee, as
Capehart, an Indiana Republiplus the cost of freight. If a Grand now make customers pay the
The estimated cost
daughters are a son, R. Bruce Menominee county welfare agent, can, will preside over an Oct. 21- "You can well understand that Rapids steel buyer, for example, freight cost This has resulted in the Ford Motor company and the
CIO
United Auto Workers untoh at $110,000 by the
MacFarlaneof Lancaster, O., and to succeed Joseph G. Mullen, who 22 meeting in Chicago,of a 40- plants located near the source of bought -from Chicago, he might price increases for some Michigan
settled a wildcat strike at the
six grandchildren.
resigned because of ill health.
member panel of industry experts. materials are, therefore,placed in have paid the Chicago price, plus manufacturers.
firm's Lincolr plant

month while operating his print
shop in Holland, he had occasion
to reminisce on county politics
with another Democratic sheriff
of Ottawa county, Joos Ver Plank,
who was 93 years old at the time.
At that time Ver Plank held

ler.

The Civic Improvements committee reported it had met with
Baker Furniture representatives
to discuss smoke nuisance and

Looking

for

New Hobby?

You Might Try Pastels

Leader Dies

Grand Haven

Man

Drunk Driving

Local War Dead

I

Being Returned

»

•

CENTS

Dalman Dies

of

>ut the excessive costs involved in

Fred Kamferbeek

PRICE FIVE

Word was received here of the
death of Mrs. Ida Dalman, former
Holland reaident, Wednesday In
Ripon, Calif She would have been
92 next week. Death followed
at
complicationsresulting from a
fall In which she fractured her
Grand Haven, Oct. 7 (Special) wnat and knee.
Co-Operative Program
She la survived by four daugh— Josnua C. Lehman, 78, died at
ters, Mrs. John Hoeksema and
It Now in Fall Swing
his home at 11:15 p.m. Wednesday,
Mrs. John Hoeland of Holland;
after a long illness.
Mrs. Andrew Douma and Mrs. AnUnder Gerrit Wiegerink
Born in Markham, Ontario, Dec. drew De Witt of Ripon; two sisSlxty-twostudents st Holland
10, 1869, he came to thie coun- ters, Mrs. John Bode of Cedar
Rapids, la., and
Henry high school are taking advantage
try as tlic age of 16. He operated
Veldman
Grand Rapids;
a barber shop here for many year* and one brother, William De >f the Co-Operative Training pro-

A letter from the Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway Co. outlining
difficultiesin laying a sidewalk
on the north side of Eighth St.

Years

When

Really live

TEN PAGES—

Sidewalk Laying

Average Temperatures
Slightly Higher Than

HoUand,
the Tc •m

1948

7,
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.
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Hospital
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IMS
Evangelist Will

Sixty-Six Seek

Speak

Overisel

At Pullman Mission

(From WedMsday’aSeattiel)
Dr. Vincent Bennett of WheatH* Rev. Vrieling of Grand
on, 111, will speak at the PullRapids was a guest last week
man Gospel mission Friday at 7:45
Thursday in the home of the Rev.

R

Building Permits
With the deadline nearing, initiatory petitions with 764 names
have been filed at the city clerk’a

During September

pm

m

I

office by the Society foi Christian

Dr. Bennett was for several Benjamin Hoffman and Mrs. Nell
years associated with the late Dr. Voorhorst. Rev. Hoffman and

|

Education. A total of 949 signatures are needed by 4:30 this afternoon to have the proposalon!
the Nov. 2 general election l

Applications Total

$50,000; Three Houses
Account

lor Large Part

R

lot.

The

petitions are to bring the:
matter of vacating 20th St, between State St. and Michigan Ted Barrett, Hope speedster, ered 80 yards. Hope defeated the
Ave., to a popular vote. Paving of
romps toward the Monmouth goal Fighting Scots 1S-7 In the game
the section, already approved, has
line after taking Nick Yonker’s played at Monmouth, I1L Abe
e*ndin« out«™ Of I PM. Ul a.umtoy‘. pun., Itorrott Moerland gets ready to block a
•cored on the pass play which cov- Monmouth player.
It was expected by informed
sources that the necessary number
of signatures would be filed before
the deadline.
Meanwhile, regiitrationof new
voters and re-instatement of old
voters was going ahead at the city
clerk'soffice.A total of 31 per-|
eons signed up Monday and several others Tuesday.
All persons who attain 21 yean
of age and those who have not'
voted within the last three or four
vears should register at the of-

Sixty-six applicationsfor build-

ing permits totalingS49.060.57
were filed with Building Inspector
George Zuverink and Gty Clerk
Clarence Grevengoed during Sep-

|

£>«•>-

tember.

More than half of the amount
were accountedfor by three permite to build new houses totaling
$27,000. One house listed a cost of
$14,900.
Of the 66 applications.30 were
for roofs totaling $6,435.57. Twelve
were for exterior repairs totaling
$2,520, seven for interior repairs
totaling $1,805, eight for garages
toUling $4,250 and six for commercial or industrialimprovements totaling$7,050. Two garage
permits were included in the new

I

'

]

I

houaes.

ice.

There were 11 applicationsfor
building permits this week totaling $2,647.57
Applications follow:

Persons who have moved since
the last time they voted should
make the change of address at the

Coach Howsrd Elilnga

Herman Timmers, 125 We*t
19th St., reroof. $172; George Mooi
Roofing Co., contractor.
Henry Cowlings, 90 West 14th
It, reroof, $400; Mooi Co., contractor.

self, eontractor.

evening.

business meeting.
The local churches art again
tasked for donations of canned
, ruit and vegetables for the Hol(From Wednesday’s Sentinel) ar<j Hornr Psychopathichospital
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hosier have at Qjtlarvllk and Reathevan
returned from
three-week’s Home in HoUindi
|

Saugatuck

a
trip.

word has been received by Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Frehse of and MrJ Sander Wolters of the
Chicago have been spending a|blrth of a daUghter, Nancy Jean,
vacation with his mother, Mrs.
2i to Mr
xibert
LillianMorse on Lake St.
of Holland Center, SJ).
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Krueger,
^ the former Dorothy
were week-end guests of Dr. and Uyolters
Mrs. C H. Roth, in their
from thla y^ty *t.

eastern

L

Personals

Chicago

„

^

Kenneth Walker, author, lec
opportunity will come in the maktore and educator, talk on “Pering of peace. Louise Leonard sonal New Horizons." ContribuWright, director of the Chicago tion* to apply on the mortgage
Council on Foreign Relations,told
will be received at the meeting.
members of the Woman’s Literary dub at their opening luncheon
and first meeting of the season Bntler-Stroop Vows Are

W

visitor

Mrs. Joe Drnek, 501 Harrison Ave
There will be an organisational
meeting of Longfellow school Cubs
at the school next Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. Parents of Cubs and boys of
invited.

Mrs. Alvin Schutmaat and sons,
James and Frederick, left Monday
fer Bogota, Colombia, where Rev.

Rotarians Hear

Boy

Talks

Thursday

’

.

tmesting talk about the missionar
lei of the Reformed church at the
regular meeting of the Beechwood
Reformed church Girls League for

Sendee on Monday night Miss

the head cf Joseph MaxtaWsa

U

CSarajean Buursema presided and
devotions were conductedby Mias

Donna Biown.

the hack,
A duet was sung by Misses Ann
ou the face aad Patrona Bavaria
gia Mary wae the patrol saint cf Vekhnan and Shirley Oosterbaan
on the hick 's owned by Joha f. Bavarin or “pstronese."Petea A business matting followed the
Felon, a Hops collegestudent who gathered the Information ou the program.Project for the evening
on the Great Lakes was Obtained It while servlBf with the coin from books and dictionarieswas sowing. Hostaassa were Misses
teiaf World war IT. 8. Armed forees lu Bavaria. sad by oonodUag shs BeV. Jehu M. Arlene Vaa Dyke and Barbara
rf

*

Tt

4H

*

-

•

>

the

liam Go shorn.

jjereen Rynbrandt from First ReMr. and Mrs. Robert Marriotte formed, Zeeland, Mrs. Leveme
of Oak Park, 111., spent tha
Dampen, formerly Dorothy Boerweek-end with Mr. and Mrs. Ira [man from Ben the im Reformed,
Honing at their home on Butler ’and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gtmmen
j

St

^

tnt °, thC aid
membership transferredto the
church.
'central Avenue Christian ReformMrs. Thomas Martin returned

Fw0rC£r

0f

I

the Methodist

j .ed church of Holland and Mrs.
from Stella,
Andrew Arendsen, formerly Amy
She visited the summer at me Kookier,had her* transferred to
home of her brother-in-law and the Oakland Christian Reformed
sister,Mr. and Mrs. Willie Me
church. *
Saturday

I

Oormick.

Mrs. Neil Voorhorst left Monday for the University hospital m

Ann

of Outwood, Ky., have been visitfo,- observation.
ing Mrs. Lockwood'ssisters, MesThe Rev. Marion KUaren left
dames Cary Bird, Thomas Hedg Monday evening for .Chicago,
lin and Winifred Me Donald.
where he attended the InspirationCarl Hoerman, a distinguished
al conference of the Particular

^
sum. „

Monday

of Holland
R«fo^l!d ctareh. The
he parish hMlof Hope church The hmle o(
w„ 'The
Hoerman s own The Chalet’ on'1
Church of tha Living God." The
Pleasant Ave.,
rjeaaani
Ave. and
anu spend
spenu sumEW, John I
nitre here, returningto CaliforKuizenga.
rua for the winters.
The Saugatuc
|Rel"rmM*hSrc*“su*d»'y for to
ing how the boys "played politics,’’ club entertainedSaturday L‘on‘
even
and got their favoriteselected to ing with a dinner at Tara for *upport of the church’* miMionarstate office.He also mentioned members and friend* of the club. ie«, Dr. and Mr*. Harold Storm of
Arabia.
that several of the boys were givThe first meeting of the Woen a three hour “law course," at mans club will be Friday. Lunch- Robert Folkert had charge at
the end of which, they were pre- eon will be *epved at 1 p.m. An the services u. Gangs* Sunday
evening.Gerrit Dampen led the
sented with diplomas.
interestingprogram will be given
aeivic# and Mr. and Mr*.
Bill Brink told of the Boys by Mrs. C. De Dee of Grand |T
Lester Kleinhekseland Mr. and
State march to Lansing, during Raput Mn.. j* De* * the
Fo’kert
gave the
which Boys State officials went ter of Mr*. Al Buter, * member1
special musical number. They
to the offices in Lansing corres of the club.
were accompaniedon the piano by
ponding to their own Jobs, and got
At the Congregationalchurch
"inside dope." on the running of the Pilgrim Fellowshipmet Sun- Mis* Evelyn Folkert.
William Haak suffered a setthe state government.
_ day evening It was tte first meet- back
W€ek and u again con.
Warren Sinke told of the re ing this fall The fim Family
fined
to
hi*
bed. He ha* been ill
creation program, and Paul night of the fall is Thursday
of a heart ailment for aometime.
Streur closed the program with a
evening. The potluck supper will
The monthly offering for the
wind-up descriptionof Boy’s State.
be held at 6:30 p.m.
building fund was taken in the
The Rev. William C. Warner
I

i
daugh-

club president,made known that
the districtgovernor would be

luncheonTuesday, honoring Mr*.

day.

is leaving soon

the Holland club to go to Sauga
tuck next Friday night to parti
clpate in the Saugatuck club char- Local Firm Moves
ter night.
The Holland Pattern Co. has
moved from its old location at 201
FERGUSON TO VISIT
West Eighth St., into a new
(From Wednesday's Seatlnel)
Muskegon— Sen. Homer S. Fer- building on M-21, just outside the
Mr. and Mra. Rot* Burke of
guson will visit Muskegon to open city limits.
Bauer were recent visitor* at the
the Republican campaign in Mushome of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
kegon county, at a meeting Oct.
A pound loaf of bread usually Bankj

Olive Center

13.

is

sliced into 18 pieces.

Franklin Veldheer enterMrs. t
tamed a group of women at a
plastic demonstration Tuesday
evening.

-The Home Economics club held
meeting this fall at the
hall on Tuesday evening. A playlet, "John and May Talk Things
Over," was presented by Mrs.
Henry Redder and Mra. Jack
Nieboer. The lesson discussionwas
on "Willi and Distribution of
Property," which was followed by
a quiz Refreshments were served by Mrs. Henry Van Kampen,
Mrs. Myron Veldheer, Mrs. Mensen Jom;ekrijg and Mrs. Ray
Weener.
Martha Redder spent a few
days at the home of Mr and Mrs.
Nick Redder in East Crisp.
Mrs. Harm Kuite has been confined to her home with illnoss
its first

mm

for the past threo weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. Neal De Jongh
of Dorr visited their father, Jacob De Jongh, Wednesdayafternoon.

Catechism classes have been
started at (he school They are
being taught by the Rev. S. Kramer of Crisp.
Recent visitors at the Nieboer

home were Mr and Mrs. Frank
Voss of West Olive and Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert Boerigter cf Hol-

point-

tmA *«•

I

William Dannenberg. Mr. and
Mrs. Kan Mueller and child of
for Chicago to spend the winter.
Grand Rapids were Sunday guant*
of Mrs. Derk Frey*.

Holland next Wednesday and
Grace Munson who
Thursday, and urged members

Mr and Mis. Paul Banks and
Martha of Fort Wayne, Ind, visited the Oliver Banks family for a
few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Weat of
Grand Haven spent Friday evenAha Moerland,guard on the Hope (Wd Iwt HUO.. He to
effone dnrto, their lint ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
football eleven, wae named Tues- lag for s' repeat performadee of two games this season. Bottom Lester Veldheer.
day to captain tha Dutchmen In the all-conferenceselection again right to John Garter, who will
the Adrian game Friday sight at this, year. At top right Is Bob {Hi- captain the Bulldogs for the Hope WILL DRAIN LAKE
game. Carter plays the dual role
Three Rivers— Bids are bring
park* Moerland le a lls, right halfbock of the Adrian
of athletic publicity director and received for the construction of
In Hope Une at the Bulldogs. GUUs has been one of
for Ad- a four mile drain to be used in
tort

<

^

land.

(art

Boil

1

I

Nml Restm

This eld ooln dated 1174 bearing prtacetj states ever which

W€re

.

. „

$26,550.

Tuesday afternoonin the Warm
Spoken at Bride9s Home
Friend Tavern.
State
Opening her discussion of "WoA ample ceremony Tuesday Schutmaat is a missionary.Mrs
men's Place in the International afternoon at the Cornelius S troop Schutmaat's parents, Mr. and
Blendon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kort visited Scene," with the comment that home in Central Park, united in Mrs Leo Loew, 61 Cherry 8t., acSix of life seven Holland deleMr. and Mrs. J. H. Poskey last the position of women has ad- marriage his daughter, Peggy, companied them to Chicago. They . gates to Michigan Boy's State
vanced progressivelyduring times and Earl E. Butler, son of Mr.
Wednesday night
Rotary
Mrs. Anna Morden of Ovid and of war, Mrs. Wright asked frank- and Mrs. Lloyd Butler of Hamil- for Miami They will leave Miami
club,
describing
their
experiences
Mr. and Mrs. H. R Vander Molen ly. "Do women work for peace?" ton. The Rev. Wayne Lemrten, Wednesday night and arrive at
of North Blendon were supper She reviewed the changes that brother-in-law of the bride, per- Bogota Thursday morning. Mrs. at East Lansing.
guests last Wednesday at the have taken place in the status of formed the double ring service Schutmaat and her sons have been
They were: Donald Lubbers,
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. Meeusen women in foreign countries a* at 2 p.ni.
visiting in Holland since Aug. 10.
mayor of Holland high school, Bill
and eiuldren. Later in the evening the observed them on a recent
The fireplace was decorated Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, president Filkins, Warren Sinke, BUI Brink,
they all visitedMr. and Mrs. trip abroad, showing that although with palms, ferns and baskets oi at Hope college,left Monday for
women have advanced in many white gladioli and dahlias.
Henry Poskey at Jenison.
New York City where he it at- Ray Metzger and Paul Streur.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Schut and fields, their influence in politics i*
Lubber* *poke briefly at the
The bride wore a rust gabar- tending meeting* at the board of
children of Hudsonville visited still negligible.
dine suit with dark brown acces- education of the Reformed Church outset of the program, sketching
The influence of women in the sories and a corsage of gardenias in America. He expects to be
with the family of Mrs. C Wabeke
events at Boy’s State. He told
forming of public opinion cannot Mrs. Gleason Butler, sister-in-lawsway tor 10 days.
last Sunday afternoon.
Rotarians that all delegates were
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dykema, be overestimated, said the speak- of the groom, the bride's only atHospital Notes
divided
into two political parties,
Arlan and Terry of Hudsonville, er. Their ideas dominate the radio, tendant. wore a gray sharkskin
Admitted to Holland hospital
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit movies, educational systems and suit and a corsage of pink rose- Tuesday were J. Harvey Johnson, the Trojans and the Athenians.
County government was desBrink and Miss Hilda Stegeman churches as well as economic mat- buds.
route 1, Hamilton; Mrs. George
ters. On paper women would geem
last Sunday evening.
Oesson Butler attended his Boerman. route 3, Zeeland;Mrs. cribed by Bill Filkins, who was
Theologicalstudent Hietbrink to have unlimitedinfluence and brother as best man.
Gordon Emeus, 143 Central Ave.; elected prosecutingattorney for
who occupied the pulpil here last power, but they throw away their
A reception for the immediate Darwin Koops, son of Mr. and his county. Interesting happening* at their county government
Sunday was entertained at the opportunities.
family was held at the bride's Mrs. Alvin Koops, route 6; Clifmeetingswere enumerated by the
home of Mr. and Mrs Richard World citizenshipis the goal in home. Later Mr. and Mrs. Butler ford Prins, route 2, Holland
prosecuter.
the making of peace and there is left on an eastern wedding trip.
Vruggink.
DischargedTuesday were MelRay Metzger described the
The Rev. L Van Westenberg of no better way to achieve world The bride is a Holland high vin Klinge, 119 East 24th St.:
Jamestown will fill a classical ap- citizenship than through the co- school graduate. She lived in Hol- Mrs. Herbert Goodes, 190 West state election conventions, tellpointmenthere next Sunday.
operationof women, said Mrs. land most of her life except while 14th St.; Mrs. Simon Blocker, 78
Mr*. George Zuverink of Zee- Wright. Many opportunitiesmay employed by the War Department East 12th St.; Billy Boeve, son
land visited with her mother. Mrs. be found in UNESCO. There is a at Ft. Custer and the Veterans of Mr and Mrs. Gerald Boeve,
M. Stegeman last week Wednes- role to play in the re-arranging Administrationat Los Angeles, route 4.
day.
of curricula in schools, where the Calif. She returned to Holland
Holland hospital births Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Newenhouse responsibilityand importance of last November. The groom is a Include a son to Mr. and Mrs.
moved into the rooms recently the United Nations should be graduateof Allegan high school Gerrit Gorman, 327 Lakewood
vacated by Mr. and Mrs. Melvin taught.
and attended Hope college one Blvd., and a daughter, Donna
Van Hen Kelum in the A. Aalbers
‘We need to learn to be good year. He was in military service Jean, to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
.home. Mr. and Mrs. Lester Beld, neighbors,we need to develop and spent two years in Washing- Michmershuizen, 805 Columbia
who purchasedthe Newenhouse imagination, sympathy and under- ton, D. C. He is employed by Ave.
farm recently will take possession standing. If we are to" build up the HamiltonCb-op.
of it next week. They moved here defenses of peace, women must
Mr and Mrs. Butler will live at
Unit
from Grandville.
develop their powers," .she said. 1210 Floral Ave., upon their reManley Stegeman was in ChiMrs. John K. Winter, club pres- turn Oct. 20.
Chanfei Meetinf Plact
cago on Tuesday where he attend- ident, presidedMrs. Kenneth De
ed the Inspirationalconference of Pree read the Club Collect as an DEDICATE FIELD
Due to lack of electricity at
the Particular Synod of Chicago, invocation. In opening the club
Sturgis — White Pigeon high their new quarters in the old Van
' beld in the Immanuel Reformed year Mrs. Winter challenged the
school held its stadium dedica- Raalte hone, the Holland Naval
Church.
group to outstanding achieve- tion last night, with the main reserve electronics company will
Mias Hermin* Avmk accompan- ments. Study groups are open to event of the evening being a foot- meet tonight at the home of Craig
ied tome of her Grand Rapids all members, she announced.
_ ball game between White Pigeon Trueblood, 168 Weat 18th St.
relatives for a week-end visit in
This will be the first session of
Next Tuesday the club will and Mattawan high schools.
Detroit
company 9-125 for October.
The company recently moved
their headquarters from The
Pcrtoni Must File
Sentinel building to the old Van
Chimi for Benefits
Raalte home and are now under
the auspices of Hope college.
Clarence F. Nelii, assistantmanaftr of the Grand Rapids Social
Mrs. Benes Speaks at
Security office and John Lockwood, field repreeentative out of
Girls League Meeting
the fame, office, were in Holland
Tuesday examining aocial security
Mrs. John Bene* gave an hiclaims.
Nelli pointed out that ail persons who are eligiblemust apply
benefits. The money is not
it . automatically
when a perreaches 65, be said.
Tbs two men are at the Holland
office each Tuesday from 10
.until 1:30 pjo. to examine
and expedite So*
claims.

^

I

Peter Kremann, campaign chairmanfor the 1948 Community Cheet
In Holland, hopes that the blossoming of his pear tree in autumn is
a good omen for the campaign which will be held here Oct. 25
through 29. Here he examines the blossoms while displayinga large
pear he picked from the tree in the back yard of his home on State
8t Chest quota this year is
(I'enna Sas photo)

at the home of Mr. and

Cub age are

^

City.

I The Reformed church celebratMr .and Mrs. Ward Marian have L,
auwer Sunday Mr>
returned from an eastern motor RudeU Kleinhekselwas rocsived
trip.
as a member by making public
Ms. J. R Black of Chicago is confession. The following were
visiting for a week with her sisreceived into the church by transter, Mrs. Sarah Sheridan.
fer of letters, Mrs. Lester KleinStudents attending Hope col- heksel, formerly Ruth Bolks from
lege are Ann E. Watson, Dolores
the Hamilton Reformed church.
Thomas, Mary Ann Hall and Wil- Mrs. Wayne Folkert, foiroarly

to

Peace, Club Is Told
The American woman’s great meet

wj

caIion‘ .
, r,.
sonage of the Overisel Reformed
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Flint were Lhurch by the Rev. Marion Klaai Chicago for a few day s vaca-

(Froa WedneoUjr's Sentinel )
Mrs. Tony Last, 94 East 28th

college at its meeting Monday
night in Kalamasoo.The stub voted to tend the newly elected president to the National Rural Youth
Association convention to be held
next weak at Jackson Mills,
Va.
James Drnek of Chicago is a
in the club bouse to bear

Women Important

^

^

Mra

.

All Set for Coopersville

on

Canada.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Groth and
and Mrs. Purlin Tans in
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jarvis have Hamilton MiM fy,]^ and Mr.
gone to Kalkaska tor a weeks va- .ibi0n
in th€ p*.

Vem

(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
John Marcus se and son of Falmouth spent Monday night with
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Poskey
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander Molac of North Blendon visitedMr.
and Mrs. Willard Van Kara Sun
day
•
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Vrug
gink, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nyhuis
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Vrug
gink attended a shower last Fri
day night for Miss Eleanor Hopp
of Jenison at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Berghorst in North

The Sunday school teachers of
the Reformed church met in the
and has addressed audiences in church basement
Friday
all parts of the U. S. and
f0r their quarterlyand

^
v tt
i > tended the wedding reception on
Supt. and Mrs. L. H. Waugh at- 'puesday evening of Miss Charlotte
tended the state superintendentsFolkert and Frank R Giblon< jr,
meeting at Traverse
which wai
in
homt 0f

Otto Cnooen. 88 East 17th St., Zeeland, Oct 7-Coach Howard Friday. With one possible excepSt., k in St. Mary’s dink in
raroof, $192: Mooi Co., contractor.
Elzinga will take his football tion. all are expected to be m Grand Rapids this week for obRobert Bresnahan. 172 West squad to Coopersville for a night shape for the Coopersville fracas.
servation for a heart condition.
31st St, reroof, $270; Mooi Co.,
VandeWater, Hurricane The Hurricanes opened up with a
game Friday with hopes that ZeeMr. and Mrs. Evert Flikkema
Elzinga succeeds Coach Albert
am tractor.
land will return to the win column Jones, now coaching at Northville of Tulsa, Okla., art spending a quarterback Is stopped by three dazzling offrnsive attack to Whip
C Schaap. 92 East 18th St., re- after an 18-0 shellacking by Wyonear Detroit after three years » few days with the latter's mother, FUat ladders after a short gain the Falcons 14-0. The Canes face
roof, $275.82; Mooi Co., contracming park gridders at Grandville Zeeland.
Mrs. T. A. J. Bouma, 295 College la the Hurricane-Flint game last Benton Harbor Thursday at Bivtor.
Friday night at Rivervlewpark. erview park.
Ave.
last Friday.
Assistant to Elzinga is Mel
Economy IGA. 154 East 15th
So far this season, Zeeland has Bouma. Zeeland native and WestMrs. Nicholas Hofsteen left to*t, reroof, $162.75; Mooi Co., lost to Grandville and Wyoming
ern Michigan graduate, who has day for Detroit where the will
am tractor.
park and defeated Fennville.The
spend a weak or ten days. Mrs.
Mrs. Abda fichaakelaar, 130 training season got off to a slow been teaching in Zeeland for four
Hofsteenwill be with his son-inyears.
Weat 15th St, new basement and
start with the late arrival of the
law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
outside wall, $250; Martin Wittenew coach who spends summers Zeeland’s next home game will Louis Haight at Jenison park.
yten, contractor.
operating the Galveston lobster be Oct. 15 when the Chix play OtT>t Ladies Neighborhood club
Holland Cotton Products. 455
sego on the newly developed athpound at^ Bar Harbor, Me.
of the north End Gospel hall will
Columbia Ave., tear down old
Elzinga, a native of Ellsworth, letic field a few blocks east of hold the first meeting of the sea
chimney and build new chimney,
the high school. The new field has
is a graduate of Central Michigan
•on tonight at 7:30. AH women of
$250; Bert Habing, contractor.
128 open-type hghts used both for
college at Mt. Pleasant. He spent
the neighborhood are invited to
Frank Smith, 149 West 19th St.,
football and baseball.
about four years in the U.S. Navy
the weekly meetings.
reroof pen of house, $75; self,
Ttie remainderof the 1948 Zeeduring the war and came to ZeeMr. and Mrs John F. Kramer,
contractor.
land this fall after coaching at land football achedule follows: 688 South Shore Dr., are leaving
Lucien Raven, 106 West 12th
Pigeon and Grant. He is married Oct. 8. Coopersville, there; Oct. today lor Worthington, Minn.,
St, additional cupboards in kit15, Otsego, home; Oct. 20, Paw where they will visit relatives
and has a four-year-oldson.
chen. $300; Martin Verburg, conHis players are recovering from Paw, there; Oct. 26, Allegan, and friends.
Hactor.
assorted bruises and injuries, re- home; Nov. 5, Plainwell, there;
Donald Johnson of this city was
. jot Otting, 200 Weat 24th St.,
ceived in the Wyoming park game Nov. 10, Sparta, home.
elected president of the Country
aw garage, 14 by 20 feet S300;
Life dub of Western Michigan

South Blendon

to the Bible conference field.
He is an author and song writer

h0^'.
I

clerk s office.

Zeeland Football Squad

G. Campbell Morgan of London, Rev. Vrieling were claaamatas in
on the extension staff of Cliff college and seminary.
college. He has served in this
The following were entertained
country as university pastor and in the home of Mrs. Albert Broekprofessor of Bible at John Brown huis Wednesday afternoon, Mrs
university,and as assistantto the
J. Hoffmai, Mrs. Herman
president of Wheaton college. Arink, Mrs. Stanley Broekhuis,
Recently he resigned the latter Dena Dannenberg and Magggie
position to <fevote his entire time Dampen.
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Hurricanes Whip

Dutchmen Score

Invading Flint
In

League

Locals
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Couple at Home Following Marriage

Show Improved

fifth congressionaldisYoung Republican* wa* held Friday night at
the Centennial room of the Warm
Friend Tavern. The newly-organized Ottawa county group were
trict convention of

Over Monmouth

Drubs Impotent

HoDand Eleven

hosts,

Goal Line Stand

•v

Offensive Attack;

James White, Ottawa county
president, conducted the business
meeting. Elected to the state
board of control were Bruce Mair,
Mrs. A. Hubble Loomis and Kenneth Schnefp of Grand Rapids and
James White of Holland.
An Informal discussion of the
history and aims of the Young Republicans was led by Mrs. Loomis. In a question and answer period which followed, Jerry Ford,
Republican nominee for congress

Features Contest-

Mel Klinge Injured

At

Holland! Hurricanes bounced
back into the win column at Riverview Park Friday night when
they scored an impressive14-0
victory over the Flint Falcons jefore 1,200 fans. The game was
a league contest. Holland now
has two wins, a tie and a defeat

Muskegon Heights

The

13-7 Victory

Tilt

Young Republicans
Have Meeting Here

$

Illinois School

Hope’s grid team perched on a
13-0 halftime lead Saturday and
ataved off a second half Monmouth attack to win a decisive

m

13-7 victory.

The Dutchmen unleashed a powerful running attack which netted two scores in the first half.

ki the conference,.while Flint has
dropped two tilts while knotting

t

from the

With the game but five minutes
Westerhof swept around
his own right end from the five
yard stripe to score. Vern Vande Water's conversion attempt

goal line stand in the third quarter. Monmouth had the ball on
Hope's one-yard line with four
downs to go. Hope hold for three
dow-ns, then set the Scots for a
loss back to the nine-yard line on
the last down.
Jim .Pfingstel climaxed a 40yard march eafly in the second
quarter to score from the one foot
line and send the locals into a 6-0
lead. After taking a Scot punt on

old, Jack

was good, making the score 7-0.
Holland started its touchdown
drive after taking a Flint punt
on the Falcon 43-yard line. The

and

One-Sided Cooteit;
Howell Scores Marker
Holland flopped In their Southwestern conference opener against

Muskegon Heights Friday night.
The Tigers won 13-0.

The local eleven showed spurts
of brilliancebut were cut short

Wen

repeatedly by Heights linemen.
dell Miles, candidatefor Ottawa
The
longest Holland gain was a
county prosecuting attorney, dis33-yard pass from Appledom to
cussed campaign issues.
A meeting of the Ottawa county IsraelsJust before the final whisorganization will be held at the tle sounded.

Perhaps the outstandingfeature
of the game was Hope’s gallant

one.

fifth district,

67-Yard Ran Features

Centennial room Monday at 8
Holland's Ineffective blocking
pm. Any persons interested are
and
tackling enabled the Heights
invited to attend, the secretary
announced.
runners to reel off sizeable gains
throughoutthe game at Phillips
field in Muskegon.

;\7

Numbers

Dutch reeled off a first down on
Frank Howell, aoe Tiger back,
Street
three plays, jnoving the ball to
The job of governing nine million Germmi . . . American etyle
romped around Holland's right end
it a big order in an uncertain poitwar world, but Murray D. Van
the 33 yard marker. Then after
midway in the second period to
Wagoner manages a big smile foi the cameraman as he relaxeswith
Don Leeuw gained to the 30, Jack
score the first touchdown from
Monmouth's 40-yard marker, the
to
Westerhof completed a beautiful his big German boxer at company. 'Pat* Van Wagoner, former MichHolland's 15-yard line. The sprint
Dutchmen smashed to two first
igan governor,will complete his first year in November as governor
pass to Ted Bos on the five yard
climaxed a 57-yard drive by the
downs bringing the ball to the
of Bavaria. His headquarters are In Munich.
line. Rudy Belik gained nothing
Heights.
16. Claus Holtrop drove to the
on the first play, before WesterThe Heights took an out of
one-foot line from where Pfinglural Deliveries
hof reached the end zone.
bounds punt on their own 43-yard
stel scored.
Holland's final touchdown came
The Dutchmen drove 38 yards
The number Is up for 600 pat- line and the drive started.Flanker
midway in the fourth period on
Chuck Zorn carried the ball 25
on eight plays for the scoring
ons of the Holland post office.
a well-executed aerial from Don
drive.
yards on an end around play to
That
many
houses
will
have
Leeuw to End Ted Bos. who was
the local's 33 Dan Felcoski and
Late in the same quarter, Nick
’w mailing addressesbeginning
standingalone in the end zone.
Howell teamed to advance the pigYonker heaved a* 27-yard pass to
uesday Oct. 5, according to PostThe pass was good for nine yards.
skin to Holland's 28. Jack Bramble
Ted Barrett who caught the ball
"•Harry
Kramer.
“Old Reliable" Vern Vande Water
in the end zone for the second
Mr. *nd Mrs. Ray Kiekintveld
By Enthcr Van Wagoner Tufty
#k I routes will be changed flipped a pass to Zorn who was
again made his place kick good,
score. The extra point kick was
downed on
from where
(du Saar photo)
.ets and have numbers. Ail
Munich,
Oct.
4
(Special)
—
An
giving the Hurricanestheir 14-0
good and the locals had a 13-0
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kiekintvekl |The bride is the former Hazel persons involved have been noti- Howell scored. Ed Cole's extra
American governor finds being
margin.
point boot was good making the
halftime lead.
are at home, 1491 Highland Ave., Anne Krrtll, daughter of Mr. and fied by the post office.
Holland’stouchdown was well governor of a "state" in a foreign
score 7-0.
Monmouth came to life in the following their marriageSept. 23 Mrs. Henry Kroll. and the groom
Some 20 new street names will
deserved since the locals had country is somethingquite differsecond half with a brilliant pass- at the Woman’s Literary club. is the son of Gerrit fciekintveld. be put into use as mail addresses. The Tigers again scored soon afbeen knocking at the gates for
ing attack.
To familiarize the public with ter the third period kickoff.He
most of the third and fourth per- ent. The job Is full of surprises.
The Fighting Scots scored midell took a Holland punt on his own
the new streets and their locayid
a
new
kind
of
headache.
iods. However, a stubbornFalcon
way in the fourth quarter. Two
Local Woman Re-Named ^ tion. The Sentinel will print a two yard line and ran It back to
• forward wall stiffened on the
Ai. average day of the former
passes took them from their own
Oil
The last time Holland defeated
map of the entire Holland area Muskegon’s, 23. On the next play,
Association President
earlier threats. The last touch- governor of Michigan, Murray D.
40-yard line to Hope's 15. Ace
Howell cracked off tackle for five
showing
the changes as soon as
down march started on the Flint Van Wagoner, in his executive of- the Tigers was in 1937 when they Halfback Don Armstrongwent
Grand Haven, Oct. 7 (Special)
yards and Felcoski hit center to
14-yard line. After Wyngarden fice in Munich, is likely to start squeezed out a thrilling 14 to 13 the final 15 yards off a spread
—Mrs. Ruth Van Duren has re- the drawings are available.
the Heights 33-yard line.
City
delivery
will
be
extended
and Leeuw advanced only to the off with an appointmentwith his victory.
turned from the 17th annual conformation to score Armstrong's
On the next play. Felcoski hit
down South Shroe Dr. up to Jeninine yard stripe on three plays, No. 1 German in his state of Baference of the Michigan Probation
ceijter, found a hole and raced 67
Following is the comparative plunge for extra point was good.
son
Park.
All
of
Central
Park
will
More than 100 gasoline jobbers and Parole associationand the
Leeuw faked an end run and varia.
Monmouth netted 10 first downs
be included, although Vh'glnia >ards for the final score of the
scores of the two teams through
threw the “payoff" pass to Bos.
while Hope made nine. The and dealers of Western Michigan Michigan Association of County
game. The conversion attempt was
Minister-President Hans Ehad
Park
south of the South Shore
Flint’s only serious threat, came doesn’t speak English even as well the years:
downed.
Dutchmen completed one out of were- guests of Henry Poppen, lo- Agents of Probate Courts, where
early in the second quarter. In as Van Wagoner speaks German.
Heights Holland five passes, two were intercepted. cal distributor for Lubrl-Gas.at she was re-electedpresidentof the Dr. will remain as rural route one.
Holland never got past the TigLugers Rd. north of 32nd St.,
1922
fact the Faltons had scored a
......................
6
20 Monmouth made seven out of 17 a general sales lecture Thursday latter organization.The joint
ers’ 33-yard line whUe the HeighU
So usually an interpreteris called
1923
touchdown on a pass, but it was into the conference.
......................
0
30 passes good. They completed five night in the Tulip room of the mooting was held in Traverse 35th St. from Washington Ave. penetrated deep into Dutch territo Lincoln Ave.; 40th St. from
Warm Friend ^Tavern.
nullifiedby a Flint penalty. In
City, Sept. 30 through Oct. 1.
out of nine in the second half.
tory on several occasions.
The next caller may be a busi- 1924
The
lecture
was
giuen
by
Chartheir drive, the Falcons moved nessman from back home. He 1925
Other officersnamed by the Central Ave. to Lincoln Ave.;
Hope drove deep into Scot terMuskegon Heights gained 299|3
Eighth SL east to Dartmouth
the ball from the Holland 42- comes to buy for export, perhaps 1926
ritory late in the fourth quarter les E. Paden of Chicago, president County Agents associationare
yards rushing while holding HolRoad;
Waverly
Road
from
16th
yard stripe to the 15-yard line. Rosenthal china. Bavarian beer, 1927
but were unable to score before of Lubri-GasInternational, who Mrs. Ruth Webber of Alger counland to 60 yards gained rushing.
Then Fulton Graves, lanky Negro textiles, or some product of the 1928
outlined the theoriesof lubrica- ty. vice president;John Gustafson, St. to the Short Cut Road; Short The Tigers made 17 yards through
the final gun sounded.
Cut
Road
west
to
the
Grand
back, passed to MacGilliviay on area. He’s very welcome. Van 1929
Barrett and Pfingstel were the tion and its effects in combustion of Gogebic county, treasurer; and
the air and Holland made 40 via!
Haven railroad tracks crossing aerials.
the .two yard stripe. Holland held
Miss Williamina Green of Saginaw
standout players on offensive for engines.
Wagoner is as proud of the Bavar- 1930
and
all
of
Scott’a
Woods
area
will
the invaders for no gain on the ian export record as he used to 1931
Paden repeated often that a per- county, treasurer.
the Dutchmen while the entire
The Heights eleven totaled 11
first play Then the jittery Falforward wall was outstanding on fectly lubricated piece of machin- Mrs. Van Duren, who lives In be removed from rural to city de- first downs to six for Holland.
be of the automobile output in 1932
1933
cons fumbled, moving the ball Michigan.
ery cannot and will not wear out. Holland, has an office in Grand livery.
defense.
Holland attempted 13 passes and
The newly established delivery
back to the 15-yard stripe. Finally
1934
He predicted the day when service Haven.
completedseven while the Tigers
Then the governor'scalendar
will be by truck so mail boxes will
on fourth down Graves passed to may list a conference with an 1935
stations will offer a variety of
tried seven passes and completed
not have to be relocated.There three. Holland had two of their
Phelps in the end zone, only to American-born German baroness 1936
products instead of those of a sinIn a single day the discharge of
will be one delivery.The 35th St.
gle trade name.
have the play called back for an who wants to bring her sick hus- 1937
the Amazon river would form a
passes Intercepted.
and 40th St. delivery will be by
1938
offside penalty.
Paden
illustrated
his
lecture
lake
25
miles
long,
5
miles
wide
Holland was penalized 40 yard!
band, a former Nazi diplomat,
carrier. It is hoped patrons on
The second half was all Holland, back home. Next is probablya 1939
with charts and drawings.
and 1(H) feet deep.
and the Tigers 25.
these
streets
will
be
able
to
move
with Flint showing no offensive cabinet meeting. d Van Wagoner 1910
Ron Appledornwas taken out of
Get
their mail boxes to the houses,
1911
attack.
the game on several occasions beinnovation harking back to his
explained Sipp Houtman, superinThe Hurricanesshowed an im- days as highway commissioner1942
cause of a twisted ankle and
tendent of mails.
Direct assignmentswith two of
City Hall Is
proved offense over previous con- when he achieved teamwork by 1943
Kempker was hobbled off the field
the Army's most distinctiveunits
tests, using several deceptive letting the departmentheads have 1944
in the final quarter with a leg inare now authorized for men enlist
1945
plays. Jack Westerhof and Ted a say-so in the decisions.
jury.
1946
ing in the U. S. Army through the
Bos were outstanding for the loLunchtime find? the governor
Michigan recruiting district.
cals throughoutthe contest.
in his favorite corner table at the Jq*'
Hamlin Named Leader
Men enlistingfor three or more
Holland’s entire line played a
Haus der Kunst where Hitler's top
years service may request direct
superb ball game, holding the men used to dine. The afternoon
Of Virfinia Park Troop
assignment to either the constaFlint offense to a mere 67 yards is certain to bring a mountain of
Cast Ballots
bulary corps or the famed first
by rushing. Graves and LeMire "paper work" since the across-theDonald Hamlin, who has been
Registrationor voters for the acting as scoutmasterof
infantry division.Both units are
played good ball for the losers.
seas and inter-zonal corresponNov. 2 general electionstepped up
presently on duly in the U. S.
The contest was marred by a dence is heavy.
30, Virginia Park, was named
Thursday at the city clerk’s office
zone of Germany.
seriousinjury to Mel Klinge, local
scoutmaster by the troop comThe basic difterence between a
on the second floor of City hall.
The constabulary corps i# a
tackle. According to reports remittee as a meeting in the Hamlin }
governor's job at home and in oc18
Nineteenpersons signed up.
mobile striking force which mainceived at the contest. Klinge rehome, Virginia Park, Thursday
cupied Germany lies in the word
Persons who have never signed
tains law and order throughout
ceived a broken leg during a line
night
"military." It's a Department of
Bon
Sterenberg,
deputy
sheriff
up
or
who
have
recently
attained
mixup. The injury occurred in
the Army function, civilian in in the northern part of Allegan the American occupation zone in
Mr. Hamlin succeeds Olin Walthe age of 21 years must register
Germany. Members of the conthe second quarter of the tilt. /
character, but with Army control. county, today announced his resigker, who resigned because of a
to
cast
a
ballot.
Next Thursday night the Holstabulary wear the most distincchange of residence and press of
This explains the need for some nation after 18 years of service
Registration for the Nov. 2 eleclanders will play host to the Twin
tive uniform of any unit in the
business. Robert Welton was nam“show" of authority,for it is well under three sheriffs.
tion
opened
immediately
after
the
City Independents from Benton
Army. Yellow scarfs and distinced
by the committee as assistant
recognized that the Germans reSterenberg,who lives in Fill- tively striped helmets have made
primary Sept. 14. Since that time
Harbor. This club is practically spect a leader who acts and lives
scoutmaster.
more township, said he was re- the constabulary insigniatht sym84 persons have registered. The
the same aggregationwhich was
New members of the committee
like a leader. The governor's signing because the area he
clerk's office is open daily from
entered in the Michigan Indebol of law and order.
are Ray Vande Vusse and Robert
house is typical of the best of Hitserved was becoming too heavily
8 a.m. until 5:30 p.m. except SatThe first infantry division is the
pendent Football league last seaHessler. Others present were
ler architecture. Downstairs are
populatedand demands of the Army's oldest;with a history daturdays when it closes at noon.
con.
three spacious living rooms, two
Chairman Cecil Robinson, Walker,
work were taking him away too ing back through World War L
Deadline for registeringis Oct.
Statistics:
dining rooms, most rooms opening
Stan Loewy, Verne Hohl, Welton
much
from
his
farm.
xJ.
Its record is filled ..with a number
Holland Flint
onto a big flagstone terrace where
and Hamlin. Mrs. Hamlin served
Sterenbergserved under Sher- of "first's."It was the first unii to
First downs ....................
4
refreshments.
there'sa sunken pool. Beyond are
iffs
Guy
Teed,
Fred
W.
Miller
and
START
HOSPITAL
Yards gained rushing ...145 67 the gardens. Alon- the back flows
arrive in France in World War I.
Tne first fall meeting of the
Manistee — Soil test borings
Louis Johnson.Residents south of It was the first infantry division
Yards gained passing .... 65 25
the Isar river. The only surplus in
trroop will be Monday it Camp
have
been
made
and
an
early
Holland
who
went
to
get
in
touch
to invade North Africa.Siciliy and
Total yards gained
210 92 Gprmany is domestic help, who
McCarthy with fathers, scouts and
start on construction of the new
Passes attempted ........ 18 13 eat better if they work in an with a deputy are instructed to France and the first to smash
call Harvey Folkert at Hamilton. through the supposedly inpregManistee Mercy Community hos- prospective scouts invited as well
Passes completed ..........
3
American household.
as the committee.The group will
pital, which is expected to be 188
nable Siegfried Line during World
Passes intercepted ........
1
Heading the omissions'is just
feet long, by 47 feet wide, with a meet at the school at the regular
Fumbles ...........................
3
War
II.
the preferred joy of living in one’s Mrs. Karel's Birthday
time and have a marshmallow
rear wing of 43 by 32 feet. It is
Yards lost penalties .... 80 30
Both veterans and non-veterans
own country with the good, familroast when they reach camp.
to be four stories high.
can qualify for assignment to
iar comforts, physical and other- Celebrated by Family

A

Made

Replace

Job Rough in Bavaria,
But Pat Isn't Kicking

the

to

Holland-Heights

I
I

.

.

Scores Tabulated

New

Products

Introduced Here

|

Anny Recruits

Assignments

Wedding Scene

Zeeland

Several Register

T«

r

Deputy Resigns
Years

After

:

13

......

*

5
3
1

October Bride-Elect

wise. “Pat" misses reading hfs favorite nejyspaper on the same day
Honored at Shower
its published.He misses being
there when a friend has a big
Miss Dorothy Gebben, October
moment. He misses real ice cream
bride-elect, was honored at a surand the corner drug store which
prise shower Thursday evening at
stocks his favoritecigar. He missthe home, ol Mrs. Albert W.
es having his family together. His
Bosch. Hostesses were Mrs. Clara
elder daughter, Ellen, is a sophoHavinga and Miss Sena Miedema.
more at the University of MichiGames were played and dupligan and young Jo is finishinghigh
cate prizes were awarded. Gifts
school in Munich.

these units. Information about en-

Mrs. William Karel, 91 East
16th St., was honored by her
children and grandchildren Friday night in her ho.\ie. The occasion marked Mrs. Karel’s 73rd

WILL INSPECT GUARD

listing for direct assignment to the

constabulary or the first infantry
divisionis available at the Army
and Air Force recruiting station
at the Armory in Grand Haven, or
birthday anniversary.
any Tuesday at the Holland post
Hilbert and Howard Oudemolen, office between the hours of 10 a.m.
her grandsons,furnished music and 2 p.m.
for singing,including a Dutch
psalm by Mrs. Karel and her brother, Ike De Kraker.
were presented to the honored
Those attending were Louis
To the Van Wagoners^oneof Karel, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Oudeguest and a two-cmir se lunch was
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Kulpers
the few couples who have a budserved by the hostesses.
molen, Miss Cora Mae Zoerman,
(Pool photo)
get and keep it, the job means
Invited were the Mesdames
Miss Florence Walters, daugh- carried a bouquet of carnations
Elmer William, Hilbert, Franklin,
John Kolenbrander,Harold Eld- losing money every month. The Leona and Howard Oudemolen,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Walters, and yellow roses. She wore a tiara
post calls for an assumed rank of
ers, George Miedema, Herman
route 2, Zeeland, and Jason Kui- of yellow roses in her hair.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Russell EssenWlndemuller,Charles Veldheer, brigadier general,a salary of $10,- burg, Harvin and Carol.
pers. son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Eugene Walters, the bride's
000 apd no fancy expense allowKenneth Veldheer, John Houting,
Kulpers, 41 North State St., Zee- brother, assisted the groom as
Edwin Houting, Robert Houting, ance for the official entertaining
land, were married Monday night best man. Joyce and John Walters,
that must be done. In Van Wag- Managers Entertained
Albert Bosch, Fred Zylman, John
at 7:45 p.m. at Zeeland Ci'ty hall. twin sister and brother of the
oner’s case he has two households
Staat and the Misses Anna ZylThe Rev. A. Rynbrandt perform- bride, .seatedthe guests. Mr. and
By
furnace
Company
to maintain, one in Birmingham,
ed the double ring ceremony be- Mrs. Gerald Klingenberg were
man, Arlene Zylman, Marian WinMich., where Mrs. Van Wagoner's
demuller and Pauline Bosch, all
Division managers and leading
fore an arrangementof palms, master and mistress of ceremonParents live, and in Munich. He’s
of Holland; Mrs. Lambert Gebben
branch managers were guests of
ferns, baskets of gladioli and ies.
at a standstill in advancing in his
And Misses Vivian and Marian
the Holland Furnace company .at
seven-branchcandelabra. Mrs. ' A reception was held for 125
professionuntil he reGebben of Zeeland; Mrs. Gary engineering
a dinner in the South Shore SupStanley De Free played the wed- guests. Serving were the Misses
turns.
per Club, South Shore Dr. Thursding marches and Mr. De Pree Helene Bruggink, Jewel Koning,
Miedema of Jackson. Mrs. Fred
But Van Wagoner is glad he acday as a climax to a sales contest.
sang “My, Hero" ani "Because." Jerene Bellman, Alma Klamer,
Boywkamp and the Misses Ruth
cepted "the draft" made by Army
•
On Friday the company put on
if The bride wore a white satin Jean Mecuwsen, Elaine ZwaagWlndemuller,Angelyn Bosch and
Secretary Kenneth Royall. His an * entertainment program for
Ann Leenheer of Grand Rapids.
gown fashioned with a sweetheart man. Jeane Timmcr and Geneva
first year will be up in November.
factory . and office personnelat
neckline, long sleeves tapering'to Dozeman. Misses Janet Koning
the quonaet hut on the company
VOTE ON SCHOOL
points at the wrists and a gather- and Harriet Ballast were in charge
ACCIDENTS COSTLY
property.
magician and the
Muskegon— Churchill school dised overskirt of net which extend of the gift room.
Accidents to farmers in an aveDinning sisters were feature* of
trict will vote again on the proed into a train. Her ’fingertip 'veil
Mr. and Mrs. Kuipers left on a
rage year cost the amount of time
the program.
posed buildingof a new five room
was. edged with lace and was held northern wedding trip. For traneeded to .produce the average
*< I
school to relieveovercrowding.
in place with a seed pearl tiara. veling the bride wore
bladk
wheat crop of the U. S.
Mlat Wilma Van Kampen
She carried a bouquet of white sheer dress with a green topper
Shipt Red Light
Mr. and Mrs. Males Van Kam- roses. Her only jewelry .was a and black accessories.
PROCLAIMS
'
WILL EXPAND SCHOOL
Kenneth Marvin Bosch, 17. of pen, route 4, announce the en- strand of pearls, gift of the
..Lansing (UP)-Gov. Sigler has
The couple will live on route 3,
Burr Oak— -The Burr Oak
proclaimedthe week of Oct. 3-9 school board made known recently East Saugatuck. paid $3 fine In' gagement of their daughter, Wil- groom.
Hollahd, upon their return. %
as "Employ the Physically Han- that a new shop building will be municipal court Thursday after ma, to Ivan Johnson, son of Henry The bride’s only attendant,.Miss The occasion also marked the
pleadingguilty to running a red Johnson, Hamilton. A fall wedding Joyce Kuipers, wore
yellow 20th wedding
dicappedWeek" sin Michigan.
ling anniversary
a
of the
built in the near future.
|
is planned.
gown with matching mitts and bride’s par

Fall Bride-Elect

fm

Engaged

Wts.

Louise Leonard Wright, direc-

International Scene."
. Mrs. Alvin Bos, club treasurer,
and her assistants will be in the
hotel lobby to receive dues of

members.

Saugatuck Woman Dies

FoUowing Short
Saugatuck, Oct.

7

Illness
(Sepcial)

—

Mrs. Louise FerringtonGregory,
widow of Isaac Charles Greg-*
died Saturday night at the.
of her son-in-litf and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Hoffman,
210 Pleasant Ave., Saugatuck, following a short illness.She had lived with them for the laat eight

She was born Sept. 22. 1866, in
late Mr. and
Ensley Ferrington.

Iowa to the

a

r

club.

eign Relations, will speak on the
subject, "Woman's Place in the

A

a

Hold

tor of the Chicago Council on For-

%

light.

to

Guard units by fifth Army officers
Members of the Woman’s Literwill start Monday, it was announced today by Brig. Gen. ary club will meet in the Warm
George C. Moran, state adjutant Friend Tavern tomorrow at 1 p.m.
for the opening luncheon and progeneral.
gram of the season. Hostesses will
be officers and directors of the

'

WEEK

Woman's Clab

Lansing (UP) — Annual inspection of Michigan National First Meeting Tuesday

Mi

Surviving are the daughter,

Mr. and Mrs. Nick Boerman Hoffman of Saugatuck;
134 West Ninth St, announce the sons, Charles E.
Jotte, N. G; Glenn
engagementof their daugh
, to Robert Lawrence W<
and Robert M.
Mo.;
of Mr*

---

i
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Sunday School
Lesson

Charles Stedman farm northeast
of Pearl a dry hole has been re' .
Mr. and Mrs. William Cole of
Chicago are visiting in the home
of the latter’s sister and brotherin-law, Mr. and Mrs. Otto Bamberger at Lower Scott lake, east

ported.

1948

has been Informed that the call
extendedto the Rev. H. J. Mulder
of Muskegon has been declined.
The same pastor at the same time
declined a call from the Christian
Reformed church of Manhattan,
Mont.
Five Hope college sororitiesenMisses Minnie De Feyter and
Dorothy Trompen of Holland re- tertained sophomore girl* at the
turned first of the week to take annual Round Robin tea Saturday
up their work again as instruct- afternoon In their respective club
ors in the Academy in Cedar room*. Sophomores were divided
Grove. Wis.— Sheboygan, Wis., Into five groups, then made the

Hope Sophomore

Holland

Girls

Two

Attend Sorority Teas

In 1915

Get Tickets

After Accidents

October 10. 1948
BiographyIn the Bible
A movement has been Initiated
Kenneth Meulenbelt, 18, of 272
Genesis 11:27; 25:11
that may result in the city of
of Pullman.
Wrd
Birthday
Dinner
East 11th St, received right knee
By Henry Geerlings
Mr. and Mrs F. Burrows at- Holland becoming the owner of
bruisesand waa issued a summon*
it is generally agreed that tended the wedding of their its first bit of lake frontage and
hnors William Prince
for driving withou* due caution
Abram is one of the great figures granddaughter.Yvonne Haynes, in the city’s acquiring a splendid
of all time. He appears to take daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn bathing beach and a municipal
William Prince, 321 Columbia Saturday at 7:54 p.m.
’rounds," seeing a program at Ave., celebrated his 83rd birthday
the place in the Old Testament Haynes, to Gordon Haines, all of boat dock. On Oct. 26 the C. L. Herald.
each of the sorority rooms. Re- Sunday with his family. A chic- The car which he was driving
that Paul assumes in the New. To South Haven. It was held at the King property is to be sold under
freshments were served by each ken dinner was held at the home struck a parked car on East 15th
be sure, he stands so far back Congregationalchurch In South the hammer and a' movement has
organization
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cane. Some damage was done to Otting, route 3; William Mac- formed congregationwill hold
Dr. Enno Wolthuis on a council
hand caught in the washing machmean little change in the tenor Grand Haven. Oct. 7 (Special) the trees and fields.Dr. C. J. Farlane, 21 East 12th St.
meeting held in Grand Rapids.
their Sunday servicesIn the North
ine wringer last week. He lost his
of our lives. In other cases, they
—Mrs. Margaret Barnett, 42, died Fisher and Harry Doesburg. while
Discharged Sunday were Mr*.
June 2. The Calvin Foundation
may mean the complete revision in Municipal hospitalThursday af- returning from East Saugatuck Gerald Bazon and infant daughter, Holland Reformed church begin- thumb nail and crushed the palm
resolutions will be explained and
ning Oct. 3 while the chureh base- of his hand. The swelling is going
of our life's program.
ternoon. She had been in ill health where Dr Fisher made a call, 193 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Wini- ment is being built. The morning
discussed.
down and his palm is beginning
for six years and seriouslyso since were witnesses of a very peculiar fred Telgenhof and infant daugh- services will begin at 9 a.m. and
Samuel Van Til. Calvin repreto heal
accident
caused
by
the
wind
that
last Tuesday when she was admitter, 346 College Ave.; Mrs. Ber- afternoon services at 2 p.m.
sentative.will show a film about
might have resulted seriously.A nard Voes and infant *on, 349 Arted to the hospital.
life at Calvin. Marvin Schans will
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kamphuis.
She was born in Grand Haven load of hay drawn by a team of thur Ave.; Ann Wierenga, 47 West Marlene and Sherwyn were Sun- Hope College Dean Among
ting and Marvin Baas will be in
(From Friday's Sentinel)
ocran
charge of group singing.
The Pullman Rebekah lodge as Margaret Seaburg. on Aug. 5. horses was caught by a strong 18th St.; Myron Gootee, 316 West day evening visitors at the home
Speakers
at
Meet
gust
of
wind
on
a
high
part
of
the
16th
St.
1906,
and
had
lived
here
all
her
met SepL 22 and the committee
of Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Kiraber.
Dr. John Hollenbach,dean of
Births on Friday were a son,
which served lunches Sept. 11 and life. She was married to Ory Bar- road and was turned over. Bert
Two Cars Collide
Febelink of East Saugatuck who Harold Paul, to Mr. and Mrs. JerHope college, was one of the speak18 reported $11.79 and $19 were nett in Grand Haven in 1924.
S-Chleogo 8r». ID.
ers at the fall district assembly
Surviving are the husband and was on the load suffered a badly ome Slenk, route 1; and a son Gets Probation
At Intersection
turned In from the sale of dessert
Grand Haven, Oct. 7 (Special) of the Michigan Educationassociand pudding mix. It was decided two daughters. Mrs. Melvin Wlo- fractured ankle. The horses were Brian Dale, to Dr. and Mrs. Howard Kooiker, 70 West 12th St A —Harry Jacobsen, *19. route 2, ation in Grand Haven Saturday.
t-YaW UnlvwHtytouadad
Two cars crashed at the inter- to have the Holland Rebekah de- dar of Ferrysburgand Linda Kay thrown but escaped injury.
1701.
The Home Missionary society of son, Paul Craig, was born Sun- West Olive, who pleaded guilty in
The area comprise* Ottawa,
fection of 10th St. and Central gree staff come to confer th* de- at home; two sons. Arthur of
day
to
Mr.
and
Mri.
George
RozCircuit
Court
Sept
7
to
a
charge
the
M.
E.
church
met
last
evening
Kent,
.
Ionia,
Clinton,
Montcalm,
Grand
Rapids
and
John
at
home;
Ave. Saturday
|gree on their new candidates. Aldk MMJ-& Noted AaxWmr.
of indecent liberties,was placed on Gratiot ant} Shiawassee counties.
They were driven by Mrs. bert Stow was elected treasurer two 'brothers, Eric Seaburg of at the home of Mrs. C. D Wise, ema, 349 Lakewood Blvd.
Annapolla.opiMd.ll45.
probation Saturday for eighteen
Other apeaker* were Charles
George Swleringa of 39 Cherr> St. to fill a vacancy. After the meet- Grand Haven and David of Gay- 111 East 14th St. Mrs. E. B. Rich
Life
saving
service*
along
the
months. Conditions of his proba- Brake, MEA president; Dr. W.
and Harold Claude Ketchum of ing cards were played and re- lord: two sisters. Mrs. Thomas presided.Devotions were in charge
11— Edlaon
»
superintendBrorutema of Grand Haven and of Mrs. Mabel Fisher. Interesting American coasts were established tion are that he pay $5 per month Alexander^assistant
365 West 22nd St. Mrs. Swieringa freshments served
eotdti. I86&
readings
touching
on
various
for
the
first
time
In
1871.
Voluncosts,
leave
intoxicating
liquors
ent
of
schools
In
Battle
Creek;
was traveling north on Central The Spencer Cook drilling com- Mrs. Jay Medema of Phoenix,
phases of the work were given teer unit* had operated a* early alone, keep steadilyemployed and Mrs. Max Metzler, member of the
Ketchum was going, west on pany has a large drill set up on Ariz.; also one grandchild.
fy^Cotumbsa Dor
by Mrs. George Elferdink and Mis* a* 1807.
report to his pastor, the Rev. Sei- Grand Haven board of education.
the F. Burrows farm for the Ohio
bert Cramer, once a month. The
Damage to Ketchum's car was Oil company. They are also drill- At the moment water ceases Clara McClelan. Music was furnts-Napoloan antraa*
Of all the installedhorseppwer
Colorado derive* more Income alleged offense occurred in Olive
to jjoil, the steam generatedis 1,- ished by Ruth Miller.
ted- to be $250 and damage ing on the Nash farm west ot
HaWno 1815 «m»
The congregation .of the Chris- from its sugar beet crop than township April 14 and involved a in the U.Si, about 85 per cent is
other was estimated to be Bravo and another drill is at work 644 times as great in volume as
tian Reformed church of Overisel from it* gold mines.
in motor
4-year-old girl
two miles fast of Bravo. On the the original liquid.
,
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Rotary Chieftain

Up

Property Tax
In State,

the
151st districtof Rotary International, which includes 62 clubs in

For Field

to confer with the president, ’he
Rev. William C. Warner, and club
secretaryLeon N. Moody, next
Wednesday and Thursday.
Wednesday night, a meeting of
the Holland officers, and committee chairmen will be held in the
Warm Friend Tavern at 7:30 p m.,
at which time administration and
service activitiesfor the coming
year will be discussed.
Thursday,at the noon luncheon
meeting,Kirsch will address the

Day

Boy Scout* and Cqb Scouts
from the Holland area will go
out to North Shore community

ues by increasing property valua- Bosch.
The survey analysis shows that tions instead in the tax rate.
the average Michigan taxpayer Equalized valuations rose 13.3 per
paid $71.90 in property taxes in cent or from $7.9 billion in 1946
1947. This compare with the to $9 billion in 1947."

Maplewood Dry (’leaner*I* located or. 32nd St. Just west of Columbia Ave. It I* owned and operated
by Vern Houtlng and Neal Jacobuaae, both of whom are experienced in the dry cleaning bu*i-

lar-

Tome

LAST

150

sure to your

EAST 8TH ST.
Phone 6422

Your Bulck-Pontiac Dealer

car.

DRIVE IN

fOP A fPEE ESTIMATE

DUTCH MILL
RESTAURANT

ft* war I*
fcvy r«paJrt.
It

WHERE

and
OCCtllOfi*!

GOOD FOOD
Decker Chevrolet,

Inc.

PREVAILS
6 West 8th Street

River Ave.

munity enrollmentrepresentative children under 14 years of age on
to be in Holland this week.
Saturday from 2-4 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Banger
The representative will be at
moved into their now home on
the Holland district office, 31
Friday.
West Eighth St. on Wednesday.
At least 40 children were absent

COTTONS FOR WINTER, too:
"Taffetella"—a new crisp taffetalike cotton— for a one-piece long
torso dress with three-quarter
sleeves, tiny collar,and flared guest night. Each member is askakirt. Self-fabric bows tie togeth- ed to bring a guest.
er sleeves and belt. Leaf green
Four brothers called at the
stripe alternates with beige stripe
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert De
decoratedwith tiny flower sprays. Vries last Friday evening. They
are Mr. and Mrs. Bill De Vries
and children Kenny and Marcia;
Mr. and Mrs. Harry De Vries and
children Carol Ann and Ruth; Mr.
and Mrs. Jake De Vries and Mr.
and Mrs. John De Vries, all from
Zeeland and vicinity.
FOR
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Veele and
Mr. and Mrs. John Bangor spent
a few days in Chicago last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniels are living
Get ready for winter driving by
having a NEW ENGINE Install- in the place formerly occupied by

kegon

Midland— Classrooms in the new
Sugnet school addition will open
Monday, allowing all classes in
the school to operate on a fullday basis for the first time since
school started this

fall.

ON

DEVELOPING

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Van Kam-

ANNOUNCES
Q

I

ATP AIIT
I E vU

III

Dealer

It You/ Are A Careful Driver and Interested
in

Lower Rates Call At

AVE

—

SALES,

BEN L. VAN LENTE
177

COLLEGE

Open

P.M

Until 5:30

PHONE

OTTAWA AUTO
West 7th Street

8-14

7133

Except Wednesdays

Inc.

Phone 66578
Day and Night Wrecker Service

REBUILT

V-8 MOTORS
COMPLETE
ONLY . .

*

Includes— Labor, gaaket A

VRIELING

oil.

MOTOR SALES
Phone 3195

159 River Avenue

(DilSmul

Apple Blossom Time

At Harry Guilford

Home

It’s apple blossom time in October at the home of Harry Guilford, route 4.
A Duchess apple tree, which has
already yielded a good crop of
apples this year, blossomed forth
with a profusion of blooms last
week. The whole tree is covered,
it was reported, and tiny apples
are beginning to form.
Guilford has three apple trees
in his yard, all of which bloomed
in the spring. This is the first
time he’s ever had prospects of
a winter crop however.

Specialize in

Phone 2465
CORNER COLLEGE

HAD'S

CARDS

The World’* Largest

-

OIL

-

GAS

GEORGE SCHREUR

received,including a telegram and
a bouquet from relatives in the
Netherlandswhere Mrs. Van Huls
spent five months recently.The
evening was spent sociallyand refreshments were served.

HARRY HOOP

PRINTING CO.

HEATING

Between 7th and 8th oa
Phon* 4405

177 College «vO.

Buy Lennox — You Buy Quality
......

...........................

Electronic

WHEEL BALANCING
You'll Glory In

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Your Wall*

$1.50 Per Wheel, Including Weights
Dutch-Kraft
LET U8 CRI88 CROSS YOUR TIRES AT THE SAME TIMI

Won-Kole
Sensational new oil baae paint
that covert over any surface In
one coat Dries In 2 hours.

SHOP

BILL’S TIRE

Phone 2721

Holland

50 West 7th Street

ESSENBURG
ELECTRIC CO.
50 West 8th 8t

Phone

4811

‘

-SUPPLYING-

USED CARS
LATE MODELS
Sold With

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS

USED

QUALITY

WIPING WASTE
MILL & FOUNDRY
SUPPLIES
toins PAnivns

mm

PIPE

FLUES
ond

STEEL ITEMS
9 a

mEni comtmt

FREO’S. CAR LOT

Mill and Fanndry Supplies

686 Michigan Ave.. Phone 9-7221

Holland, Michigan

LET US GIVE YOU A

ROOFING and SIDING

Phone 66599

711 Michigan Avenue

HOLUND READY ROOFING
Fllntkota Producta
All Car Service From Bumper to

Bumper

SPECIAL

7997

2

NURSERY

The

ROUTE
It’a

KAR RUG
FLOOR MATS
$1.50

- $1.95

JOHN

PETER

ELZINGA & VOLKERS,

Inc.

Green-Blue-Brown-Black

WAVERLY DRIVE

HOLLAND
WGL DING SCRVICC

STEER''

Including Complete Body and Paint Shop

PHONE 7774

RELIABLE SERVICE

"GOOD

HOLLAND

Not a Home,

Until

REAR

Sets

- FRONT SETS

HARRISON’S
SUPER SERVICE

GENERAL CONTRACTING

Corner Michigan and 28th St
Phone 4436

ENGINEERING

It’a Plantedl

INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL

MICHIGAN PV.^JZ-^STTei 63Sf

ft*

LOTS

ROOF

RESIDENTIAL

CONSTRUCTION

IEAKSJW*'
222 River Ave.

STREET

College Ave.

116 East 14th 8t.
HOLLAND PHONE 2736
ZEELAND PHONE 459F4

Sandwich-Soda Bar

OUR

la

HUDSON DEALER

—

LENNOX
of

HENRY TER HAAR MOTOR SALES CO.

NOW

SERVICE

MOTOR SALES

DRY CLEANERS

CHRISTMAS

Sold by

and Mrs. John J. Van HuLs,
115 West 16th St., celebrated their
25th wedding anniversarySaturday night at their home. Thirty
relatives and friends attended
the party. Gifts and flowers were

Coll 9051

[MFPA/ffS/r\

ELECTRIC WELDING

NAAN
Phone 7242

148 Ea*t 32nd St.

WHEEL ALIGNMENT SERVICE"

LANDSCAPING

IGNITION

St

Personalized

"THOROUGH STEERING OVERHAUL AND

Plan Your

MOTOR TUNE-UPS
CARBURETORS

29 W. 9th

TflapIawoojcL
DRY CLEANERS

Heating Equipment

10 East 8th Street

369 River Ave.

and

IDEAL

Phon* 7069

PHOTO and GIFT SHOP

PHONE

We

Central

PRINTING

<553)

14950

SUPER SERVICE
7th at

FOR YOUR
It’s

Your Friendly Dodge-Plymouth

Home

Mr

Guaranteed 90 Days
4,000 Mile*

KNIPE’S

and

pen.

GOOD NEWS FOR CAR OWNERS

$4 JC

2406

COAL

30 Day 50-50 Guarantee

ONE DAY SERVICE

PLYMOUTH

Vacuum

Manufacturer* of

Observe 25th Wedding

CLASSROOMS FINISHED

^Tflf

CALL

One

inniversary in

And

CLEANING?

of

instructors.

NEW ENGINE

ed by factory trained Mechanics.

State Farm Mutual Co.

officials explained

flux used at their planl and thereby hope to eliminate a considerable amount of the smoke both
inside the factory and in the immediate neighborhood.
In answer to the complaintof
noise at night, a curfew has been
placed on the tumbling barrel. Not
long ago, neighbors appealed to
Common Council on this and the
other matters. Crampton officials
have banned running the barrel
after 8 p.m.

at 7:45 p.m. at the local school.
Mrs. Harry Schutt was re-elected PLAN NIGHT STUDY
Muskegon— Advance enrollments
president; Mrs. Dan Dckker was
re-elected secretary. Mrs. Henry are being accepted for the first
De Ridder is new vice president YMCA adult hobby school,offerand Mrs. Henry Wassink is new ing informal education in 20
treasurer. Next meeting will be courses, under instructionof Mus-

DODGE-

Service Department2386

Robert G. Runnels, district man- he was accidentally hit with an
ager for Michigan Blue Cross air rifle.
North Shore Community hall
plans, said today that arrangements have been made for a com- has ojiencd for skating for all

TY88E

CARS
WASHED

different

when they have changed the type

important business meeting at the
North Shore Communityhall. At(From Monday'* Sentinel)
The Mothers club will meet the torney Vernon Ten Cate will presecond Wednesday of the month sent the new constitution.

TER HAAR AUTO CO.

Add miles of plea-

Company

Harlem

Free Pick and Delivery Servlca

REPAIR NOW!

slight injury to his right eye

a

from the Waukazoo school Friday
on account of chicken pox.
Mrs. C. C. Wood and Mrs. Bud
Cook went to Grand Rapids Thursday to get the school dishes for
enrollmentcampaign.
the hot lunch program.
The representative will be on
A social evening was spent at
duty to answer questions,distrib- the home of Mrs. Bud Cook Wedute literatureand give assistance nesday. Those attending were Mrs
to persons wishing to obtain the John Keivit, Mrs. Ted Aaldrink.
Blue Cross non-group protection. Mrs. Al Spykerman.Mrs. Paul
He pointed out that Blue Cross Kragt. Mrs. Bert Van Oss. Mrs.
membershipis usually available Bob Strabbing,Mrs. Harris De
only to those persons employed Witt, Mrs. Henry Kragt, Mrs.
where there are five or more em- Harry Banger, Mrs. Bob Anys.
ployes.Purpose of the community
Lunch was served by the hostess.
enrollment campaign is to extend
Mothers’ club meeting will be
Blue Cross membership to perheld Thursday at eight p.m. at the
sons who are retired, self-employWaukazoo school.
ed, farmers and others under age
Jimmy Clark, son of Dr. and
65 not usually eligiblefor memMrs. Neson Clark received a lacbership.
eration on his left arm at school
last week Wednesday.
Friday evening there will be an

Includes
VACUUMING INTERIOR
CHECK BRAKE FLUID
CHECK SPARE TIRE
WASH ALL WINDOWS

MUt?

and Mrs. Albert Wittcveen, has

have also provided for a
type of smoke outlet.

H.

Washington Phon#

448

DRY

Grand Rapids company. They

Mr

Thursday, Friday and Saturday to
accept the applications of local
and county residentswho wish to
apply in person for the new nongroup plan during the community

OUR LUBRICATION

Holland Radio and
Appllanco Co.

Cleaned ..........

This new melting pot is the result of an engineering study by a

(From Monday’* Sentinel)

school taxes, $13.43 in county tax- ing to the Sum; report. These
es, $1.57 in village taxes and $.74
were levied against 88 per cent of
in township taxes, the Survey re- the total equalized valuation.The
ports.
remaining61 counties levied only
Looking at the whole picture, $23.9 million or 10 per cent of tothe report shows local units, in tal Michigan property taxes
against' 12 per cent of the total
equalized valuation.
Ottawa county had an equalized
valuation of $108,898,000,according to the report. Taxes levied totaled $1,429,000. Making up this
total were $249,000 in county taxes, $60,000 in township taxes,
$353,000 in city taxes. $32,000 in
village taxes, and $736,000 in the
school taxes.

DON#

^

Roger Wittcveen,son of

ft*

RANGES

WATER HEATERS

j

Waukazoo

For Local Drive

VACUUM CLEANERS
HOT PLATES

Friend Tavern Mon-

vicinity.

In 1947 he paid ai. average of ger counties paid $223.3 millionor
$29.79 in city taxes, $26.36 in 90 per cent of total taxes, accord-

yOOR CAR

Warm

of the

being made at the local
•'«••• »*•— They are improvementsto the op- 1 ernment.
They listenedto the radio ad
oration and are designed to relieve complaintsof neighbors in dress of Sen. Arthur H Vanden
berg and heard Dr. Bruce Raythe vicinity.
A new procevss is being install- mond. co-chairman of the Ottawa
ed at the plant whereby smoke County committer, speak informand other gaseous nuisancesare ally. Dr. Raymond made suggesne»*. The owner* offer you relia- eliminated. A melting pot is be- tions for club projects.
Gerald Vanderbcek,Republican
ble and courteou* acrvlrewith free ing added which will settle out
pick-up and dchve.y service In and the silos used in their manu- candidate for sheriff, was present
outside of the city. Their motto I* facturing processes. Al the same at the meeting The next rlub
"Satisfiedcustomerswill tell oth- time, smoke from this process will meeting will be hold Monday, Oct.
be blown skyward by a huge fan 11 at 8 p.m. in the Centennial
ers.
to prevent it from settling in the room.

Blue Cross Set

RADIOS

cans met In the Centennialroom

Officials of Crampton Manu- I day v night to discuss what * they
facturing company announced re- 1 wu|d (lo ns a group t0 participate
ccntly that several ehansea^ are | jn
|tat(, and natl(jnalsov.

B

tions effects 1948 operation.)

Twenty-two of Michigan's

APPLIANCES

To Discuss Projects

Against Nuisances

DRY CLEANERS

park Saturday for a field day.
The all-day program begins
School, County Units
with registration at 9 am. and
Raise Cost to Owner
continues until awards are presented late in the afternoon. The
Of Taxable Holdings
program includes sports events
and demonstrations of scout skills.
The average Michigan citizen
wanting to complain about his
There are nine events for scouts.
mounting property tax burden
They are: Pony express race,
chariot race, obstacle race, sawshould see his school, county, and
dust race, compass relay, string
village authorities.
burning contest, flap-jack makThe other two units of local local club.
Kirsch is one of the 180 Ro- ing, capture the flag and preparagovernment,cities and townships,
actually reduced total property tary District Governors, who su- tion of hunter’s stew and twist
tax levies during 1947, according pervise the activityof some 6 500 for the noon meal.
Cubs will participate in seven
to a study just issued by the Mich- Rotary clubs, with a membership
igan Survey, a state taxpayer as- of 315.000 business and profession- events They are: Pony express
al men in 80 countries in the race, chariot race, obstacle race,
sociation.
sawdust trail race, sack race,
Adding levies of all five classi- world.
fications (cities, schools, counties, During the last fiscal year, 278 wheelbarrow race and a kite flyvillages and townships) however new Rotary clubs were organized ing contest.
in 34 countries of North, South
Each troop will supply two
the average taxpayer suffered
6.45 per cent net increase in 1947 and Central America, Europe, adults to serve as judges of
over the previous year, a jump Asia, Africa and the Islands of the events.
The committee in charge is Elfrom $232 million in 1946 to $247 Pacific.
more Van Lente, Hugh Rowell,
million in 1947. (The disbursement of 1947 property tax collec- general,"obtained higher reven- Otto Dressel and Earl Vanden

$67.54 he paid in 1946.

Works

Local Firm

Ottawa County Young Republi-

Western Michigan and Canada,
will visit the HoUand Rotary club

Of Counties Shows

Young Republicans Meet

Scouts Prepare

Will Visit Here
Guy W. Kirach, governorof

Survey

1941

Phone 2284

Holland,Mich.

ON

LAKE
TRY OUR

MACATAWA
Now On

mSH

Sale

RESTRICTED LAKE

IRINTING

Tender crust you'll love

FRONT-LOTS IN

omirr-ico*om:

Arrange that special bualnesa appointment at The
Bier Kelder Air-conditioned
with only nationallyadvei*
tlaed beverages Open for
your convemance from 11:00
A.M. until midnight

JENISON PARK
A

completely equipped modem plant tliot tenret

you with fine quality printing at
So/d ExclusivelyBy

reasonable prices.

* STEKETEE-VAN HUIS

Street

COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE

9 East 10th

HENRY 00STING
REALTOR
Holland,

Mich.

Phone 2371

WARM

HOLLAND TERMINAL
170 E. 15th St.

Dutch Block, 222 Rlvar Ave.
Phone 2326

BAKED PIES

-

’

-

PHONE SIM
'

—

GEO
29 East 6th Street

PHONE 3826
1

4

calls tor seconds every

MOOI

FRIEND

TAVERN

its spicy flaror that

time.

TRIUMPH BAKE SHO
384

CENTRAL

AVE

PHON!

THE

Week

Fire Prevention

In Fires

Annually

Live!

to

Millions in

Damages

Reduces Wealth

(An Editorial)
Some may wonder why each

business.And despite rigorous training,many fire-

men's lives are lost each

—

if

because

our carelessness didn't

result in fires, these

men

would be spared. Do

all

you can to stamp put fires.
You'll protect your own
life

and

property at the

same time.

Specialists in Insurance
».

I.

H. Marsilje

INSURANCE SERVICE

PHONE 3532
Flrvt National

Bank Building

Clean Out Rubbish Today.

PROTECT

85 W.

PHONE

8TH STREET

2948

Takes Staggering Toll

Fire

of

Nation’s Wealth
Fire It blazing an ever wider path of deitructlonacrou the

United States.For the eleventh tuccessive year the curve
of fire lottet has been continuing Its

upward surge.

VMKEMULDER INSURANCE AGENCY
GENERAL INSURANCE
185 Cast 8th

Street

Phone

I

replaceable buildings and goods— congress to be held in the Civic
in the midst of the greatest war auditoriumin Grand Rapids Oct.
in which we have ever been en15-17. The Congress is an outgaged.
growth of the Catholic Tri-State
While we were striving to concongress held here in September,
serve

U«lng the ‘hunt and’ peck" method, the Rev. Herman B. Cents of
Chicago prepare* a report for the 32nd nationalconference of the
Hebrew Chriatian Alliance of America which open* here Sunday.
Rev. Centz, general aecretary of the Alliance, wat born in Russia
and recently returned from a tour of Europe in which he visited
Russian-dominated Czechoslovakia

and

Cove

A letter from Mrs. Eva J. Phil- 1885 and my father died there In
lips of Danville, 111., reveals fur- 1887. My sister was Mrs. James
Chase. My^mother and father and
ther data on the history of Pier
the Chases are buried in Taylor
Cove park near Ganges, a mem- cemetery. I am 85 years old and
orial to a thriving town of yesterlive with my daughter In Danyear. The Sentinel carried a detailville," Mrs Phillipsconcluded.
ed story Aug. 21.
Mrs. Phillipssaid the mill was
erected by her father, Joseph Ed- Circuit Judge Refutes
ridge and was completed and in
To Dissolve Injunction
upciation by the fall of 1873. She
said a saw mill was in operation
Grand Haven. Oct. 7 (Special)
in Fennville when U
family trav—Judge Raymond L Smith Sateled en route to Pier Cove May 4.
urday noon denied a motion t3
1871.
dissolve a temporary injunction
According to Mrs. Phillips, the issued out of the Ottawa Cirmill was run by steam three years
cuit Court Sept. 14, in the case
After the dam went out in 1882.
of the PeerlessNovelty Co. of
Because her father’s health was Grand Haven vs. Local 731 UAWpoor, the engine was sold to SherAFL. The injunction restrains the
man Brothersof Fennville.She union from interfering with enadded the pier was built in 1875 tering or leaving the plant, and
on the mill propertywest of the also from delivering goods or
road.
tampering with private property,
The Alliberwas the last boat to such as trucks, etc.
carry a cargo from the pier. In
The court recognized this Is not
those days the basket factory was a vicious matter and stated that
operated by Fred Hall and sup- it felt it is because the injunction
plies were shipped in from Ingfa- exists that they are having peaceham and Lesslee of Benton Har- ful and lawful picketing instead
bor. .
of unlawful picketing
Mrs. Phillips said she worked
The strike was called July 28
three years for Mr. Hall at Pier
Cove and one in Fennville where WIN TRI CK TITLES
she made the last 500 apple boxes
Detroit, Oct. 4 (UP) -Alfred
for S. J. B. Hutchinsonof Ganges. Holderness of Detroit and Roman
The basket factory specializedin Penn of Springfield, O., were
berry boxes, apple boxes, peck crowned the now world champion
peach baskets and flats.
auto truckers today
‘T haven't been in the town for
five years and am glad to hear the
Ellis island has been owned by
public may enjoy the park. My the federal governmentsince 1808
maiden name was Eva Edridge. I and has been chief immigration
was married in the big house in entry point since 1891.

1

Hungary.

Home

Your

WOOD

C. C.

Further Data On Pier

Congress Planned

manpower and resource to
produce and supply the material 1947. The sessions in October will
which we and our allies needed have for their theme, 'Tor Infor victory, nearly half a billion formed Lay Action."
dollars in property was consumThe Congress will open with a
ed by flames and smoke.
solemn high mass, Friday. Oct. 15.
These figures indicate the mag- at 9:30 at St. Andrew's Cathedral.
it over as a fitting memorial of nitude of the problem which fires Sessions will open at 2 p.m.
that terribleconflagfation.which present. They measure its de- Speakers will address youth delewas one of the most destructive structive force in lives and dol- gates on "Educationfor Right
and costly in both lives and prop- lars They supply the answer to Living,"with women delegates
the question as to why we should hearing addresses on "New Horierty is all history.
Or perhaps if you are inclined have a "Fire PreventionWeek." zons for VolunteerServices."
to be cynical you may regard it While the season of the anniversSaturday sessionswill be devotas just another promotional stunt ary of the great Chicago Fire is ed for the most part to the discus—like so many of the "special certainly an appropriate time to sion of industrial and rural life
days" and "weeks" that have in- focus attention on fire preven- In the evening will be panel meetcreasingly cluttered up our cal- tion, the extent of the annual loss ings for the married and unmarendars in recent years. In either of life and destruction of property ried
case, you may well be asking why conclusivelyproves that Fire PreBishop Haas will be celebrant
if fire prevention is so vitallyim- vention Week is far more than a of a pontificalhigh mass in the
Civic auditorium Sunday mornportant, devote just a week to it memorial occasion.
The most cynical will find in ing. Oct. 17. The sermon will be
instead of making it a year ’round
these figures proof that Fire Pre- delivered by Auxiliary Bishop Alactivity.
Let us try to resolve these ques- vention Week is designed to cry- len J. Babcock of Detroit. The
tions by looking at the facts. stallize public attertion upon a Congress will close with a mass
First, we turn to the statistics. great and ever-present social and meeting in the auditorium with
These figures are cold and in- economic problem— not a com- nationally known speakers adformal until we translatethem in- mercialized or promotionalcam- dressing the delegates.
to the human and economic values paign The answer to those who
which they merely represent. We question why confine fire prevenConnie Goes Home
find that on an average. 10.000 tion to a week's campaign is that
Connie Kuipers, 21-year-old
there
is
no
intention
of
doing
so.
persons lose their lives each year
in fires. And many times that The perils of fire are present 3fi3 daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
days in the year, and the only Kuipers. who fractured her skull
purpose of designating a particu- in a fall Monday morning, returnlar week out of the 52 weeks in ed to her home on South Shore
the year as Fire Prevention Week drive Friday morning from Holland
is to signalize and emphasize the hospital. The child showed conimportance of this problem »o siderableimprovementand reevery man. woman and child in covered consciousness fully since
Thursday.She will remain in bed
the country.
It affords an opportunity right and "very quiet" for a time.

FIRE

from

Seven thousandof these deaths
occur in homes where more than
400,000 fires were in one year.
The victims of these home fires
are largely women and children.
In one year we bun.ed $423,538,Grand Rapids— Msgr. Edmund F.
000 worth of property— the highFalicki
has been named executive
est fire loss in 12 years. We wasted this huge accumulationof ir- director of the Catholic Diocesan

year a week should be set aside as
Fire Prevention Week. Since the
week designated is always that in
which Oct. 9 the anniversary of
the great Chicago Fire in 1871
falls,you may be inclined to pass

year: lives which are our
responsibility

of

American Nation

Fire fighting's dangerous

Recalls Chicago^ Fire in 1871

Catholic Diocesan

Lose Their Lives

I Want
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number suffer incapacitating or
painful bums and injuries.

Persons

10,000

HOLUND CITY NEWS

9735

Holland, Michigan

at the beginning of the season of
the year when fire losses usually quently overlook. A spectacular
turn upward to give new impetus fire like the gas explosion in
to a program which is continuous Cleveland last fall attracts worldand which should not be forgot- wide attention because of its unten even for a moment. When usual character.Yet day after
faced with figures of losses so day in thousandsof small fires,
staggering in their proportion and resulting from careless use of
the destruction of life so exten- matches, pouring of kerosene into
sive in its impact, you and I as a stove to facilitatestartinga
individuals are prone to wonde: fire, permitting rubbish to ac-

Local Visitor Penetrated

Europe's Iron Curtain
The Rev. Herman B. Centz of
Chicago ,in Holland la.st week
SET HOSPITAL GOAL
is one of the few persons who
Three Rivers— A goal of $300,penetratedthe "Iron Curtain" in
Europe.
000 has been set for the Three
In his recent tour of Europe, he

Rivers hospital fund drive.

was permitted to spend a week in
Czechoslovakiaand a week m
TO SUSPEND CLASSES
Hungary, both Russian dominatwhat we can do about this situa- cumulate in the basement or at- ed. While in Hungary, he dedicatKalamazoo— All undergraduate
tion.
tic, and other equally non-spec- ed an orphanage for children of classes will be suspendedat WestWe are apt to forget that the tacular causes, just as many lives Christian Jews who lost their ern Michigan college Nov. 6, for
deaths of thousands of our fel- and just as great property values lives during the Nazi occupation celebrationof homecoming.
low citizens,the injuries to tens are destroyed as resultedfrom of the country.
of thousands more and the great this unique conflagration.
Rev. Centz, general secretary of
loss in property resulied from
Even in peacetime, no nation the Hebrew Christian Alliance of
scores of thousandsof individual regardless how prosperous, can af- America which is holding its 32nd
small fires. While there are each ford to squander its human and
nationalconferencehere Oct. 3
year a relativelysmall number of economic resources as we are each
to 8, was born in Russia. He imbig fires or conflagrations which year in permitting fires to destroy
migrated tt> the United States m
result in great losses of life and so many lives and such great prop- 19L3 and became a minister in the
property, these are responsible for erty values. In wartime such dePresbyterianchurch. For years
but a small part of the total loss. struction becomes positivelycrimhe served the Presbyterian board
Let us look at some of the princ.- inal and involuntary sabotage of
of missionsand traveled extenspal causes of these fires
the war effort.
ively in Europe.
Careless smoking and use of
In the days ahead continued
Through the years, he has
matches is probably the most pro- full employment will be the pri- watched the growth of Russian

cause of fires. How frequent- mary objective of the American
Communism and studied the philly are we guilty of this form of people. We shall be striving in
osophies which motivate the movecarelessness.Misuse of electrical every way to maintain jobs Let
ment. In the early 20’s he served
equipment ranks second as a us remember that a substantial as a member of the American Recause of fires, while the accumula- number of industrial plants or
lief commission during the Great
tion of rubbish, use of inflam- commercial enterprises destroyed Russian Famine.
mable liquidsfor cleaning and de- by fire never resume business.
Hungary,
Hebrew
fective chimneys contribute to a
Workers are deprived of their ChristianAlliance co-operates
vast majority of home fires. I ijobs and opportunities for re-em- with the national Reformed church
tmnlf \'/\n
•
vf L
•••
think you Will agree that each of iployment. We can well afford to in the Netherlands One of the
us has an opportunity to exercise take a few minutes out of our Dutch bishops serves as chairman
considerablecontrol over these busy lives during this Fire Pre- o fthe committeemanaging the
conditions.
vention Week not only to think orphanage.Rev. Centz said HunOne of the principle reasons for alxHit some of these problems, but gary has a large clement of
holding Fire Prevention Week to take active steps to eliminate Christian Jews who came to the
each year is to have an oppor- the hazards which may exist in faith during the war years. He
tunity to concentrate
----------and
---- focus
---our v/"ii
own niruiva
homes ami
and in mil
our piiiues
places said one church in Budapest alone
public attention on these simple |of work or recreation before it is received 2.000 Jews into membercauses of fire which we so fre- too late.
ship.
lific

\f\W
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AND YOU CAN

away

REBUILD

the

i
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Don't take the chance of seeing your life's wor*- "’'r/e
into ash

•

I

when insurance con protect you against loss.

Let our representativecoll on you today.

IN THE EVENT

OF

FIRE

McBRIDE INSURANCE AGENCY

SIMON BORG
AGENCY

1

PHONE
246 River

194

'

Phone

One of The Oldest

4412

Ave.

Ave.

River

—

2747
Largest

—

Holland, Mich.

Strongest

Holland

Besides his work on the food
commission during the Russian
famine, Rev. Centz spent a considerable time in Europe betweer
the' wars, both studying and
^reaching.This included a year in
Prague, a year in Germany and
two years in Russia. An accomplished linguist, Rev. Centz speaks
German and all the Slavic languages which include Russian. Polish. Bohemian, Slovak, Bulgarian
and Siberian.

FIGHT FIRES

BEFORE THEY

x

START

j

jil

Sr
u

m.

Deadline Nears

'

How To Safeguard Electric Service
;or Registering
In

The

Home!

Have you registered to vote in
the Nov. 2 general election? If
you have attained the age of 21
years, you must register to cast a
ballot. Any person who has never
voted must also sign up.

OBSERVE THESE SIMPLE SAFETY RULES
NEVER RUN

1—

2

—

cord* under rug*.

DO NOT PLACE cord*

^losses

in door jam*.

S-CORD8 SHOULD NEVER be

run over radiator, or

There’* no disaster more
complete than a fire. In a
flash your home, barn, but)neia can go up in flames.

•team pipes.

4— NEVER leave heating appliances connected when not in

8-DO NOT

uie.

disconnect appliances by pulling on the cord.

•—CORDS SHOULD NEVER

be used aa a aubatitute for
permanent and properly Installed wiring.

*““CORD8 •bould be examined regularly.
eori

^5

wi,h

If fokes months, years
you. never recover

^

J0 fvea.l electrical repair, and wiring made by a
competentelectrical
a

10—

contractor. *

HAVE ALL WIRING

H-iTpJ* SPRINKLING

—

and sometimes

from the

THE EVENT OF

Serving All of Holland

•
1-up Flues

Cause Costly Firesl

show you how to protect yourself

office.

against unexpected loss. Call 4616

lots will be cast for President

election Is important. Bal-

lii

v
Some

and

V"

1

of Tho Features of The Holland AIR-U-WELL:

Vice President of the

United
States, governorof the state and
other state officials and county of*
fleers. There will be six state ref*
erendums on the ballot and the
state constitutionalrevision mea-

VISSCHER

• Lowers Your
0

Fuel Consumption.

Gives You a Fresh

BROOKS
6

EAST 8TH STREET

•

First U.S. marines to land in
Europe accompanied Benjamin

#

Even Heat in Every Room.

Air Five or Six Times Every Hour.

Coll 3845 And Hare An

By action of Holland’s Common
Council, the 20th St. issue will also
be on the Nov. ballot.

Change of

'

.

• AUTOMATICALLY SAFEGUARDS YOUR FURNACE FflOM OVERHEATING.

sure.

Franklin to France in 1776.

m

A*
.........

j

Any person who has changed
addresses sir.ee the last election 1
should also, report to the clerk’s

toddy!

Holland, Michigan

on the second lloor of the city hall,
That office is open daily from 8
a.m. until 5:30 p.m. but closes at
noon Saturdays. Deadline for signing up is Oct.
_ •

you are insured! Let our representative

FIRE.

BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS

However, anyone who has voted within the last two years and
who has not changed addresses,
does not have to register.
Registrations are being accepted daily at the city clerk’s office

The

—

s$>

13.

loss unless

inepected by an electrical Inapector.
IN

/

AIR-U-WELL Installed Today!

|

HOLLAND FURNACE
129 East 8th Street

BRANCH OFFICE

CO.<
Holland, Mich.

»
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PREVENT

»

HELP / HELP

HELP

/

/

ION SUIT Ui

SIMON B0RR
AGENCY
PHONE
248 River

One second’s carelessnesscan cause

many

the loss of

lives and of

many

4412

Ave.

Holland

millions of dolHelp Keep Fires Away.

lars in property

value. One second’s carelessness — and ypur

life,

your property may

pay the penalty! Maybe you don’t like being talked to like a forgetful schoolboy but
fire destruction is too serious for
light the fires;

YOU

any soft-pedal appeals.

YOU do

soaked rags and Inflammable fluids;

pile up the papers, oil

risk using faulty electric appliances another day and another

want
the

to start a fire, or

agony

all it

YOU

... Of course you don’t

see your property burned to the gound or your families suffering

of serious—

tentional is

nRipranoKwiiiCj-Y

the smoking; YOU

even fatal burns! But that second’s oversight, even though unin-

takes— then

it’s

too late even for repentance!

FOR

by disabilities incurred on the battlefields. but by accidents in factories, in homes, on the streets
and highways,on farms, and by

Hire the Handicapped

Christian Class

Week Observed Here

Elects Officers

ejected are: Charles Aardema,
vice president;Ruth Verduin, secretary and Eleanor De Vries, treasurer. Class sponsors are: Hero
Bratt, James Hietbrmk and John
De Vries.
In another senior class action.
Donald Kiel was elected busipess
manager of the annual Senior
class Christmas card campaign.
Captains for canvassingterritories will be announced later.There

FOLLOW THESE FOUR COMMANDMENTS
OF FIRE PREVENTION!
Don’t pile up paper, rags, inflammable
fluids in your cellar! Don’t leave your
fireplace smouldering. Don’t leave lighted cigarettes lying about! Don’t let a
moment of carelessnesscost you a lifetime of effort.

Zeeland

How

Let Our RepresentativeShow You
To Protect Yourself With Adequate

INSURANCE
(We

Write All Forms)

WOLBRINK
INSURANCE AGENCY
PHONE

4609

HOLLAND,

MICH.

nouncement of other programs
made later, Baas reported.

will be

PLAN HOMECOMING
Adrian— Plans are underway
for Homecoming Nov. 6, when Al-

68WEST8THST.

ma

plays at Adrian.

Quick

FIREGUARD FIRE ExtINGUISHERS

Aid

UNDERWRITERS APPROVED
QUICK-AID FIREGUARD
Vaporizing Liquid (C.T.C.)type
(FormerlyS.O.S. FIREGUARD)

QUICK-AID FIREGUARD

electrical, gasoline and oil fires.

C-D FOG

Underwriters classification
B-2,
C-2. Highly polished seamless,
drawn brass. Bracket pressed
steel, Parkerized with baked
enamel finish. Shipping wt. for 1
qt. size approx. 8 lbs., height,

CARBON DIOXIDE—

Best for all types of fire. Oil,
Gasoline,Electrical. Grease, Lacquer, City Gas, etc. Complete

*11.95
ma

Model 5AKt,

85HD-C

Model

5

*32.50

lbs .........

(Chrome finished)... ]>4fsjU
(Complete with fluid & bracket)
1 qt. size

-Refills for

Effective Class “A” flrea in
wood, rubbish, textiles, and

Especiallyauitable for fires In
gasoline,oils, grease, paints,
chemicals, etc. Underwriters'

similar materials. Popularly
uaed in hospitals, hotels, theaters, office buildings, etc. Underwriters’classification A-1.
Drawn brass Torpedo shellentire dome and shell drawn
from a single piece of melal.
Made of Nilite,which is much
more durable and stronger
than ordinary copper. Ultlmate bursting pressure of
shell

classification A-1, B-1.

- approximately 30%

higher than ordinary teamed
extinguisher.Height 24 in.

Model T315

.....

.

.21/, Gal. Size

Refills For

NIES
For

43-47 East 8Hi

Above

_

*24*50

(Price IncludesCharge)
....... 70c

_____

21/, Gal.

Size

Drawn

Resolve, To:

2. Use

mate burstingpressure of

3. Avoid Misuse of Inflammable Liquids.

shell approximately 30% higher than ordinary seamed extinguishers.

4. Keep Heating and Cooking Equipment in Good Repair.

Model TF4

.......

Smoking.

.

Hogs

81 Years a Good Place To Buy Hardware
We Deliver

PHONE 2120

iim&ial

IERTEL

s&Jt

Mrs. Gerald
night. .

Brower

Saturday

Farmers Urged to Watch

*26*50

CO.

INSURANCE
29E. EIGHTH 'ST.

Phone 3315
'

U&L

EAST

HARDWARE COMPANY

—

- “It Pay* Te Get Our Prlce*r
8TH 8T. PHONE 66568 439 WASHINGTON

8Q.

TWO STORES TO SERVE YOU

Sunday.
Mrs. Janet Simmons who submitted to surgery recently in St.
Mary’s hospital. Ls recovering and
will ry> moved to the home of her
daughter, Mrs. C. Hurst at Wayland. Mrs. Simmons was the former Janet Grooters of Burnips.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Klinesteker
and sons were Sunday guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Brower and fam-

Appliances Bearing

Underwriters Laboratories Seal.

Above ..... fl.60

VOGELZANf!
12

a

.

(Prices Include charge)
Refills For

tor Home, industrial, Commercial and Farm Use

Sunfield

ids hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Brummel
and family were guests of Mr. and

Onlyr. Electric Wiring and,

Vogeliang'* Have A Complete Line of Extinguishers For

*

Miss Betty Coates spent the
week-end wdh her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Coates Miss
Coates teaches home economicsat

Mrs. Oscar Schcib and son,
Jimmy, of Throe Oaks have been
visiting relativeshere to be near
her mother. Mrs. Janet Simmons.
who has been ill in a Grand Rap-

MONTH!

1. Be More Careful With Matches and

tyene extinguisher hondy-ifsfait, Mfc
to operote. We hove Pyrene now.

. .

.

FIGHT FIRE And Help Your Country .

PROTECT

.

.

V*>ml

PROPERTY
CO-OPERATE

ily.

brass Torpedo ahell
entire
dome and shell drawn from a
single piece of metal. No
seams. Made of Nilite metalmuch more durable A stronger than ordinarycopper. Ulti-

HARDWARE

Street

.

Hl-Teat (One Piece Shell)
21, Gal. Foam Type

Stop Fire! Stay Alive!

er. Mrs. Nelic Grooters

1,000 PEOPLE THIS

QUICK-AID FIREGUARD

Hi-Teat (One Piece Shell)
2i/j Gal. Sqda-Acid Type

PHONE 3826

and easy

Thursday.

t

FIRE WILL KILL NEARLY

above ........ $1.50

QUICK-AID FIREGUARD

m

. .

29 East 6th Street

Pro*d your propertyfrom fire before it
spreadsand destroys your home. Keep a

Mrs Anna Klmesteker visited
her sister and family. Mr. and
Mrs. R. Dirkse at Holland last

al Neighbors Thursday right in
Mr and Mrs. Daniel Klinestekthe hall. Mrs. Laura Limbach of er. Mrs Herman Brenner and
Minnow Hunterman have returnGrand Haven, district deputy, wa.i
ed home alter a trip to Niagara
here to assist in the plans.
Falls and other points of interest.
Prizes in cards went to Mrs.
The sick list this week included
Minnie Serier, Mrs. Effie Sprong Mrs. Garret Harmsen and Mrs
and Mrs. Alice Rowan.
Fred Samberson.
A special mooting will he held Miss Em her
Grooters of
Oct. 7, followed by a birthday Grand Rapids called on her moth-

She came to
help celebrate Lie 79th birthdayanniversaryof her* mother, Mrs.
Carrie Jensen of Fremont.
The First Christian Reformed
church Christian Fellowship elected the following olfjcers lor the
coming year: Mrs. D. D. Bonnema.
president; Mrs. Gerrit Veenboer.
vice president; Mrs. Larry Shoe- party.

BECAUSE

ROOFING 00.

TODAY HOMES ARE MORE PRECIOUS
doh't nr rests tuts up

Allegan lle«!:h Center.

residents ol Zeeland, were visitors
last week at the home ol Mr. and To Plan Convention
Mrs. Henry Kouw, Pine St
Plans for the districtconvenMrs. G. L. Turner ol Longtion
to be held in the Woman's
mount. Colo., is visit mg her skiers, Mrs. L. Hendrickesand Mrs
Literary club Oct. 14. were conJohn Hendricks in Zeeland.She tinued at the meeting of the Roywill also visit relatives in Grand
vicinity.

MOOI

’

brackets.

Model 85HD

GEO.

surer.

with charge and wall hanging

131/j inches.

Set

(From Saturday’* Seatinel)
The Ladies society will meet at
2 ^ m. Wednesday at the par-

sonage of tho Bumips Pilgrim
World communion was observed
at the Second Reformed church Holiness church. The young peoSunday. Dr. J Van Peursem, re- ple will meet Thursday at 8 p.m.
tired minister,was in charge. BapMrs. George Schank of Linden
tism was administeredand new and Mis Lawrence Mulder >[
memliers were received.
The following were chosen offi- Zeeland were visitorsrecently at
eers of the Service chain of the the .home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
First Reformed church at a pot- Hall.
lurk supper served in the church
Carl Stewart who has been In
ing.
parlors last week: Mrs. Kenneth
the
service is en route home. SatBarney Beukema of Veterans’
Winstrom, president; Mrs. Clarhospital,Waukesha. Wis., is Visaurday
evening he was in Washence Yntema, vice president; Mrs.
ing' relatives in Zeeland including
ington,
D. C.
Claude* Tenckinck, secretary; Mrs.
Mias Esther Beukema and Mrs. Donaid Kooiman, treasurer; Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Richard Bowles
Vernon Volkers, and Ins parents
Jason Koine jan, assistant-secre-are receiving congratulations on
in Holland.
tary-treasurer.
the birth of a son. Sept. 27 at
Mr. and Mrs. William Schipper

Haven and

Handy for car. truck, boat, home
and airplane use. Effectiveon

Alma

Bur nips

maker. secretary; Mrs. Wm. Blacquere, treasurer; Mrs. John Bmkema, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Henry Van Noord, assistant trea-

and granddaughter.Mary Schi|>per of Pascdcna. Calif., former Royal Neighbors Meet
'i.

at

Physically workers and to effect job adjustthroughout ment to insure proper placement
the country this (veek.
on the job. to promote rehabilitaThere are five groups of handi- tion and training tor jobs for hancapped persons for whom employ- dicapped persons not now in the
ment is needed. These group.-,arc labor force, but who can be pre(1) disabled veterans of the World pared for employment.
Wars. (2) persons injured in inAnother objective is to inform
dustry, (3) persons injured in all handicappedpersons of servichome, traffic, farm and other es availableto them. Such services
kinds of accidents,(4) persons dis- come through the local office of
abled by illness, t5> persons born the MichiganUnemployment Comwith afflictions.
pensation commission with offices
Objectives of the week are to at 246 River Ave.: the state divipromote employer acceptanceof sions of vocational rehabilitation,
qualified handicappedworkers, to and through Veterans Administrafind jobs for handicappedworkers tion.
jobs.
who are unemployed,to safeguard
Ranks of the handicappedwere
the jobs of employed handicapped swollen in recent years not only

are 89 seniors in the class.
The high school a capella choir
also named officers at its business
meeting Friday. In addition, tentative plans for the coming season
were announced by Director Marvin Baas. Officerselected are:
(From .Monday's Sentinel)
Herb Otten, president; Howard The Rev. and Mrs. Ralph WiidSlenk. vice president and Marjorie
schut and children. Mary Ellen
Pott, secretary.
and Joan Audrey, have ret arm'd
Baas said the choir approved to their home in Grahum. Alberta.
tentative plans to again render
Canada, alter MMting at the home
Handel's oratorio.‘‘The Messiah",
of their parents. Dr. and Mrs. J.
during the Christmas season. In
Dr Jonge and Mrs. A. Wildschut.
addition the group plans to partMiss Eunice Schip|>er. daughter
icipatein the Calvin college musof Mr, and Mrs. Sybrandt Schipic festival in the spring, the
per, Pine St., is attending Michstate music contests and their
igan State college at East Lansown annual spring concert. An-

THEN —

Turkey Show

Plans for another Dressed Turillness and disease.
key show and festival at Alma, are
The necessity for promotingjob
being set for Dec. 7 and 8. Last
opportunities lor the handicapped
was recognized by Congress in year’s show wa.s such a success
that the turkey industry plana to
August, 1945, when It passed Pubmake it an annual event.
lic Law 176 calling for national
Classes of birds will be open to
observance the first week in Octoanyone. No entry fee will be chargber eacl\ year as National Employed and classes will fit any turkey
thc-Physically-Handicappcd Week.
grower or breeder.
The purpose was to enlist public
Charles Reed, extenaion poultrysupport for and interest in the
man at Michigan State college,
employment of otherwise qualiurges all growers to select birds
fied but physicallyhandicapped
to be exhibited at the show. Plans
morkers.
are being made to have buyers
Evidence is overwhelming that
present to purchase birds «t the
handicappedworkers, when proshow by bids or suction.
perly preparedfor and placed in
jobs, are as good or better than
nondisabled workers on identical

It’s “Employ tho
Howard Slenk of Holland was HandicappedWeek"
chosen to head the Holland Christian High senior class at its election held this week. Other officers

ROOFING

Dates Announced for

HIGH.

for Cholera Signs

Some cases, of hog Cholera have
been reported in Allegan county.
When any hogs go off feed, producers should call a veterinary at
once If there are any sick hogs
in- the neighborhood have the herd
innoculated. Vaccination against
hog cholera is 100 per cent if
given at the proper time.
If hogs have a fever and are off
feed, chances are they already
have contracted the disease. The
best and cheapest time to vaccinate is right after weaning time
as the vaccine is administered according to the! weight of the hog.

DURING
1

FIRE PREVENTION WEEK

HOME
FURNACES

mSm
Branch Office

74 EAST 16TH .STREET

PHONE

7461

A. J* Dolman, Br. Mgr.

—

»

Is

H

Safe From FlkB?

v.l

TH! HOLLAND CITY

Truman

Exchange Vows

Officially

at

Home

of

Bride
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Zeeland

Ottawa Resident

(From TuMdty’t

Launches National

Struck With Polio

Community Chest

—Howard Ruster, 33-year-oldson

Local Chairman Urges

of Coopers vi He, is in Blodgett hos-

Grand Haven,

Oct.

7

Tonight it 7:45 a union meeting of the Minion Circle, Mission Guild, and Service Chain,
missionary organizationsof the
First Reformed church, will he
held in the church parlors. The
societies will meet separately at
7:30 p.m. for business sessions.
Mrs. W. Wells Thoms of Muscat.

(Special)

of Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Ruster
pital. Grand Rapids, with a severe

Return to Fundamentals
In

Plana for the

taken to Municipal

CommunityCheat

campaign in Holland Oct. 25 to 29
went full /peed ahead today after
P

re*

idem Truman

'V

The

President paused in

make

oast

hospital, Grand

is common in Arabia. The
Thoms family is

living in Grand
Rapids during their furlough in

ness not having been diagnosed.
He was taken to Blodgett hospital and, althoughit was expected he was suffering from polio, it
was not definitelydiagnoseduntil
the fo’^wing day after '.jiious
tests had been made. The diagnosis how that Ruster has "poliomyeletls, acute anterior with involvment of botn arms, shoulder and
pelvic girdles both thighs, rigiit

a

*peech Thursday night.

coast -toe

Thoms is in

Haven, where he was confined for
five days, th^ nature of his ill-

officially

launched a national drive in

Arabia, will be guest speaker. Dr
charge of Knox Memorial haspital at Muscat and is
a specialistin eye disease, which

He was stricken on
Sept. 17 and on Sept. 24 was
case o? polio.

HumanitarianDrive

his

political tour to

a non-partisan plea for wel-

fare agencies in 1,200 communities whose campaignsstart in October.

He said the nation goal of the
Community Chest campaigns is
J1&4.000.000. "The Community

this country.

A

Mti

chairman, again emphasized the
aims this year in helping the deserving needy— particularly the
youth. “It's not for drunken dere-

Fris

\ <r.

m
Mn.

be hostesses.

Earl 0. Schipper

| The Woman s Missionarysoc ety of the Second Reformed
church will meet at the home of
Mrs. J. Ossewaarde,Pine St
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. Mrs. Angus
Brower of Africa will b* the

Penna-Sas photo!
Fifteen persons paid traffic vioMr. and Mr«. Earl D. Schipper brother as best man /nd Mr. and lation fines in municipal court
are living at 532'2 Central Ave. Mrs. Bert Woldring of Grand Monday and Tuesday.
following their marriage Sept. 11 Rapids were master and mistress
Six persons paid speeding fines:
at the home of the br:de. She is of ceremonies.
They are: Gorrit Vander Heide,
the former Clarabel'.eGerritsen*
A wedding supper was sened 24, of route 4, $10; Gorrit Dykdaughter of Mrs. E. Gerritsen. to 30 guests by the Misses Jan- ema. 26. of 660 Douglas Ave., $5;
662 HillcrestDr., and the groom ice Woldring and Janet Timmer Melvin Hirdes, 21, route 2, $5;
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ar- and Joanne and Jeanne Gerritsen, Dennis Kimber, 20, 109 West 19th
thur Schipper, 172 West 15th St. nieces of the bride.
St., $5; Art Beeksvort, 18, of
The Rev. C. StoppeLs read the
Mr. and Mrs. Schipper left on a route 6, $3; Albert Stecnvvyk, 18,
double ring ceremony at 4 p.m. northernwedding trip. For tra- of route 3, Hudsonville. $5.
The bride wore a two-piece veling the bride wore a tweed Louis Vice, .'18, of 863 West
brown satin dress with a match- suit with brown accessories.
25th ,St.. paid $5 for not hav ing
ing satin hat and a corsage of
Mrs. Schipper is employed in an operator’s license and Joseph
agencies, but the fundamental gardenias. A strand of pearls, the office t)f S. S. Kresge Co., and Kolean of 724 Lincoln Ave. paid
purpose still remains— that of gift of the groom, completed her Mr. Schipper is an employe of $5 for failing to yield the right
helping people. Let us never for- ensemble. Mrs. Lloyd V. Stegger- Sumner Chemical Co.. Zeeland.
of way. Henry Pyle. 19, of route
get that,” Kromann pleaded.
da was her sister's matron of
The bride was feted at showers 1, Zeeland, paid $4 for running a
honor. She wore a two-piece black given by Mrs. Arthur Schipper. red light.
faille dress with black accessories Mrs. Bert Woldring. Mrs. Lloyd
Parking fines of $1 each were
and a corsage of Talisman roses. Steggerda and Miss Janet Tim- paid by James A. Stool of 146
Willard Schipper assisted his mer.
Fairbanks; Jason Petroeljeof
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
t

,

speaker.

Doris Kapenga was in charge
of the First Reformed church Intermediate C. E. society. Gordon
Arnold Overway and Jake Boer- wins and one Iok*. Thu* the De Pree conducted the Senior C.E
»ema pitched their way to the playoff. The tourney wa* sponsor- The first meeting of the Second
city horneshne doubles champions ed by the city recreation depart- Reformed church Intermediate
in a final playoff game Thurs- ment. Wood and Overway (upper C. E. society was bed on Sunday
day at the 25th and State St. photo) pitched at one end and It was a devotional service.The
court. They defeated C. C. Wood Haverkamp and Boersema were program included a brief story of
and Harold Haverkamp 50-22 in at the other end. Ovrrway also the Christian Endeavor movethe deriding game. Both team* won the single* crown in the ment. Mrs. Donald De Bruyn and
Miss F^telle Karsten are sponsors
were tied in the final* with four tournament.
On Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. the

Personals

Third Reformed church women
bring canned
fruits and vegetables to the church
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Oldemulders.
8 West 32nd St., returnedSaturday after spending seven weeks
in Europe.

New

her home Monday with her children and grandchildren.Her birthday was Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Hof and
family of route 4 have returned
from Chicago where they spent
the week-end with relatives and

Holland Police Chief Jacob Van
Hoff will leave Wednesdaynoon
to attend the 55th annual conference of the internationalassociation of chiefs of police in New
York City. Dates for the sessions
are Oct. 10-14.
It is anticipated that 800 police
executives from the U. S., Canada, Central and South America
will attend. Charlea
Dullea of
Chicago, is president of the as-

W

sociation.

Speakers at the meetings will
include James V. Forres tal, Secretary of Defense; Hugh H. Clegg,

friends.

Carl Hoerman.

distinguished

artist

who makes

home

in Saugatuck, delighted a

his

Hope college Homecomingthe week-end
of Oct. 30. A program of events

mem-

To Blood Bank

bers with his illustratedtalk on

was announced today bv Clavton
I Van Hall, senior from Grand
I

"The Grandeur of the Grand CanA total of 14 persons donated Haven.
yon,” at their first meeting of
The tug-of-war between the
blood at a donor clinic in the Red
the season in Hope church parish
Crass officesMonday to replenish freshmen and sophomores,a 50hall Monday night.
the supply of the Holland commu- y ear-old classic, will be held over
Mr. Hoerman first showed the nity blood bank. Monday s donors Black river at 4 p.m. Friday. Oct.
geologic history of the earth as brought the total amount to 70 29. At 7 p.m. a pop rally will be
revealed by the m;le deep gash of pints donated since the bank was staged on the athletic field folthe Grand Canyon of the Color- initiated.
lowed by the coronation of the
ado river in Arizona, and followDrs. H. P. Harms and Richard Homecoming queen, a new feaed his chart drawing and map H. Schaftenaarwere in charge of ture this year.
with about 90 beautiful color the clinic and were assisted by
operetta written and
slides illustrating' views from the nurses Mrs. B. Vande Buntc. Mrs. composed by warren EickelSouth Rim of the canyon and J. Westveer and Gertrude Stcke- berg. senior from Douglaston L. I.,
along Kaibab trail down into the tee.
will be preAented bv students with

church.

Beaverdam

Pullman
(From Wednesday’* Sentinel)
Public dances are held in the
Pullman IOOF lodge hall every
Saturday night. Lunches are served by the Rebekah Ladies at every dance. The committee in
charge of serving the lunch next
Saturday night includes the Mesdames Everett Harris. Raymond
Starbach and Harry Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Jonas oi'

clinic and Mrs. Henry Carley and
J. Harvey Kleinheksel, club Mrs. Harry Dunn handled the
president,introduced the speaker canteen,

Dr

Mr. arid Mrs. John Bwikhart
and conducted a business meeting. I Mrs. Jack Elenbaas took the
and son Raymond, and Ronald It was decided by the ciub that
Murdock of Grand Rapid' were | meetings this year will be held donor s histones.
visitors Sunday afternoon with
^nee a month instead of twice;
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tubergen. i monthly as in previous years. The Mission Guild Meets at
to hear a talk by Mrs. E. HalverMrs Purlin Vereeke arrived home next scheduled meeting will bo
son, miasionary to Brazil.
from Zeeland hospital Saturday, Oct. 18 in the home of Dr. and! Central Park Church
Hoapital Note*
and is now confined to her home Mrs. William Winter, with Dr.
The Mission Guild, of Central
Admitted to Holland hospital with a double fracture of her leg. W. W. Whitehouse,president ol
Park Relormed church mot FriMonday was Gorrit Dale Kars, just above the anklf which occur- AJb.on college, as speaker.
day in the church parlors Mrs
•on of Mr. and Mrs. John Kars. red Wednesday at her home.
Arrangementsfor the opening
61 West 15th St.
William Barnes and Helen meeting were in charge of the C. Do Roos gave a i»ook report on
"Rachel" by Agnes Scott Kent,
Discharged were Mrs Edward Lynch were united in marriage
executive board.

Sororities and fraternitieswill some w here in

t

h

is sec

t

ion.

1

j

E. Adler, Jr., and infant daughter. Saturday afternoon at the parSally Ann. 267 West 19th St : sonage. Tile Rev.
Rozendal
Mrs. Van Oss and infant son read the marriage rites.
Bryan Woodrow, route 1; Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Van FarArlene Oetman, daughter of Mr. owe called op Mrs. Bystra of Holand Mrs. George Oelman, route 6. land Sunday afternoon.
Monday births at Holland hosMr. and Mrs. Sherwin Hungerpital include a son, Henry Mich- ink and children were recent visael, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Path- itors of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
uis, 1618 South Shore Drive, and Van Noord of Jamestown.
a son. Christopher Charles, to Mr
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnson,
and Mrs. Marvin Bennett, 51 West who have been staying at the C.
15th St. Births Tuesday include a Bekins home, returned to their
son. Stanley Dale, to Mr. and Mrs. home in Los Angeles, Caiif., SatJerald Hamstra. 582 Orchid Dr
urday.
and a son to Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Bold spent
Dorn, 730 Central Ave.
last week touring through upper

H

.

Michigan, returning Friday ev-

Shower Compliments
Miss Lena Fabiano

ening.

Kent Court Commissioner

Miss l*na Fabiano, October Addresses Kiwanians

was honored at a miscellaneous shower Wednesday
night at the home of Mrs. Joe
Fabiano, ButternutDr. Games
were played and duplicate prizes
were awarded. £ two-course lunch
was served by the hostess.
’Invited were the Mesdames Paul
Green, Bob Asher, Chris Van
Bragt, Sam Fabiano,A..P. Fabiano. Harold Hopkins, Kenneth
Decker Merle Tubergen, Clar•nee Gross, Howard Baker, Arn e
Elenbaas, Louia. Rupp, John Molten and the Mkses Mary Pieper.
Amelia Fabiano, Beatrice Fabiano,
Betty Nile*, Patty Qonk. Helen,
and Patsy Fabiano, Joyce
Connie Luurtsema, MarMarge Van Bragt, Lois
and the guest ol honor.
bride-elect,

Wallace Waalkee, Jr., Kent
er cat in the vicinity of the Kawcounty circuit court commissionneer ManufacturingCo.
er. spoke before local Kiwanians
Monday night in the Warm Probate Judge Hatfield ruled
that as .‘'Yell6w-Boy’'’'had not reFriend tavern.
turned, it was impossible to perWaalkes, introduced by Herbert
Bulthuis. told about the technical use of radar in World War U Youths Pay Fine
and related some of his experi- Grand Haven, Oct. 7 (Special)
ences as naval fighter difector .-Harold Kolber. Mixhal Corton
officer.
and Burton Ferguson,17 and 19Dap Vander Werf, vice presi- year-oldsfrom Muskegon, were
dent, conducted the meetjrfg. arrested by city police Saturday
Group singing was led by Pres- night pn 'complaint of a local reston Luidens, accompaniedby taurant owner, alleging tne trio
Franklin Van Ry.
walked out of his cafe without
paying for their food. Each paid
Some Latin-Alperican countries a $5 fine and 54.05 cost* in Jusopen their. school years in April tice Peter Verduin* court later
•nd *nd tbem in November,
that night. «• .

Have Monthly Meeting

afternoon at the Hill Crest Nursing home where he had been a
iraticnt for the last two weeks
He had made his home with his
son, Klaus Smit, assistant post-

First Chapel Exercises
The regular monthly meeting of
the Ottawa County Rural Letter Held in High School
Carriers association and the Ladies auxiliary was held Friday
The first students'chapel meetmaster at Grand Haven. He was flight at the home of Mr. and %ing of the year was held in Holborn in the Netherlands on March Mrs. Frank Hamilton of Marne. A land* high school this morning
23, 1856, and came to this country businessmeeting folowed a pot-1 with Miss Janet Mulder's first
with his wife, tlie former Cor- luck supper.
hour class in charge. Bob Schneinelia Spyk, 64 years ago. Most of
Gcrrit Veurink . was elected der was chairman and Mary Sanhis life he worked as a gardener president for the coming year; dy was chaplain.
in and around Grand Haven.
James StUuririg.> vice-president: Miss Elaine Ackerson, high
Besides the son he Is survived Leonard Van Liere,. secretary and school choir director, sang three
by one daughter, Mrs. John Ott, treasurer. The Ladies auxiliary selections accompaniedby Miss
also of Grand Haven, and three named Mrs. An ha De Boer, pres- Barbara Lampen.
grandchildren.
ident; Mrs. GertrudeKronemeyer,
Miss Sue Johnson, teacher of
vice-president;Mrs. Bertha Vre- journalism, played two of her orOne fcubic mile of sea water will develd, secretary and treasurer. iginal compositions on the piano.
yield 90 million pounds of magThe next meejting will be held
Students will be in charge of
nesium
< J Nov. 5 in HudsonyiUe.
chapel programs from now on.
‘

metal.

1

,

'

.

Prof. Edward Avison of the
Hope college speech department
waa elected secretary of the
Michigan Intercollegiate Speecn
league at the annual meeting of
that organization in East Lansing Oct.,1, Dr. Rupert Cortright
of Wayne university,now president of the Speech Association of
America, was elected president.
Henry Schneidevvind of the University of Detroit was named vice

president.

^

Dates and places for the major
speech events sponsored* by tha
organization were announced
They include a group discussion
festival at Ypsilanti Oct. 30 on
the subject. "How Can Civil Liberties Be Guaranteed to All Those
Living in the United States?" and
a state extemporaneousspeaking
contest in KalamazooNov. 19.
Subjects for men will be "Federal Controls.” and "Displaced
Persons,” and for women. "Trends
in American Education," and ‘The
Place of Religion in American
Life."

Early in December the state J*
extemporaneousand peace oratorical contests will be. held at Hope
college. There will be free subject
choice in the oratory contest.Ex-

temporaneous subjects will l»«
limited to the general subject,
"The Economics of World Peace."
It is planned that after the con-

a

test

public meeting, featuring

an outstandingspeaker, will be
held in Memorial chapel.

The novice debate tournament
is

scheduled for Jan. 15. at Michi-

gan State college.East Lansing.
On Feb 19. the men and womens
annual debate tournament will he
held at

*

Wayne

university.Detroit.*
The subject will be "Resolved,

that the federal government
should adopt a policy of equalizing educational opportunityin
tax-*upportedschools by means
of annual grants." The state oratorical contest will be held
March 4 at Alma college.

Parking Banned

On Local

prayer service will be held at the
First Reformed church. Dr. John
Van Peursem will conduct the
service The Sunday School teachers meeting will be held at 8:30
p.m.. also in charge of Dr. Van

At a Public Safety commission
meeting Monday night, petitions
complaining of parking on East
24th St. were read. The commission voted to ban parking on the

Peursem.
Junior and Intermediate classes
in the First Reformed church
Sunday school were promoted in
a brief serv ice last Sunday. William Van Eenenaam is Sunday
school superintendent.

The

following new members
have been received into the Athletic Sisters organization: Eloi*e

Bosch and LorraineBekin*. senBos and Eleanor De
Kline, sophomores; Judy Ypma.
Shirley Myaard. Nancy Winkels
and Dorothy Wyngarden,freshiors; Shirley

men.

The first Civic chorus rehearsal
Bravo had as Sunday dinner will he held at the Second Reguests Mrs. Marion Martin and formed church next Sunday, Oct.
daughter. Mrs. Wanda McCullag- 10, at 3 pm. All who are interon ol Bloomingdale,little Caro- ested are invited to be present a;
Ivr Ferris of Chicago and Fred the first meeting. Prof. R. W. CavHoward ot Allegan.
anaugh of Holland is director.
Mr. Burda of Chicago .s[»ent the
Next week Wednesday. Oct. 13
week-end with his brother. Ig- editorial members of the Peeper
the assistance of Palette and nas. He returned to Chicago Monstaff and the Stepping Stone staff
Masque, Hope dramatic society, day evening.
of Zeeland High school plan Ij
on Friday and Saturday evening.'
Henry Elrich and Mr. and Mrs attend the annual high school
at 8:30 p.m.
Joe Cardiman of Chicago were "Journalism Day” at Michigan
According to Van Hall, Satur- Sunday guests in the Peter Warn- State college at East Lansing.
dav s events will feature the fin- ing home, route 1. Mr Elrich lookThe first meeting of the day will
als of the Singles Tennis tourna- ed alter hts building in Pullman
be at 10 a m. and clinics on high
ment at 9 a m., a parade of tloats where the Pullman post office :s (school newspapers and year books
at 10:30 a m . the football game located
will be held. At 4:30 p.m. awards
with Albion at 2 p.m. the Alumni
Tom Doyle is planning to open will be made for the best newsbuffet supper at 6 p.m. in Hope Ins electricalequpimont shop ;n
paper in each high school classichurch and op'-n house at 9 pin., the Ellen Masteis place in Pull- fication, best individualstory, edw'heh all college buildings will man this week.
itorial, feature story and sports
l>e open to the public.
The reports Wing circulated story. A special speaker will adOn Sunday at 4 p.m. the Mu- that the drillers on the Burrows dress the visitingjournalists.Apsical Arts club will present a farm, north of Pullman had proximately 1,500 delegate* will
Vesper service to which the public struck oil are not true, but there be in attendance.
is ho|K* that oil may !>c lound
is invited.
The following seniors of Zeel-

hold various social activitieson
Saturday,accordingto Miss Jan
Local Horsemen Win
Joldcrsma, senior from West Sayville, L I., co-chairmanwith Van In Jachson Show
Hall. The Sybvlline society is
planning a bunch at 8:30 a m. in
Miss Connie Boersma. Dr. H. P.
the Tulip room, Warm Friend Ha. tos and P. T. Ciieff added
Tavern. A Thexaurian breakfast awards in horsemanship to their
will bo held at 8:45 a.m. at the collection’after competing in a
the story of a Jewess. She was in- Dutch Mill restaurant and the week-end horse show at the
troduced by Mrs. H. Rosenberg.
Dorian brunch will be held at 7 Waterloo Hunter Trials in JackDevotions were conducted hv a.m. at the Dutch Mill. The Del- son.
A Cat’s Got Rights Too,
Miss Dorothy Sandy and Mrs. H. phi luncheon will be held at 11:15
Cheff won tiie green hunlers
Nickel. Vocal solos were sung by a.m. at the Marquee and the Sor- competition with Baron Jack and
Leo Hoiiman Believes
Mi*. Ray Ter B<ek. accompanied osis society will have a 11:30 a m. with Miss Boersma on Kaput took
Allegan. Oct. 7— If ij takes sev- by Mrs. L Sandy. Mrs. (\ Hart- luncheon at the Warm Friend the pairs of hunters class. Dr.
en years for the law to presume a horn presided at the business Tavern.
Harms took a ribbon in the workmissing person dead, how long a meeting.It was announced that
Emersonian* will serve coffee ing hunters class and Cheff also
time should be allowed for a miss- the fall conferenceof the Wo- from 4 to 6 p.m. at the Warm took the conformation hunter
ing cat?
men's Missionary union will be Friend Tavern and Cosmopolitansaward
Leo VV. Hoffman, Allegan at- held Oct. 13 at Beechwood Re- are planning a coffee kletz at the
Miss Boersma won second place
torney. thinks in view of a cat s formed church.
Warm Friend Tavern following in the Michigan Hunt Perpetual
A social hour followed. Hos- the game. The Arcadians will Challengetrophy with, first place
nine lives, 63 years should be allowed.
tesses were the Mesdames L. have a 9 a.m. coffee klelz in the won by Cla.v«ton Baker of Battle
The weighty lega. question aril-1 Cook, T. Knoll, H. Rosenberg,E Temple building and the Knick- Creek. Miss Lucille Van Domelen
es from a court case in which Min- Stryker and K. .Thompson and er bookers will meet at 11 a.m. of Holland also won a ribbon in
nie Barron of Niles, recently de- Miss Dorothy Sandy.
on the third floor of the Wool- this event.
ceased. left a will leaving $5,700 in
worth building.A Fraternal party
Spectatorsat the hunter trials
trust for the care of her two pet
is planned for 9 p.rti. at the Am- included Mrs. P. T. Sheff, Mrs. H.
Aged
Grand Haven Man
cats. “Ma-Cat” and "Yellow-Boy."
P. Harms. Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
erican Legion club house.
"May-Cat" died and "Yellow- Dies at Nursing Home
Holder. Miss Margaret McLean
Boy," saddened and lonely,shortand Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van DomGrand Haven, Oct. 7 (Special) Rural Postmen, Wives
ly thereafter left the homestead
elen, Jr..
and was Iasi seen pursuing anoth- —Gorrit Smit. 92. died Sunday

Has Annual Meet

regular weekly congregational

An

assistant FBI director; Mayor
William O' Dw yer and Maj. Gen
Philip B. Fleming, chairman of
the president's highway safety canyon.
Donors were: Richard F. Koeh"The Grand Canyon is the pur- ler. George Vander Bie, Edward
conference.
Traffic control and crime pre- est form of architecture known,
Sch ier bee k, William H. Boor. Burt
vention problems will he discuss- said Mr. Hoerman, "and there can Schierheek.Peg Waltz. Frances
ed and the delegates will be given be read the history of the earth.'' Atwood. B. D. Rowan. Arnold
a chance to exchange problems The scenery ot the Grand Can- Wagner. Mrs. Gertrude Ver Hoef.
along these lines. Meetings will yon attained greater significance Mrs. Dorothy Van Voorst, .yrs. R.
be held in the Hotel Pennsylvania through his explanations and pic- Ter Wee. Clarence Van Voorst and
Mrs. Van Hoff will accompany tures.
Mary Wierenga.
her husband and they expect to
Mrs. Hoerman oj>erated the proNurses aids at the clinic wore
visit relatives and friends in Penn- jector.
Mrs. J. Kamp>. Mrs. J. Roennk
sylvania while en route.
The program followed a buffet and Mae Whitmer. Mrs. Harold
supper served by women of the j Luth was the Gray Lady at the
'

.The Boeve mixed quartet composed of Mis* Dolores Boeve,
Gemt Boeve and Mr. and Mrs.
John Boeve, furnished special music at Beech wood Reformed churcn
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Van Eck,
522 Monroe St., Ann Arbor, announce the birth of a son, Eric
Daane, Saturday in St. Joseph's
hospital, Ann Arbor. Mrs. Van
Eck is the former Dorothy Jeanette Muller, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Muller of Holland.
The Women's MissionarjSociety of First Reformed church
will meet in the church parlors
Thursday afternoonat 2:30 p.m.

•

Homecoming

of events for the annual

Several Donate

summer

large group of Century club

At Hope

The annual tug-of-war.an oper1 etta and the football game with
Albion will highlight the program

Century Club

They

left the United
States on Aug. 11, traveling by
boat. They spent most of the
time in Germany and the Netherlands visitingtheir parents and
relatives.They left Europe Wednesday night by plane and arrived in
York on Thursday
noon.
There will be a meeting of the
Beech wood Mothers' club Friday
•t 2 p.m. in the school.
Mrs. John Robbert,Sr., of 516
Central Aye., quietly celebrated
her 85th birthday anniversary at

Artist Entertains

of 148'/i Central.

Annual Meeting

New Features Planned

route 4; Richard Dykstra of
route 6; Alan J. Trail of 280
West 17th St.; Barney Sheaffer
of 160 West 10th St.; Leo Zych

am reminded to

Chief Will Attend

assistant hostesses.

. The regular monthly missionary
meeting of the Mubesheraat society will be held in the parlors of
Second Reformed church Tuesday
evening. Mrs. David De Bruyn,
p-esident, will conduct the mee»ing. Mr. and Mrs. Martin Oudenmoul of Holland will be present
and will show pictures of Kentucky and Winnebago. Mrs. Arnold Boe and Mrs. Cal Faber will

%

Mr. and

were

from D% and Mrs. W. We!s
Thom* now of Grand Rapids and
Mrs. Mae Thoms of Holland.

A

for their children. It would be a
terrific liability later if those
children do not become good citilens," he explained.
He said attempts are being
made this year to emphasize the
personal aspects of the humanitarian program.,"People contribute
not TO the Community Chest but
THROUGH the Community Chest
to other people.” he said. He explained the humble origin of the
CommunityChest when one person in an effort to help a deserving neighbor contacted other
neighbors, and the plan grew to
large proportions.
"We often forget the real purpose of the Community Chest in
the maze of administration and

the. First

Others present included Mesdames
J. Westenbroek,,T. Vander Pels,
F. Klumper, M. Huyser, Borr.
Hein Derks, Wiliam Hieftje and
A. Rynhrandt.An interestingfeature of the afternoon wa* a visit

Coopersville.

licts that our funds are given, but

group meeting of

Reformed church Ladies Aid society was held at the home of
Mrs. M. C. Ver Hage. Central
Ave., last Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. C. Yntema and Mrs. John

forearm muscles, abdominal and
back muscles."
Hi.; condition has been extremely critical hut Sunday he was
marked off the critical list. He is
paralyzed from the neck down.
He is employed at the Mot man
Nondrop Electric Co.. Grand Rapids and lives with his parents in

m

Chests of America are a practical
demonstrationof the democratic
faith we profess. They both sene
and are served by the people from
all ranks. ’ he said.
Peter Kromann, local campaign

Speech League
Benttael)

Street

north side of the street on the
Prospect Park side and will limit
parking on the south side to two
hours.
In other action the group okayed a dead end sign on East 13th
St. just beyond the Lincoln Ave.
intersection.

The commission had an eye for
speeding up police cars. They approved "oct ana tors’’ for all police
cars. This installation
is expected
to give the vehicles more pep,
speed, pick-up, and better gas
mileage.

The commission will study
maintenance costs and estimates
of a private radio line from the
police station to the stack. The
present line is owned bv Bell Telephone Co. A recent hike in Bell
Co. rates promplod the commis- t
sion to study the idea of a BPW

»

installed separate line for the purpose.
It was reported at the meeting
that Officer Dennis Ende has returned to duty. The officer received a back injury July 17 in a mn.
torcycle mishap while on duty
and has not worked since that
time.

Aid. William J. Meengs. chaircommission, presided
at the session.

man of the

Douglas

ti

(From Wednesday’* Sentinel)
Mrs. Grace Reed, ol Holland,
visited a few days with her sslter,
Mrs. Cora Campbell,at Idlease.
Robert Waddeil went to Chicago for the week-end and visited
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Waddell, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Campbell announce the birth of a son. Thomas
Jay. born Sept. 30 at the Community haspital.
Mr. and Mrs, John Moe and
Mrs Emma Forrester of Grand

and High school will be in charge
of the Stepping Stone 1948-49 annual: Peter Roon and Arlene
Walters, co-editors;Marilyn Broersma. Anna Hostege. Betty Roeiofs, literary editors; Ruth Wyngarden, Marvin Huyser, lay-out
assistants;Mr. Hoodema, John De
Vries, photographers;Leola Van
Koevering.Marcia Berghorst,
Mickey Wyngarden, Larry Dick- Rapids, visited recently with relaman, Bernard Ozinga, business tives and friends.
managers; Mary Wyngarden. secThe Past Matrons club of
retary; Lorraine Bekens, book- Douglas chapter 0.E5. will be
keeper; Miss De Jonge, Mr. entertained jn the home of Mrs.
Hoodema. sponsors; Dorothy Hall F. J. Johnson, Wednesday afterEloise Boirch, administration; noon. Oct. 13. It's the first meetMerilyn Post, Gordon Huizenga, ing after the summer recess.
.

Shirley Hungering, classes and
features; Wendell Lubbinge, Shirley Heyboer,organizations; Mar-1
lyn De Jonge, John Boeve, Nella
Plye, music, oratory, drama: Dick
Carlson. Jack Sheridan, athletics;
Norma Van Ham, Arlene De
Geus. are; Jim Poortenga, Nelson
Gebben, humor; Mildred Berghorst, Lois Boe*. Audrey De
Jonge, Bernice Cook, Ellamae
Meeusen, Verne Smallegan.Rhona
Smiderks, Carolyn Bolma, typists
Miss Ver Hage. Miss De Jonge and
Mr.

Hoodema will help

the staff.

Tax Payments End

The new

Douglas-Saugatuck
bowling alleys are nearing completion. Thely are located on Center St., Douglas and ate 50 by 140
ft. and sound proofed.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rininger of
Allegan have been guest* in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Reninger.

Holland Teachers Attend

Meeting at Grand Haven
Area H. Department of Classroom 'teachers met at Grand Haven Saturday. C. Brace, M. E. A.
president,

For

and

fe.

H.

Babcock,

Summer Levy

superintendentof Grand Haven
Hollands annual summer tax schools, lead a discussion during
collectiona have been completed the afternoon on current legislaand City Treasurer Henry J. tion to be voted on fit the NovemBecksfort announced that 98 per ber election.
Teachers present from Holland
cent of the assessmenthaa been
paid.
were the Misses Margaret Van
The tax collection books will Vyven, Henrietta Althuls, Gerbe turned over to City Assessor trude Althuis, Evelyn Heffron,
William Koop All unpaid assess- and Beulah Pepper.
ments will be re-spread over the
fall tax rolls.

Figures show $432,703.69of th*
total assessed $441,508.01was col-

lected. This amount betters the
97.46 per cent collectedlast year.
However, the figure la below the
1946 collectionawhich amounted
to 96.9 per cent.

DYKSTRA
AMBULANCE SERVICE
If last tth

8t.

~

.

Phone Sftt

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
Gllbart Vandtr Water, Mgr
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Flames Also Swept

‘Canes Will

Face

Personals
(From Today’s Sentinel)

Michigan at Time
Of

Chiago

Lightning

Fire

According to advance

Were

—

Thursday. The Twin-City
Independentshave a lightningof-

The
downs

^across Michigan in 1871 at the
the great Chicago fire

information on the Michigan disaster as well as personal letters describing the Chicago holocaust.
The Michigan fire flared into
life at Manistee. Oct. 8. In two

days, flames .swept from Lake
Michigan to Lake Huron, cutting
through some of the state’sfinest
pine stands, destroying12 communities and making about 18,000
.persons homeless. The only fatal-

visitors scored three touchin the final quarter of their

game

last week to Svhip the Chicago Trojans 27-7. The Twin-City
eleven again has those two backfield aces, Jack Weatherly and
John McPike. Weatherly scored
two of the Independent’stouchdowns in the Chicago game and
piled up several sizeable gains

occurred.

That’s accordingto the Michigan historicalcollections at the
University of Michigan which have

OES President

fense.

cut a 250-mile path of destruction

same time

Mrs. Jensen

their

game

Flamea

Ketema Ylfru (left) and Yohannea Menklr, two Ethiopian youtha
who anterod Hope collegethis week, are welcomed by Max Frego,
editor of the Hope College Mileatone. The two youtha were honor
atudenta at the Haile Selaaale high school at Addla Ababa. Both
apeak English fluently. Menkij plans to major In education and Ylfru
will study medicine.

lowed a family potluck aupper.
Mre. HaroM Jensen was elected
worthy matron and Louis Hieftje

was

re-electedworthy patron.
were Mrs. Leon
Moody, assistant matron; Alan
Ayers, assistantpatron; Mre. Hai>
old Vander Ploeg, aecretary; Mrs.
Reformed church Sunday.
Harry Orr, treasurer;Mrs. Gerald
Russell Huyser, Andrew Steke- greening, conductress ; Mr*. Bal-

the pitching. Boettcher connected
Bob Crossman who lateraledto
McPike for one of the Twin-City
scores against Chicago.
The Chicago game was the only

Two Ethiopian Students
Attending Hope College

ity, however, occurred in a separate fire which destroyedHolland.
From Manistee, a zone of tire
Two students of Addis Ababa,
extended south and east through Ethiopia, are finding life at Hope
Lake, Osceola, Isabella, Midland,
college just a bit different from
Saginaw, Tuscola, Sanilac and Huron counties. Destroyed were the their native land.

The Covert Community choir
will be In charge of 7:30 p.m. aervices Sunday at the City Million.
Mre. Alvina Grice, choir director,
will be gueat soloist and also will
apeak at the meeting.
Dr Richard Oudereluya of Western Theological seminary will be
in charge of the services st Bethel

with his speed and drive.
The Independents throw a lot of
passes with A1 Boettcher doing

'

WANT-ADS
LOANS LOANS

notices,

a tough opponent for

ected

Oestreich,

war chaplain,will speak and show
LOANS
pictures at a meeting in Zeeland
Up to $250 or more
City Hall Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Holland Loan Association
'Hie program, to which all chil10 West 8th Street, 2nd floor
dren are Invited, is sponsoredby
Adv.
the Grand Rapids Bible club.
Chapel exercises this morning
In Holland high school were in
Is
charge of Miss Clara Reeverts’
first hour Bible claaa. Aria Mokma was chaplain and Carol Reimink was chairman. James Schrodt,
director of Instrumentalmusic,
Election of officera was held at
played a trombone aok> "Morceau
the
meeting ''t Holland chapter
Symphonique" by AlexandreGullmante. Iris Bouwman played • No. 429, Order of Eastern Star*
piano solo, "Begin the Begulne.” Tuesday night The meeting fol-

the Holland Hurricaneshave sel-

In Path of Destruction

Ann Arbor, Oct. 7

Team

Hiursday Night

Forest Areas and Cities,
Including Holland,

The Rev. George

to

Jthers elected

toc, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Michielson, four Augst, assistant conductress.

Nick Banning, John Kleis and Jim
Annual reports by committee*
Nykerk wer«» among Holland citi- and officers were given.
zens attending the Hartford Fair
A farewell ceremony was held
on Wednesday.
for Mr*. Earl Price, retiring
The Misses Jennie and Jeanette worthy matron. She and Mr.
Mulder, Wilma and Ann Beukema Hieftje were presentedgifts by
and Janet Flk of Holland,with Mr*. Eldop Dick on behalf of the
|the American Society of Women officera.
Accountants of Grand Rapids,
Public installation of officera
were entertainedby the Gqrber will be helo Oct. 26.
Co. at Fremont on Wednesday The committeein charge innight.
cluded th« Mesdames James K.
The local Erutha Rebekah lodge Ward. Otto Weianer and C
will be hosteaa to the district Wood.
chest meeting Friday at 8 p.m. in
the Odd Fellows hall It will be in
the form of a "hard times" dress Plan Fall Conference
up party. A potluck lunch will be 01 Missionary Union

start for the Independentsthis
season. On the other hand, the
type of bread made of tef, a cereal Hurricanes have played four
grown only in Ethiopia. Tef is games, winning two. losing one
wholly different from any Ameri- and playing to a deadlock in the
can grain. When eaten it is roll- other.

ed and dipped in a highly seasoned
Hurricane mentors worked the
called watt.
squad of offense again TuesdayMenklr and Ketema Ylfru. entered
Neither student has ever seen night. Coaches believe they can
Seventy-five-year-old
Herman Damson cranks the engine of his ancollegeMonday, exactly two weeks snow, consequently both are lookopen up with some laterals oft
cient 1925 truck In carrying on a draying business begun by his
after leaving Ethiopia by plane. ing forward to tho winter months.
their pass plays this week. At
father many years ago. Damson boasts the truck has been on tha
Both are graduates of Hai’le Selas- Menkir said the coldestweather in
road almost every day during the last 23 years.
any rate, they promise a wide-opsie high school in Addis Ababa Ethiopia is in January and Februen offense with plenty of passes.
where they were honor students. ary, their rainy months. June and
The game is Thursday at RiverThey are attending Hope through Jul> are similar to October here
view park beginning at 8 p.m.
the efforts of the Ethiopiangov- with warm days and cold nights.
Proceeds, after expenses, will go
ernment and the American Assoserved.
Menkir. whose father is a law- to Mel Klinge, who is recovering
ciation of Colleges.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor J. Pritchard
yer in Addis Ababa, is pne of six from a fractured leg received in
The annual fall conference of
En route to this country, the children. He studied English for
of Victoria,British Columbia,and the Women’s Missionary Union ol
last week’s Hurricane-Flint game.
Pflir spent five days in Cairo and five years while in grade school
their daughter, Mre. Donald E. the Reformed church will be held
three in Paris. They arrived in and high school. He plans to major
Poiritt of Ocean Falls, British Wednesday,Oct. 13, in Beech wood
New York Sept. 22 and spent a day in education with emphasis on
Columbia, left this morning for Reformed church.
One of Holland's landmarks for
sightseeing there before boarding mathematics ami administration.
Canada after spending a week
more tljan half a century, has
The morning session will be
Six
a train for Holland. They travel- In high school he was interested
been the draying business estab- will k* rendered and greetings will with Mr. and Mre. Harold B. Gem- held at 10 am The Rev. H. Gee
ho extended by the Rev. John mill, 378 Lincoln Ave, Mrs. Prited via Chicago, arriving here Sat- in sports, actively participatingin
lished by William Damson, father
of Dulce, N. M., will be the
urda>. This was Menkir's first volleyballand horseback riding.
of Herman Damson, who at ’he Wolterinkof Forest Grove, presi- chard and her brother, Mr. Gem- speaker and Mr*. James HoffWill
trip of any distance.
dent of the Holland class is. The mill, had not met for more than
Yifru, who comes from Girewa,
age of 75. is still "going strong."
man of New York, representative
Rev. R C Schaap of Chicago, a 24 years.
Yifru said he was much impress- Ethiopia, studied English six
of the board ot foreign and doUndoubtedly,
sometime
during former pastor, will also bring his
ed by the Empire State building years. During the occupationof The MIAA football league swings
Mrs. Ed Zwemer left Saturday mestic mission*, will bring greetyour travels m and about Holland, best wishes. Refreshmentswill be
in New York, but he doesn't like Ethiopia by the Italians, he was a into action on three fronts this
you have seen the old stake truck, served after the re-dedication to spend a month or six weeks In ings.
the big city — "too much heavy refugee in British Somaliland. week-end.
Lz* Angeles, visiting her father
Coffee will be furnished at noon
of
1925 vintage.
services.
traffic!"
Heading the list is the Adrianand a sister who formerly lived for visitorsbringing box lunches.
While a senior, he served as stuWilliam
Damson
began
draying
The
Rev.
John
Pott
filled
a
Menkir said Ethiopian food is dent governorof the high school. II ope contest at Riven- lew park
The afternoonsession will bewhen he started working and con- classical appointmentat Dunning- here. Miss Violet Griffin, formerly
quite similar to that in this coun- He plans to specialize in mediriday night. Each team boasts
of Holland, who is visitinga gin at 2 pm. Addresses will be
tinued in this job until his death ville oil Sunday. Arjo Nijk, a
try. He didn't know what an Am- cine.
two victoriesover non-conference
nephew In San Francisco, expects presented by Dr. Margaret Rottin 1903. At this time, his son, Her- theologicalstudent from the
erican hotdog was, but when it
to join Mrs. Zwemer In Los An- •chafer of India and Mrs. HoffBoth young men are members foes so far in the season. The man, who had been working in the
Netherlands, attending the seminwas described he said it compares of the Coptic Christian church kickoff is at 8 p.m. This is the
geles In two weeks.
man.
Cappon-Bertsch Leather Co., ary in Holland preached two serwith kualima in Ethiopia.The na- which is similar to the Greek MIAA opener for both elevens.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lindner Devotion*at the meetingswill
which
was
located
on
Eighth
mons in the local church. Special
tive dish he misses is tnjera, a Orthodox church.
Kalamazoo, co-title holder of street and Maple avenue, succeedof Milwakee,Wla., arrived Wed- be conducted by Mias Mary Geegh
music at the evening services was
1917 with Hillsdale,takes on the
ed him in the family business. furnished by Dale Buss is of Bor* nesday to spend several days in of India and Mrs. Wells Thoms of
Britons from Albion at Kalamathe home of their son-in-law and Arabia.
As his father, Damson used culo.
zxx) Friday night. This will be
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Verne C.
horses for draying until 1925, at
The local C. E. met Tuesday
the opening MIAA game for both
which time he bought the truck, evening The first catechismclass Hohl and family,1770 South Shore Reiort Owners Told
Dr.
teams.
Hornets have a
which, for the last 23 years, has of the season for the young peothree loss record against
Miss Dora Schermer, city lib- Jo Repair in Fall
been rolling in and about Holland, ple was also held on the same ever.on-conference teams while Alrarian, is attending the state
"it's been on the road every day," ning. The C. E. topic discussed
bion has three victories against
conventionof librarian! In DeThe Albion Bulldogs will come | —
Michigan resorts should underits owner proudly says.
was "How Can I Gain Self-Conother teams.
effects of the Chicago fire stepped
troit, today, Friday and Saturday. take their necessary major reto
Riverview park Friday nightin
c
. r. .
Dray
work most often done by fidence?"
in to pile on hardships.
Alma entertains Hillsdaleat AlDamson, involves moving freight Mrs. Jennie Kroodsmn of Zeel- Mr. and Mrs.* Arthur Vlascher, pairs or alterations this fall in
oCrlOOl (jirlS
ma Friday night. HillsdaleswampMany insurance companies In boasting two victoriesand no
North Shore Dr., left today on a order to insure completion in time
from boats and trains, trunks and and will entertain the members
ed Grand Rapids JC 61-0 last
the Windy City were rendered in- feats against n o n - conference Ent€TtQin Mothers
vacation trip into northern Michi- to qualify for "Sanitation Apwhatnot
for Hollanders, and in jof the Sewing Guild at her home
week to run their unbeatenstreak
solvent by the big fire there. This teams so far this season. They
gan.
They were accompanied by proved” signs before the season
gmeral, doing any kind of moving on Thursday afternoon.
made worthless what littie insur- defeated Port Huron JC by a one- Mothers were guests of Har- to 17 straight games. Alma played work.
friends from Iowa.
opens next year, the Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Koeman
rington school Camp Fire girls heads-up footballlast Friday night
ance was held by Michigan resiGray Ladies who will go to Ft. Department of Health advised toIn
1903. Herman Damson mar- are the parents of a son born at
sided 53-0 score in the opener and
and Bluebirds at tea Tuesday to take a 15-6 victory from Ferris
dents in the bur.ied over area^. So
Custer Monday for aervice at the day.
ried Jennie Bishop, and built a 4he Zeeland hospital last week.
they had no money with which to edged Defiance 20-14 last Sat- afternoon in the school music Institute.
Veterans' hospital will be MesSuch work in many cases can
home located at 187 West Ninth The school children have caturday.
buy materials.
In another game of sectional
room. The table was decorated
dames Harold Luth, R. G. Run- be started now, while the season
street. The couple have lived there echism classes on Friday afterThe cost of building materials The Bulldogs strut a talented with fall flowers, candles and a interest. Central Michigan's Bearnels, E. P. Schneider, Clifford is slack, but the resorts still opever since, rearing three sons, noon.
cats will meet the Broncos of Wessilver tea service.
climbed, too, as the tremendous job
Haycock, Rudolph Eriksen and en. A delay until spring may bring
array of backs including Bob GilThe InspirationalConferenceof
George, Carl and Edward, and two
Each girl baked cookies that tern Michigan at Kalamazoo Sat• af rebuilding Chicago was underJohn Tiesenga. They will leave at problems of labor shortages, undaughters, Mane and Edith, all of the Particular Synod ol Chicago
10:45 a.m.
taken. The combined effects of lis and Jim Jackson. Gillis is a were served and both groups help- urday afternoon.
availability of materials,and lack
met
in the Immanuel Reformed
whom
are married.
the fire, lack of insuranceand 190-pound halfback and is report- ed decorate the room and serve
John Vander Woude of Beaton, of time before the season starts,
church
of
Chicago
on
Oct
5
at
1
Today,
the
Damsons
have
11
ed
to
be
one
of
the
shiftiest
runthe mothers. Mrs. C. T Oonk was
high prices caused many pemons
Mass., left Tuesday after spend- according to Department enginEighty-Filth Birthday
grandchildren. Their children live p.m. Dr. Kuizenga and the Rev.
ing a week with his mother, eers.
to assume large obligations they ners the Bulldogs have. His team- general chairman.
II.
Bast
were
speakers.
in Holland, with the exception of
Mrs. Albert Timmer. Camp Anniversary Observed
later had trouble meeting when mate, Jim Jackson is a holdover
Mrs. Tillie Vander Woude. 47
Local health departments or the
Marie, who lives in Kalamazoo, Arjo Nijk was a Sunday guest
from the Bulldog’s 1946 champion- Fire executive,presented cards to
the panic of 1873 occurred.
West 12th St., and friends. He Bureau of Engineering, Michigan
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Roelofs
and
Carl, who is living in Hastship
team.
The
former
Detroit
Mrs. John H. Schrotenboer celethe Bluebirds flying up into Camp
will visit his brother, George, in
Seme of the towns never again
and family.
Department of Health, Lansing 4.
ings.
Queens Village,L I., N. Y., be- will provide information on saniwere rebuilt. But places like Man- Cooley player fills the left half Fire and welcomed new and pros- brated her 85th birthday anniverMr.
and
Mrs
C.
Van
Haitsma
Next time you .see the old stake
slot
for
the
Adrian
team.
sary
at
a
family
party
Monday
pective members who were inistee and Holland soon were back
tation problems and the requireentertainedrelatives from New fore returning to Boston.
John Carter, quarterback, will troduced.The girls sang their night in her home at 20 West 14th truck, with silver letterson the
on their feet.
York on Sunday.
ments for approval.
side
of
the
cab,
"II.
Damson.
Dray
be captain for the Hope game. He songs and formed the friendship St. At>out 16 were present. She
The
Holland
Home
requests Sons of Revolution
Line,"
you
will
be
gazing
upon
one
is also a third year man on the circle.
and her husband celebrated their
Marriage Licenses
of Holland s sum-sslul institutions, canned fruit. A committee from
Bulldog's team. Carter runs the
Annual Banquet Held for
Mrs. Herbert Marsilje and Mrs. 65th wedding anniversary last
the Adult Bible class will call for To Begin Meetings
Robert G. Beckman, 20. route 3. 440-yard dash for the Adrian M. K. D Is brow are the new lead- April 1 They have eight children n its second generation ot busdonations some time next week.
iness.
Methodist Church Group
Holland, and Beverly L. Johnson, track team.
ers for the Camp Fire group and and more than 50 grandchildren
Holland chapter,Sons of the
The Sewing Guild requests good
17, route 6, Holland.
Meanwhile, Coach A1 Vander- Mrs. C. T. Oonk, assisted by Mrs. and 30 great grandchildren.
used clothing for the Kentucky Revolution, will meet Monday at
The annual banquet for First
Edwin James Nieusma, 28, bush of Hope college announced Frank Hornstra, will continue
the home of Dr. E. J. Bacheller
Mission
Methodist church members 65
'route 6. Holland, and Beverly Jean that Abe Moerland will be captain with the Bluebirds. There are 4d
The Women's Aid and Mission- on Lakewood Blvd., to begin the years of age and older, was held
Vander Leeh-Mersman
Wentzel, 21, Holland; Herbert for the Dutchmen at the Adrian girls in the two groups.
ary
society will meet next week winter series of meetings, ac- Friday night in the church par(From
Wednesday’*
Sentinel)
Brosseit, Jr., 21, Grand Haven, game.
Monday night has been set aside Engagement Announced
A
large numtx*r of relatives and 'Thursday afternoon in the church cording to Dr. A. C V. R. Gil- lors This is a project of the
and Sally Graska, 16, Ferrysbt, g;
Moerland is one of the stalwarts as the meeting night with the
more, .secretary.
friends attended the funeral of A!- basement at 2 p.m.
Builders class.
Charles Emery Holzinger, 25, and of the Hope forward wall. He was girls meeting
'Die major paper of the evening
the leaders'
The engagement of Miss Ruth lyn Jay Van Zooren on
Mis? Eleanor Slagh played piano
Lenore Grunst. 23. both of Grand all-MIAA guard last season.
homes. Over A) mothers were Eleanor Vander Leek to Charles
will he presented by Jack Slootmusic precedingthe supper. The
29 in the VrieslandReformed Cnmniission FvnprtpfJ Ia
Haven; Eli Kalman, 19. and MarPracticeat the local campus present
Mersman, Jr., is announced by her church with the Rev. John
er, with "impressions"given by
^peeled 10
Rev. j. Kenneth Hoffmastergave
gie Spoolstra, 17, both of Jan.es- was confined to passing, punting
Dr. G. W. Van Verst.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Vanofficiating.
Bunai
took
place
in
Okay
Auction
of
Leases
the invocation and also sang
town, township.
and blocking drills.Several backs
der Leek, of 31 West 19th St. Mr. Veterans plot at Zeeland with
The Sons of the RevolutionIs
l^anslng
The conservation composed of descendents of men "Some Bright Morning,’’ with
Donald R. Jeske, 23, Grand received bruises in last week’s Hope Girls Are Attending Mersman Is the son of Mr. and
Holland VFW members taking
Mre. Hoffmaster accompanying.
Haven, and Sadie R. Bramer, 24, game and are not in uniform.
Mrs. Charles Mersman, Sr., of charge of the military rites at the commissionis expected to approve who bore arms in the American
Foreign missions Meet
The welcome was given by Mrs.
the
auction
of
oil
and
gas
leases
route 1, Spring Lake; Ray J. Van
Jim Pfingstel has a charleyWhitehall. Miss Vander Leek is a grave. Mrs. Kenneth De Jonge
Revolutionarywar. Eligibilityis
covering approximately25,000 determinedby tracing family John Kruid. A violin duet was
Den Beldt, 20, Byron Center, and horse and has not been working Misses Hilda Baker and Evelyn senior student nurse at Hackley
and Mrs. A1 Kaipps sang.
played by Misses Eleanor Slagh
acres of state-ownedlands in 15
Joyce Mast, 18, Zeeland.
out with the team.
Van Van Dam, Hope college juniors, Hospital, Muskegon.
The Rev. and Mrs Gary ‘ De countiesat its meeting Oct. 8. lines to warriors of Gen. George and Kathryn De Koning, accom,• Joseph Andrew Wolfe, 24, and Wingen, defensive halfback, has
Washington's
army.
are representingthe college at
Witt add family of Grand Rapids
panied by Mrs. Hoffmaster. Miss
The list includes Kalkaska
Patricia Ann Terry. 24, both of a bad leg and is listed as a an assembly on foreign missions
were recent guests of Mr. and county lands near the new BeavMarian Eastman sang a solo and a
Akron, Ohio; Thomas J. Coghlan, doubtful starter for Friday’sgame. being held today through Friday
Mrs Henry Boss.
er Creek field in Crawford and Girls* Quartet to Sing at reading was given by Mrs. Nina
28, Wenatchee, Washington, and Don Van Ingen is also nursing a at Columbus, Ohio. The assembly
Mr. and Mrs. K. Nyhuis and
Daugherty. Miss Patricia Kehl
Flora Correll,24, Grand Haven. bad knee but will be ready by- is sponsoredby the Foreign MisKalkaska counties and a 20-acre Hebrew Christina Moat
family of Plainwell. Mr. and Mrs. parcel near producing wells in the l *0T*lV
presented a piano solo.
Ifleet
David J. DeFeyter, 19, and Del- game time.
sions Council of America, the coLloyd Meengs and family,Mr. and
Austin Fairbanks offered prAyPentwater field, Mason county.
la Stegenga, 17, both of HoUand;
Hope coaches are giving consid- operating body of the Reformed
The Gospel Melodettes, a girls’
Mrs. J. Wolfert of Vriesland were
Tentativeauction date is Oct. quartet from Grand Rapids, will er and also told of the founding of
Henry Cook, 19, and Alice Dyk- erable time to defensive play this church.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. 29. The sale will be held in LanOld Wing Mission, his home.
»tr«, ,17, both of route 1, Coop- week in an effort to halt the high
sing at the 7:30 p.m. meeting toAnnouncement of their repreM. D. Wyngarden and family.
sing.
Louis Mulder, assisted by Mr.
traville; Walter Wesley Smith. scoring Bulldog backs.
night
of
the
Hebrew
Christian
sentation was made by Miss EmMr. and Mrs. Lawrence Mulder
Dalman, pianist,and Mrs. Page, *
24, St. Albans, N. Y., and Esther
Alliance conference. The Rev. Arma Reoverts, Hope college dean
of Zeeland were Sunday guests of
soloist, presented a chalk talk. *
Mat Cook, 17, Holland.
of women.
thur Glass, Hebrew Christian,will
Mr. and. Mrs. Harold Ter Haar
Miss
Wilma
Van
Gifts were presented to Mrs.
Uster Borgeson, 24, and Viola
speak on the subject, "With
Miss Baker and Miss Van Dam
in
and family.
Ida Weed. 8o, the oldest woman
Downey, 25, both of route 2, Hol- Complimented at Shower
Christ
Among
the
Jews
of
South
were chosen by Miss Ruth RanMr and Mrs. Jake Wolfert and
present, and to Andrew Goodwin,
land; Robert E. Jacobusse, 22
America." The meeting will be
som, secretary of the board, who
family of Carlisle were Sunday
83, the oldest man present A gift
route 6, Holland, and Delores
Miss Wilma Van Kampen, who is in charge of recruiting proshold
at
Immanuel
church.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Wolalso was given to Mr. and Mrs.
Jean Vander Meulen, 17, Holland; will be married this month to
pective missionaries.She will visfert.
Bert Welton who have been mar.Robert James Kraker, 19, route,Ivan Johnson,was honored at a it Hope on Oct 19.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Kamps and
Nurses* Association
ried for 55 years, the longest ot
1, Zeeland, and Betty Joyce Gro- surprise miscellaneous,shower
family were Sunday guests of Mr.
any couple attending.
tenhuis, 16, route 5, Holland.
Wednesday evening at the home
Arranges Meeting
and Mrs. Henry Wyngarden and
Bird
Hunters
Asked
Among guests were former class
of Mrs. Bernard De Vries, Hamfamily.
teachers and their husbands, Mr.
ilton.
The regular meeting of the OtBif Fire Demonstration
Jo Get Stamps
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ver Hage,
Notes telling where the gifts
tawa County District. Nurses’ and Mrs. Ben Benson and Mr.
Mrs. D. C. Ver Hage were SaturPostmasterHarry Kramer apand Mrs Fred Miles. Mr. and Mrs,
Set Saturday at 4 P.M.
were hidden were concealed in colassociationon Monday at 8 p.m.,
day
afternoon
guests
of
Mr.
and
pealed to migratory bird hunters
Harry Harrington could nof- atored balloons hung from a decorawill
be
in
the
form
of
a
tea
honMrs. Corneal Van Haitsma.
Saturday has been set for the ted umbrella.,Duplicate prizes for to get their stamps now. The seaoring past presidents of the or- tend. Miss Grace Thorne is presMr. and Mrs. Elmer Boss and
ent class teacher.
big fire department demonstra games were won by Mis. Harold son opens at noon Oct. 15.
ganization, in the home of Mrs.
family of Grandville were Sunday
The plea came to avoid any last
tion which will climax Fire Pre- Brower, Mr. EdcJ Overbeek, Mre.
Special guests for the evening
Ray I^ootstraon East Tenth St
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
vention week here, File Chief An- George Beukema, Mre. Peter Vpn minute rush. The post office has
.
- *
Boss.
The
Holland
hospital nurses who were Mr. and Mrs. Morris De •
Vries.
drew' Klomparcns announced to- Kampen, Mrs. M. G. Van Kam- only, a limited supply of the one
Miss Helen Ruth Mulder
are in charge of the meeting will
, John Elsma of Grand Haven
dollar stamps on hand. If the
day.
Committee chairmen were Mre.
Mips Helen Ruth Mulder was was a Sunday guest in Vriesland.
pen and Miss Eleanor Overbeek.
present an interestingcase study.
The big demonstrationwill be A two-course lunch Was served by usual last minute rush comes, the graduated with honors Friday
John
Slagh, kitchen; Mre. Max
Miss Marcia Knoll will entertain
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Myaard
staged at 4 p.m. on the athletic the hostess, assistedby Mrs. Peter Supply would soon be exhausted, night from the Hackley hospital
Welton, decorations; Mrs. Ed
with
impersonations
of
A1
Jolson.
and
family
of
Forest
Grove
were
Kramer said.
field at 19th and College.
Borgeson, invitations; Mrs. L.
School of Nursing at Muskegon. Sunday guests of Mr. and Mre.
Van Kampen, Mrs. Gerrit Van
Five trucks will be out and the Kampen and Mre. Edwin Lehman , However, if hunters get their She received the third annual
Lindsay, programs; Mrs, William
Jacob
T.
De
Witt.
No More Football
firemen will demonstrateall Guests were the Mesdames M. stamps now, before the season presentation of the Dr. Archibald
Lindsay, program; Mrs. Ethel
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. J. Van
opens, and the supply is gone, Hadaen Memorial award, a $500
equipment
Holland police today . warned Knutson and Mrs, John Kruid,
G. Van Kampen, Edd Overbeek,
Zoeren,
Mrs.
D.
C.
Ver
Hage,
and
Meanwhile, grade school chil- George Beukema, Edwin Lehman, more can be ordered before Oct. scholarship for advanced training
youngsters against playing foot- gifts. Serving were Mrs. Douglas
Marie Ver Hage were Thursday
dren are paying 30-minute visits John P. Overbeek, ^Ibeh Over- 15. The stamps are sent to Holland at a school of her own choosing.
ball at Kollen park. Police said Harm sen, Mrs. William Gerritsen
afternoon
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
•Ip fire engine house No. 2 where beek, Joe Overbeek, Harold Brow- from Petroit
they have received reports that and the Misses Sally Range, . PaThe award was given on the basis Peter Leetsma of Grand Rapids.
lectures on tre prevention art er, Chester Overbeek, Edd Butof citizenship,future plans and The re-dedication services for Mr. and Mrs. John Caauwe, 110 two youngsters were treated at a tricia Kehl, Marian Eastman and
Island of Negro is the principal scholarship.
West 29th St., announce the enfiven and equipment is shown.
2
tie?, Gerrit Van Kampen, Peter
the Vriesland Reformed church gagement of their daughter, Lois, local physicians office for injuries Lois
sugar producing area of the Philreceived
while
playing
football
at
Miss
Mulder,
a
graduate
of
HolVan Kampen and the Misses Lor*
will be held on Friday evening, at
More than one-half the adults raine. Eleanor and Ruth Elaine ippines, accounted for about 75 land Christian high school, is the T:30 p.rh. An Interestingand ap- to Robert Rosendahl, son of Mr. the park. They also said the boys Tije seven nations in
and Mrs. Marion Rosendahl, route trample down the grass A cruiser
per
cent
of
the
total
exported
anla the U. S. wear glasses.
daughter of Mr. and Mre. William propriate service has been arSaudi
Overbeek.
nually to the UJS.
2, North Holland. An early spring
J. Mulder, 71 West 20th St
ranged.

towns of Manistee,Glen Haven,
White Rock, Forestville, Sand
Beach, Port Hope, Elm Creek, Huron City, Forest Bay, Center Harbor. Rock Falls and Verona Mills.
The Holland fire burned out
the town except for a few buildings, within two hours on Oct. 9,
‘and an aged widow was killed.
Fires started on the southern and
western par^ of the city Lrst.
Flaming bits of wood from these
were blown to other sides of Holland, virtually ringing the town
with a wall of flame and sealing
Its doom.
Weeks of drought preceded Uie
Michigan fires. Streams and
•wamps dried out and the woods
became as dry as tinder. Thousands of pine logs and slashings
lying in the woods contributed to
the fire's fury. The logs were
.4 evidence of the state’smost pros' perous pine lumberingera.
Thousands of persons fought the
ftrea. But lashed on by a gale, the
flames swiftly consumed the forests. Hundreds of farm animals
were killed and thousandsof dol. Jars worth of crops burned. Per' »on* near the Great Lakes were
driven into the water to their
necks to escape.
Relief parties quickly were organized under the direction of
•Gov. Henry P. Baldwin. Food,
money, and clothing soon flowed
into the stricken areas. Rebuilding was begun. But here after-

The two young men. Yohannes gravy
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Ottawa County Growers Save
FFA

Ottawa Farmers

Allegan 4-H,

Carrying Out Use

Exhibits Best Ever

Of Cover Crops

Displayed at Fair

I,

i

Cover Plantings

Soil by

Vows Spoken

in

Ebenezer Church

I

Allegan county 4-H and FFA
the largest and
best exhibit ever shown at the
Allegan County fair this year, according to F. Earl Haas, county
club agent. Over 800 different
members had *,605 differentexhibits on display.
Cash awards totaling $3,359.25
are being sent out for the youth
division exhibitors.This does not
incluoe several hundred dollars
won by youth exhibitors in the
open classes. In addition special
awards of livestock such as registered calves, pigs and three scramble steers raised the value of
awards another $600.
The largest number of exhibits
was in the clothing class with 210
members displaying their work.
The display covered such items as
aprons, school desses, children

Available for Soil
Conservation Practice
L. R. Arnold, county agricultural agent, today said that the

coming a common practice in Ottawa county. This practice haa
been promoted by the West Ottawa Soil Conservationdistrict
last

10 years.

Olin Clay, Soil Conservation
Sernce farm planner for the West
Ottawa Soil Conservation district,
says that 21 times more plant
food is last by erosion than is re-

moved by crops, and that farmers
can reduce this loss by the use of

wmmL

Hi

-

mk

r

socks,

The handicraftand electriaal
classes attracted 161 exhibitors
who had small articles such as
bread boards, feed scoops, etc.,
and also many larger articlesincluding lawn chairs, end tables,
tool chests, step ladders and oth-

food.

Into the cornerstonewent a
song,
“Sweet Betsy from Pike," a song small tin tobacco box containing
originated in California during a last week's Kiwanis bulletinon
the days of the gold rush; and the which was wrtiten names of Ki"Boll Weevil Song," from the cot- wanians present for the ceremony.
On hand for the event w'ere
ton country of the United States.
Mr. Welsbacher, the story teller President Tony Last, Jacob Grassof the couple, related such favor- meyer, Wilbur Cobh, Simon Borr,
ites as the storiesof Paul Bun- Jack Plewes and A. E. Hilde-

jt

ers.

Irwin M. Pronrath. Jr, 22. Bancroft, will start his final year as a
student in generalagriculture in the
institute of Short Course at Michigan State college In October. Each
morning he will milk five cows, do
Farmers and fruit growers may other chores and drive 30 miles to
choose between several different East Lansing for an 8 o'clock class.
types of cover crops depending At night he drives back and does
upon the site. Rye akme at one chores before he starts evening
and one-half bushels per acre studies. The young war veteran
may be used on sandy type soils. (right) is shown in the top picture
On fertile soils domesticryegrass,
M pounds per acre, makes an excellent cover. In' blueberries one
and one-half to two bushels of
oats makes a very good cover.
In any case, the cover crop
should be fertilized with 200-250

Livestock Given

with H. 8. Wilt, assistantshort
One hundred and fifty-four head
course director, looking over a hay of dairy cattle were shown by the
loader he reconstructedfrom ma- youth division members. This was
terials on the farm. Below Pronrath

tends his dairy herd housed In the
constructed after his Ant

bam he

year pf short course instruction.

Many veterans have enrolled In
MSC short courses under the GI
Bill to secure a background In agriculture so they can farm more successfully.

to Free Potatoes

Deserving 4-H’ers Not Much Help
Allegan county livestock breed-

How much would free potatoes
delivered to the door cut the average consumer's weekly food bill ?
work during the past year and at
From 15 to 25 cents, says Arthe Allegan County fair according thur Mauch, agricultural econoto F. Earl Haas, county club agent. mist at Michigan State college.
Harry Pickitt and Jimmie Chest- Yet, Mauch contends, support
nut of Pickitt a(;res gave a regis- prices on potatoes and other farm
tered Holsteinheifer to Herbert products are "being blamed for
Johnson of the Moon 4-H club. today’s high food costs.
Herbert was selected by the Alle"If the farmer gave his potatoes
gan County 4-H Club Council as
away, the consumers wouldn't
doing the best job with a Holstein
save more thtan 'two- bits' a week
project considering the year of
on the average food budget. Yet
work he was taking. He is a first
potatoes have been the most menyear member.
tioned 'whippingboy' in the atCecil Polmanteer of Bloomingtack
on price supports", Mauch
dale donated an A>rshire bull to
points out.
George Rankins, Jr., of Martin for
The fact is, Mauch says, few
showing the best Ayrshire animal
at the Allegan Fair. Jack Kirch of farm products are being subsidthe Plainwell FFA was awarded ized. The real high cost items in
a QIC gilt giver, by Ivan Spencer the family food budget are meat
of Otsego for the best swine exhi- and dairy products. Prices of these
will have to drop one-third to oneEarl Warner of Otsego donated half before they will be supportthe OIC gilt that was awarded ed by the government, the MSC
ers gave some fine livestockto
4-H and FFA members for their

yan and Pecos Bill, along with
some new ones.
The program ended with the

In Barnips

Fifteen Guests

Personals

Honor

Host at Birthday Party

(From Friday's Sentinel)
Prof. Stephen Partington of the

Tommie

Allen

was

Hope college education depart- birthdayparty Friday
ment

host at a
afternoon

group in celebration of his ninth birthat the School of Christian Living day anniversary.The event, given
in Hope church, Sunday at 7 p.m.
by his mother, Mrs. Kenneth
will address ihe adult

Jay Nichols of route 6 and John

Allen,

Kleis of East Eightn St., visited
the Kalamazoo fair Wednesday.
Services will be held in the gaspel tent four miles north of Holland Sunday afternoon at 3 p.m.
if weather permits. The Rev.
Harry Bowerman will lead the

Allen.

Ronald J. Colton, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Colton, Sr., 155

West 13th St., is receiving basic
training in the 9206th training
battalion at

-Camp

was served by Mrs.
The host received gifts

luncheon

services.

Stoneman,

Calif., largest personnel center
in the nation.
Miss Necia De Groot, 378 West

was held at the Allen home,

West 18th St.
Games were played with each
guest receiving a favor. Movies
were shown by David Basch. A

56

from the group.
Invited were Larry Haverkamp,
David Hollenbach. Paul Boer.
Gordon Boer, Tommy Bratt. Ricnard Brand, Suzanne De Free, Ronald Lemmen, Richard Oudersluys,
Carl Tidd. Gerrit Kars. John
Steenblik. Mary Ellen Steketee.
Andnes Steketee*and Tommy Bos.

20th St., and Miss Gertrude
Starched clothes are indirectly
Strove of Macatawa Park, recent- Linen Shower Is Given
to blame for scars on many a
ly visited Moody Bible Institute. For Mrs. Lather Slager
hand iron. When starch sticks and
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Boerema,
scorches on the hot iron were
South Shore Dr., Mrs. Alice BoerMrs. Luther Slager, who before
of Michigan's hatchery owners ema and Mr. and Mrs. John Van- her marriageSept. 3 was Dolores
tempted to.stratch it off.
right now. George Scott. Zeeland, der Poel are driving to Toledo, O..
Permanent scratches may catch
Nieboer, was honored at a linen
field manager of both the Michi- Saturday morning to spend the
on fabrics and pull threads— and
shower Wednesday night in the
gan Poultry Improvement associa- week-end with Mr. Boerema's
there are several simple ways to Ronald Layton of Monterey. This economistrelates.
home of Mrs. Andrew Slager, 183
"It's true that support prices tion and the Michigan Turkey Im- uncle and aunt. The Vander Pools East 16th SU
remove starch without scratch- award was given on the basis of
ing.
his project work for the past year. do put a floor under farm prices. provement association,says state will continue on to Fremont. 0.
Games were played and prizes
If the iron is hot, Mary E.
George Laker and son of the And there are plenty of bad fea- hatcherymen"should try to get
Miss Nellie Ver Schure of 151 were won by Mrs. Russell BrouBullis, home demonstration ag- Laker Hereford Farms of Way- tures aliout the current parity more eggs in their own state.’’
West 12th St., was taken to Hol- wer, Mrs. John Van Voorst and
net, recommends shaking salt on land donated one of the scramble program. But the real facts show • According to Scott, hatcheries land hospital yesterday after sufMrs. Ed Burns.
a piece of paper and rubbing the calves. Leon Stearns of Trow- that the effect of the farm pro- here this year imported 239,232 fering a stroke at her home.
Guests were Mrs. Henry Slager,
iron over it. From a cool iron bridge caught the calf given by gram on the pocketbookof Mrs. dozen chicken hatching eggs from
Hospital Notes
Mrs. John Slager. Mrs. Henry
approved
sources
in
other
states.
starch may be removed by scour- Laker.
Consumer has so far been negliAdmitted to Holland hospital Van Voorst, Sr., Mrs. Jacob Van
ing with very fine ateel wool or
They also imported170.403 chicks Thursday wore Danny K«x>p, son Voorst. Mrs. B. Van Voorst,- Mrs.
Other free calves in the scram- gible",Mauch said.
with a moist cloth dipped in fine ble were donated by Francis
He pointed out that if wheat from approved sources. Turkey of Mr. and Mrs Dell Koop, 178 Frances Van Voorst, Mrs. Harold
scouring powder, such as whiting. Moored and Sons and the Allegan Prices were cut in half by the hatcherymen were also big im- East Fourth St.; Paula Twigg. 105
Van Voorst, Mrs. Henry Van
Sometimesjust rubbing with a State bank. These were caught by farmer, the average , food budget porters — 518,415 hatching eggs West 12th St.; Billy Boeve, son of
Voorst,Jr„ Mrs. John R. Brouwer,
moist cloth will do the job.
Douglas Miles of Otsego and Bill would not be cut more than 10 and 19.963 poults.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Boeve. rou'e Mrs. Russell Brouwer, Mrs. Ld
To prevent stickingstarch, rub Reurink of Wayland.
to 15 cents a week. The farmer There are benefits to hatchery- 4; Myron Gootee, 316 West 16th Burns, Mrs. N. Rowan, Mrs.
a little beeswax or paraffin fregets only one-fourjthof the money men when they can get hatching St.
Glenn Slager, Mrs. John Van
quently over the hot iron. Wellthe consumer spends for a loaf of eggs to fill their incubators from
Discharged Thursday were Miss Voorst, Miss Elaine Van Voorst,
oooked starch is less likely to
bread.
flock owners in their own state. It Martha Sherwood. 94 West' 13th
Mrs. H. Nieboer. all of Holland,
stick than starch which is not
Mauch concluded:"City folks aids greatly in the developmentof St.; Forrest Shuck, Jr., 166 East Mrs. James Slager of Zeeland.
thoroughly cooked, so it pays to
also should bear in mind that the co-operativeefforts to incubate 17th St.: Miss Shirley Tibbe, 282
prepare it carefully.A wax prelevel of parity guaranteed de- better chicks from eggs with Elm (Lakewood Blvd.); Mrs. Nelparation to add when making up
pends on the prices the farmer higher fertility and hatchability.son Bakker and infant daughter, Morris Van Spyker, 49,
starch is on the market and helps
has to pay— mostly on things It keeps hatchery costs down by route 1, West Olive; Mrs. Russell
Succumbs in Zeeland
prevent sticking.
bought from city folks. The farm- reducingthe 'rate of flock owner BinJ and infant son, 139 East
Detroit— All pedestrians should
er doesn't set city prices either. turnover each year. Chicks are 18th St.; Mrs. Marvin Becksvoort
Zeeland, Oct. 7 (Special) —
heed the October AAA safety posWhen the prices on things the more likely to stand Michigan and infant son. 767 West 26th St. Morris Van Spyker. 49, of 123
Allegan Group Attends
ter being distributed to all Michifarmer buys come down, farm weather if hatched from eggs proA son, Bryan Woodrow, was South Elm. died unexpectedly
gan elementaryschools now by supports will be lower, too.
duced by Michigan hens. (Of bom this morning at Holland hos- early today following a stroke. He
Conservation Luncheon
AutomobileClub of Michigan. Alcourse many Michigan hatchery- pital to Mr. and Mrs. Julias Van was employed at Chris-Craftin
Donald Barden, chairman of the most 9,000 copies of the poster) V
men sell chicks to farmers outside Oss, route 1.
Holland.
Allegan Soil Conservation service will be used in Michigan along Begin Spraying Weeds
Michigan also.)
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Surviving are the wife, Henwith
25,000
AAA
traffic
safety
board of directorshas reported
If all hatching eggs and chicks
Mr. and Mrs Albert Andersen rietta; his mother, Mrs. Harry
After Fall Rains Start
that James Boyce, Albert Crane lessons for elementary grades.
and poults now imported into and children.Marilyn and Jimmy, Van Spyker of Holland; three sisDrawn by Ralph Bleyaert, Deand Varnum Dilley,directors of
Michigan could and were pur- of Winter Haven. Fla., are guests ters. Mrs. Albert Atman of Grand
After
the
fall
rains
start
is
an
the district; Charles Mann, Soil troit Cass Tech high school stuchased from within the state it this week-end of Mr. and Mrs. E. Rapids. Mrs. Tony Last of Holland
excellent time to control fall gerConservation service technician dent, the paster won national
minatingweeds with sprays. 2-4D would add almost three-quarters V. Hartman, 73 East 10th St„ Mr. and Mrs Herman Atman of Cen-

bit.

,

i

with

the district, and Clarence first prize in its class in the 1917-

Brooks, Walter Wightman, and 48 school traffic safety poster
Earl Osman flew to Saginaw on contest, and will be used in
Sept. 28 for a Soil Conservation schools throughoutthe nation alawards luncheon. The luncheon so.
Five reasons why the rule
was held to honor farnjersand directors for outstanding work in soil "Keep from Between Parked
Cars" should'be observedare givconservation.
Brooks, Wightman, and Osman en by Ernest P. Davis, Auto Club
were selected as the three farm- safety and traffic director.They

When purchasing weed spray
chemicalscheck the label and if WOOD CROP TOO
arsenic is present do not use on
Winter plans on the farm should
foliage liable to be eaten by huinclude some woods work. Handmans or animals.Follow manuling the farm woodlot as a crop
facturer's recommendation in and cutting it correctly will pay
licemen.
making up and applying weed killoff i/i income and better manMotorists do not expect pedes- ing solutions.
agement.
trians to appear from between
parked cars.
Motorists drive more rapidly in
mid-block and may not be able to

are:
ers in the district doing the best
Ignoring It violatestraffic laws.
soil conservationjob on their
Pedestrians may not see apfarms. Stanley Johnston, Keith
Landsburg. and Cornelius Bus proaching cars.
Pedestriansare crossing withmade up the committee appointed
by the district directors to select out aid of traffic signals or pothe three.

Rams Will Be Shown

at

Michigan State College

of a million dollars to the state's
:s one of the best sprays to use on
agriculturalincome, based on curlawns, fence rows and in pastures
rent prices.
to kill broad leafed weeds. So far
according to the state chemist.
PASTURES VALUABLE
2-4D has not been found injurious
Pastures should be considered
to livestock,however, some weed
as a valuable part of the crop
sprays contain sodium arsenite
program on Michiganfarms. Pastand arc very poisonous to domesures must be planned in advance
tic animals.
as to amount, type, and acreage.

Breeders of sheep in tills area stop quickly.
wishing to improve their flocks
will have an opportunityto look Plan Turkey School
at some good rams on Oct. 4 at
East Lansing (UP)-The MichiMichigan State college, East gan State College Poultry departLansing.
ment today announced plans for a
Sheep consume mainly grass turkey flock selection and blood
and roughage. Growers interested testing school at the Lake City
la obtaining replacement ewes AgriculturalExperiment station,
ahould write Graydon Blank, ex- Oct. 13 and 14. MSC extension and
tension specialistin animal husresearch specialists will conduct
bandry at Michigan State college.

Veteran Farms, Attends
To milk

MSC

At

brand t.

The temporary building on the
premises Is expected to be moved
singing of a Negro spiritual, "Cer- later to the tulip farms.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jamea Kuiper
tainly, L*>rd.'' Mrs. Welsbacher The camp, was used extensively
Me Vries photo) sang the verses and the student by Camp Fire girls of Holland
during the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold James Boeve. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. body joined in the chorus.
Kuiper were married Sept. 21 in Edward Boeve. route 5. and the
Ebenezer Reformed church and groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
now are living on route 5. The George Kuiper, Sr., 614 Central Bridal Shower Held
Nellie
bride is the former Joyce Elaine Ave.

413

the largestand highest quality display ever made at this fair. Hogs
were also much improved with 33
head shown.
Other classes attracting large
entrieswere food preparation with
135 exhibits, canning with 71,
flower with 84, garden baskets
with 87, wild flower with 63 and
potatoes with 45 exhibits.A total
of 37 different projects were represented with displays. Those not
mentioned above include archery,
•photography, bird study, wildlife,
personal accounts,all exhibited for
the first year, and beef, home furnishings,home management, colt,
commercial garden, pickles, corn,
poultry, rabbits, eggs, outdoor
cooking, baking, 4-H girl entertains, the 4-H girl, wheat, oats,
barley,fruit. Jr. leadership,school
lunch and sheep.

East Lansing — More hatching
flocks in Michigan must be promoted by state hatcherymen.This
subject was the recurring theme
in sessions of the Michigan Hatchery conference held on the Michigan State college campus.
H. C. Zindel, MSC poultry specialist. believes it is tiie "big job"

)

ditional American folk

scarves, beanies, sweaters, etc.

4. prevent the leaching of available plant
,
5. When plowed under, improve
the structure of both heavy and
light soils and increase the water
absorbing capacity and the infiltration of water into the soil

block construction with blue asphalt roof. Dimensions are 24 by
Dick and Betty Welsbachertook
the students of Holland high 50 feet with a 10-by-50-footporch
,
school on an imaginary trip across
uilding will face norththe country when they presented
their skit called "American Folk* west. Plahs call for completion of
Lore in Song and Story” Thurs- the "shell’1 so that the building
day afternoon in the high school may be used as a shelter.Plumbing installations,
a fireplace and
auditorium.
Mrs. Welsbacher sang some of interiorequipment are part of a
the old favorite folk songs, in- long-range plan, with much of the
cluding "Barb'ry Allen." a tra- work to be done by Kiwanians.

terrace.

Ik1

ies, formals, lounging outfits etc.

oil

Kamp

Hear Assembly Program

complete costumes with accessorKnitting exhibits included

At Kiwanis

youth camp on Lake Michigan a
few miles north of Kiwanis Kamp.
The building will be of cinder-

Students of High School

garments,remodeled garments,

cover crops.
Putting in a cover crop is merely the seeding of some grain or
grass on unprotected or bare soil.
The green growth will:
1. Reduce run-off of rain and
thus conserve soil.
2. Prevent excessive erosion of
toil by wind and water.
3. Add organic matter to the

For Club House

Invited were Mrs. William Kiwania leaders assistedMonday |
Topp, Jr., and Mary Ellen; Mrs.
in laying a cornerstonefor the
Henry Windemuller,Jr., and Elnew' club houpe at Kiwania Kamp,
len; Mrs. Howard Dorgelo and
Phyllis;Mrs. Rhine Kars and Bev- a 39-acre plot on Lake Shore drive
erly; Mrs. John Lenters and just north of Lakewood Blvd.
Bonnie; Mrs. Leon Faber md
The club house will be similar
Barbara Jo; Mrs. Simon Steketee
in
design to buildings at Camp
and Steven; Mrs. Claud DunneGeneva, the Reformed church
win and the guest of honor.

r*

.

establishment of cover crops is be-

time for seeding cover crops is at
the laat cultivation of corn, or
from August 15 to September 15,
in fruit orchards. Since this period
is past for this year, he wishes to
remind farmers that it is still not
too late. Cover crops will still give
effectivecontrol if drilled in just
• as soon as the com or peaches
1 come off this fall.

Cornerstone Laid

At First Birthday Party
honored on his first birthday at a
party Thursday afternoongiven
by his mother, Mrs. Dale Dunnewin, 136 Walnut Ave. Favors were
presented to each guest and a
two-course lunch was served.

members made

pounds of commercial fertilized
such as 3-12-12.
Arnold advises that the ideal

Danny Dannewin Feted
Danny Glenn Dunnewin was

Many Type* of Seed

and extension service for the

(
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Andersen

is

Mrs. Hartman’s bro- tral park.

Ver Schure

Home

Mrs. Albert E. Hall and her
daughter.Miss Pauline Hall of
Burnips were joint hostesses at a
Miss Nellie Ver Schure. 79. of
miscellaneous bridal shower given
151 West 12th St., died in Holland
in honor of their granddaughter
and niece. Miss Muriel Hall of hospitalat 3:30 a m. Sunday after
« brief Illness. Born in Holland,
Jamestown last Friday evening.
site was the daughterof the late
She will become the bride of John
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Ver Schure.
Huizenga Oct. 6. She is the daughShe lived here her entire life. She
ter of Mrs. Josie Hall of Jameswas a member of Third Reformed
town and the late Horace Hall
church.
Mr. Huizenga is the son of Mr
Surviving are two brothers. Anand Mrs. Gerrit Huizenga of Cordrew and John, with whom ahe
inth.
lived, and several cousins.
Games were played and prizes
were awarded. A luncheon was
served by the hostesses.
Guests included Mesdames Josie Hall, Angeline Lubbenga,Clarence Hall, Hiram Vande Bunte
and Burton Hall of Jamestown;
Mesdames John Nyenhuis, Rex The Ottawa County DepartVictoria, Lorraine Victoria, Al- ment of Education held the fall
bert Hall, Gerrit Nyenhuis.Rus- area meeting in Harrington school
sell Nyenhuis and the Misses Thursday afternoon writh 50 teachLeona and Arlene Nyenhuis and ers from outlying schools present.
Pauline Hall of Hudsonville; Mrs.
Theme of the program was "UnGerrit Huizenga of Corinth; Mrs derstanding Boys and Girls."
Clarence Vander Wall of Ionia; Films were shown after which a
Mrs. Charles Hall of Wayland; panel discussion took place.
Mrs. Albert Hall of Wyoming
Miss GertrudeMcPharlin. counPark; Mesdames Harold Wilson. ty helping teacher, was general
Carl Van Atta. James Vande chairman. Deputy superintendent
Bunte and Miss Mildred Krikke of Albert Bradfieldand supervisor
Grand Rapids; Mrs. Glenn Gitchel of school service John Noe conof Gitchell; Mrs. George Schank ducted the films.
of Linden, Wash.; Mesdames LauMiss McPharlin in her address
rence Mulder. George Caball of emphasized the value of pupil,
Zeeland: Mrs. Merlin Vande Bunte parent and teacher co-operation,
of Foi-estGrove.
all of which work toward the deAlso invited were Mrs. Milton velopment of the individual stu-

Claimed by Death

Teachers Meet

At Harrington

Mrs. Earl K. Milled 600 Elm-

Mouw is principal of
Harribgton school and was hu*t
to tlie group.

Hope College to Have

‘HomecomingQueen’

Buth Herd

Production Tests

was announced today by Tim

Brattleboro. Vt.. — Several registered Holstein-Friesian cows in
the dairy herd owred by Butli
Brothers. Comstock Park, recently have completed official production tests in • Herd Improvement
Registry test, the Holstein-Friosian Association of America announces.
The highest producer was Alderhurst Bonheur Della Elaine with
a total of 619 pounds of butterfa^
and 18.561 pounds of milk. The second higiiest producer was Creston
Rag Apple Gerben with 550 pounds
of butterfat and 16.426 pounds of
milk. Another high producer was
Piebe Bessie Fayne who. at the
age of 7 years 2 months, made 524
pounds of butterfat and 15,160
pounds of milk.

Harrison, president of the student
council. In past years Hope has
elected an annual campus queen
in May. This procedure was dis-

continued in 1948 when a May
Queen was elected "Queen for
a Day" to rule over the May Day
festivities.

According to Harrison, each of
the four classes will elect two girls
to sene as members of the
queen’s court. From these eight
one will be selected by a committee composed of students and fac-

ulty members to preside as
Homecoming Queen the week of
Oct. 30.

She will be selected on the
basis of appearanceand poise.

Testing was supervised by Michigan State College of Agriculture,
in co-operation with the HolsteinFriesian Association of America.

Pleads Not Guilty

To Simple Larceny

Same Timt

five dairy cows, do croft, has both the ambitionand
tionl In fact, he is preparing to
other chores and drive 30 miles desire.
expand to a* 20 cow dairy herd
On Oct. 25, this World War n and the farming of more than 160
in the morning to make an 8

Mrs. Jacob Mueller of Douglas.

on the same type of lease,
and has rented an additional 62
acres for next year.
Irvin admits that he has learned marty skills in his MSC short
courses. He’s handy with tools
and makes old machinery and
buildings do the work of newer
ones. Some of the jobs he has
done include building a hay rack,
repairing machinery, and remodeling his dairy barn with concrete
work. He's keeping farm records,
too, to aid In improvingthe farm’
road

veteran will start his second win- acres of land.
o’clockclass takes more than amter of driving to East Lansing
When he completed his second
bition.It takes a desire to gain each day to do work in the Institerm of short courses in March,
some "book learning" in agricul- tut of Short Courses. He will 1948, Irvin began his expansion.
ture which will help make a farm completethe two-year general agFrom his father, who is employproduce more income, more profit riculture course next spring and ed in Detroit,he rented the home
and a better life.
feels he will be better prepared 40 acres on a. 50-50 crop share
Irvin M. FYonrath, Jr., 22 Rnn- to carry on his farming opera- lease, rented 60 acres across the
business.

(

.

Completes ,4

Hope collegestudents will elect
their first HomecomingQueen, it

Four-Week-Old Babe

Dies in City Hospital
treatment at the Kabat-Kaiser
Clinic Washington,D. C.
Jane Ellen Koeman. four-weekMiss Bernice Bishop, president old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rusof Holland branch, American As- sell Koeman of route 4. died Satsociation of UniversityWAmen, urday afternoon, in Holland hosMiss Marion Shackson and Mrs. pital where she had been ill since
Robert Notier, board members, birth.
and Mrs. J. D. French, member of
Surviving are the parents; a
the state board, are in Muskegon brother, Russell, and the paternal
today attending an area workshop grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Abe
arranged for presidents, art and Koeman of Central park, and the
educat/on chairmen of branches in maternal grandparents.Mr. and

1

Hall of Home Acres and Miss Nel- dent.
lie Grit of Hudsonville.
Harold

ther-in-law. 9
dale court, left recently for a visit
with her husband, who is under

1

Gerrit Bronkhorst of route 1,
appeared in municipalcourt on
Saturday and pleaded not guilty to Birthday Dinner

Given

a simple larceny charge.
For Richard John
»•
Bronkhorst w-as charged with
taking a flashlightout of a HolA birthday dinner party honorland police cruiser which was ing Richard John Brand on his
parked near an East Eighth St. seventh anniversary was held
store.
Thursday at the home of his parKenrteth Jay Kuyers, 21, of ents. Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Brand,
route 3, paid a $5 speeding fine. 102 West 16th St.
Della Jane Stegenga of route 2.
Games were played and prizes
and Otto Cnossen of 28 East 17th were awarded.Twelve guests atSt., each paid $1 parking fines.
tended the event.

Brand

.

LUMBER

•

SHINGLES

-

LUMBER

—

First Come
First Served
red Cedar shingles ......................stis iquur.
NO. 2 WHITE PINE .....
............... $185.00 per
Vi *8 CLEAR RED CEDAR SIDING
..... ; $210.00 per
. (Random Isngths)

M
M

.

.

In. FLOORING
COVE SIDING —

4

omf i

1

1

1

.

Pot. No. 106
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HOLLAND COOPERATIVE 00.
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4-1216

